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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an examination of Bertrand Russell's realist 'bundle theory of particulars.' 
In Russell's earlier work, the need to explain the unity and individuality of objects 
compelled him to accept particulars as well as universals as ultimate kinds of reality. 
Neve1theless, in carrying out his efforts to economize his ontology, he discovered he 
could not reduce properties to particulars, because there are some relations that resist 
nominalistic explanation, but particulars could be reduced to bundles of qualities. In this 
thesis, I show that the realist 'bundle theory' not only reduces the kinds of ultimate reality 
to one, i.e., to universal qualities, but also serves all of the purposes for which bare 
particulars were originally required. Specifically. I examine what I take to be the major 
criticisms leveled against the realist 'bundle theory': the problem of individuation, the 
problem of necessity, and the problem of analyticity. I defend the strength and 
consistency of Russell's theory and argue that it can answer to the objections. 
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PhD Thesis - G. Koc; McMaster - Philosophy 

---Chapter 1: Introduction 

This thesis is a survey of Bertrand Russell's later metaphysics, i.e., his work after 19401
, 

with special reference to his bundle theory of particulars. My aim is to defend Russell's 

version of bundle theory from some impo1tant objections. The objections I will deal with 

in detail are ones that are generally directed against realist bundle theories. But I will also 

reply to objections specifically against Russell's bundle theory as well. 

In this chapter I survey various positions on prope1ties and particulars for the 

purpose of situating Russell's realist bundle theory amongst competing ontologies. First, 

I introduce the reader to the categories of existence that will be discussed in this thesis, 

i.e ., particulars and universals. Next I discuss the two main positions on the nature of 

prope1ties, realism with respect to universals and nominalism, and the main objections to 

these. After this I discuss the main theories of particulars, i.e. , the substratum theory and 

the bundle theory. and some of the objections to these. I will appeal to various 

philosophers other than Russell in explaining where the problems and possible solutions 

to them lie. 

1.1 Categories of Existence 

In ontology we ask questions as to what kinds of entities exist and what they are like. 

Generally entities are divided into two kinds: universals and particulars . The category of 

universals is a category that Russe ll always acknowledged. Universals subdi vide into 

1 /11q11 i1 ~r into Meu11i11g u11d Tmrh ( 19-10 ). H1111w11 K11m1 ledgt! ( 19-18). 
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prope1ties and relations. An example of a universal property is whiteness and an example 

of a universal relation is being north of. His position on the category of particulars, 

however, went through various changes. Particulai-s subdivide into ordinary particulars 

(things) such as a tree, events such as a leaf falling from a tree, momentary particulars 

such as a spatio-temporal cross-section of a leaf, and point-instants. 

Ordinary paiticulai·s are particulars that persist through time. Russell's view on 

ordinai·y paiticulai·s until 1914 2 was that they exist and they are inferred from the data of 

the senses. The early Russell thought that we can know ordinary pa1ticulars by inductive 

inference from our sensory experiences. Russell, as of 1914, however, abstained from 

making any existence claims about material objects. Rather, he constructed them3
. 

Ordinary particulars, whether inferred or constructed, are not fundamental 

entities; there are more basic entities than ordinary particulai·s , such as properties and/or 

substrata4
, and the ontologist endeavours to construct or infer the ordinary pa1ticulars out 

of properties only or both properties and substrata. Ordinai-y particulars are wholes 

requiring ontological analysis into their constituents (or parts). Ontological analysis is not 

physical analysis, where we would look for the physical pa1ts of an object. Rather, the 

whole is analyzed into the kinds of entities it is composed of, such as universal or 

particular properties, and perhaps substrata. 

After 191 8·\ Russell explained ordinary particulars in terms of events, which were 

later ( 1940) replaced by qualities. ·'An 'event' is supposed to occupy some continuous 

c Our Knmvlt'dge of'th t' El"ft' m a/ Wo rld. 
3 See Chapter 2. 
~ ·sub>.traia· will he explained in Scctior1 I A . 
~ ··o n Se nsations anu Ideas .. ( 19 18). A11u/r.1i.1 nf M ind ( 192 1 ). 

2 
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portion of space-time, at the end of which it ceases, and cannot recur" (HK 82-3 ). Russell 

accepted events as an indispensable category between 1918 and 1940. As of 1918, 

Russell worked on eliminating the mental substance6 in favor of a construction from 

sensations, which he then took to be neutral events. After 1940, he decided that events 

were dispensable, because he could explain events in terms of qualities, on the condition 

that events are not taken to have the property of non-recurrence of logical necessity: ··it is 

clear that a quality, or a complex of qualities, may recur; therefore an event, if non

recurrence is logically necessary, is not a bundle of qualities'' (HK 83). 

As to the questions of whether properties exist and how they exist, the two main 

positions are realism and nominalism. 

1.2 Properties: Realism with respect to Universals 

First, realists believe that properties exist as universals. Some realists, such as the early 

Russell, believe that universals are abstract entities, in the sense that they are not located 

in space and time. These are called transcendent universals (Armstrong Vol. l Ch. 7). 

Such universals are exemplified in particulars, which are located in space and time. For 

instance, a male cardinal exemplifies the universal prope11y of redness. The cardinal is 

the instance of the universal redness. Other realists with respect to universals, such as the 

later Russell, believe that universals are abstract, though not in the sense of being non

spatio-temporaL but rather in the sense that they are multiply occurrent. These universals 

are called immanent universals (ibid.). 
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Realists introduce universal properties as a category to solve 'the problem of 

universals', which is "the problem of how numerically different pa1ticulars can 

nevertheless be identical in nature, all be of the same type" (Armstrong Vol. l. 41 ). Once 

you accept universal properties, you can appeal to them in order to explain what it is that 

two particulars have in common (Oliver 15). 

Another reason for postulating universals is that we need them to explain how 

predicates are ascribed to subjects and what abstract singular terms refer to. In the case of 

subject-predicate sentences, the predicate as a general term expresses the universal. 

Subject and predicate should both refer to something in the world. The subject in the 

sentence, 'This cardinal is red', is related to redness. Two tokens of the same predicate in 

different propositions should refer to a single entity so that the pi·edicate can have the 

same meaning in both propositions (Loux Metaph_vsics 20-30). And when abstract 

reference is in question, such as "Redness is a colour'', it is claimed that the abstract term 

refers to the uni versa! redness 7. 

Some realists such as Russell claim that the universals are the referents of 

predicates and relations: .. When we examine common words, we find that, broadly 

speaking, proper names stand for particulars, vvhile other substantives, adjectives, 

prepositions, and verbs stand for universals .. (POP 53). In order not to posit universals 

redundantly, some realists. such as the later Russell, distinguish between basic and 

derivative (primitive and non-primitive) predicates. They claim there to be universals. 

Hu\\e\er. thi, dues n.1t mean that n11rninalists cannot hold the corrcsp1rndcnCL' thL·,1r; nf truth. \Ve 
\\ill short I; sec that sorllL' nurninalish hold that ·redness" in "Redness is a culPur· L'llrresponds to all the red 
thin'2s. LL' .. 11rdi11an 11~1rtiL·ul~1rs. OthLT 11P111i11:rli't' 111~1i111ai11 tlut ·rednes.s· rekrs t1i thL· L·l:1" "r 1-..:..t .11·di11;1n 
partiL·uLir.,. Yc'l llth..:1"> rna; h1ild !hat ·rL'dllL''s· rekr.s t.1 !he cla.s.s 11f red tn111L's. 
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which are the referents of basic predicates: but they refrain from accepting universals for 

non-primitive predicates. The non-primitive predicates are defined in terms of the basic 

predicates (Loux lv!etaphysics -t.0- l ). For instance, it is claimed that we do not need a 

universal for the predicate 'is a dog' once we have universals for predicates 'barks' and 

'is furry'. The justification empiricists give for such a distinction between basic and 

derivative predicates is epistemological: they maintain that the basic universals are 

properties given to us in experience. The predicates that express what is given directly by 

sensory experience are classified as basic predicates that refer to universals and the 

remaining predicates are defined in terms of the basic predicates. Such a distinction 

between primitive and non-primitive predicates will also come in handy for the later 

Russell when faced with the problem of uninstantiated uni\:ersals. 

One problem arises if the realist wants the basic predicates to refer to 

experienceable things. For there are many predicates that cannot be defined in terms of 

primitive predicates expressing sensory experiences. Such predicates are those employed 

in the theoretical sciences and ethics. Some contemporary realists, such as M. Loux, think 

that no predicates can be reduced to one another (Substance 15-6 ). First, Loux claims that 

there is not an absolute, neat distinction between primitive and defined predicates; the 

distinction is "system-relative'' at best. Second. Loux argues that even if we could draw 

an absolute distinction between primitive and defined predicates, '"it \VOuld be perfectly 

harmless to speak of universals corresponding to defined predicates .. ( Suhstonce 15) for 

his realism about predicates is general. Loux holds that there is some universal or other 
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that corresponds to every predicate; he does not maintain that there has to be an 

irreducible universal corresponding to every predicate (ibid. 16). 

On the other hand, scientific realists, such as the early Putnam (1969)8
, hold that 

there should be a distinction between primitive and non-primitive predicates, but what is 

directly experienced should not be considered as composing the basic predicates. The 

predicates necessary for physical theory should be the primitive ones. On the issue of 

non-scientific predicates, one view is that the non-scientific predicates of common sense 

do refer to their respective universals but "ontological priority should be given to the 

properties, kinds, and relations of physics" (Loux Metaphysics 46). Russell is not a 

scientific realist in this sense; he believes that we infer our knowledge of physics from 

what we experience. 

Another objection raised against realism with respect to universals is the famous 

'one in many' problem, first raised in Plato's Parmenides. It is claimed that it is 

problematic to say that a single universal can be multiply exemplified in different things 

at once. If it is the same thing at once in many places then "it would be separate from 

itself' (131 b ). And if it is not one in many, but parts of it are in many, such as a sail 

covering many people at the same time, then we end up with the absurdity that something 

large will be large in virtue of a small part of largeness (131 c ). But this objection assumes 

that universals are spatially located in particulars. The early Russell denies this 

assumption; for him universals are not in space and time. He argues that the relation 'east 

of in sentences such as, "Montreal is east of Toronto" is not located anywhere or at 

8 "On Properties." Essays in Honor of Carl G. Hempel. Ed. N. Rescher et al. Dordrecht: Reidel. 1969. 

6 
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anytime (POP S6 ). Russell says in The Problems of Philosophy that part of his 

metaphysics is Platonic realism (S2). But the exemplification relation vanishes in his later 

work. One reason, though not the only reason, is that in his later work there are no more 

things (in the technical sense of the word) to exemplify universals. The thing, in his later 

work. is a series of momentary particulars, which in turn, are bundles of universal 

qualities. 

However, Plato's objection above may be a problem for immanent realists, such 

as the later Russell9
, who claim that universals are located in particulars. Their defense 

consists of pointing out that the very nature of universals is such that universals can 

occupy many places at once. And they claim that the objection falsely presupposes that 

the spatio-temporal existence of universals is the same as that of particulars. Loux 

appreciates this reply; he explains that our understanding of spatial location is tied up 

with particulars. That is why we think that it is impossible for a universal to exist at 

different locations at once (Metaphysics SS). The later Russell would also reply that 

universals are such that they occur at many places and times. Russell writes, "'When I say 

that redness can be at two places at one, I mean that redness can have to itself one or 

more of those spatial relations. which according to common sense. no 'thing' can have to 

itself. Redness may be to the right of redness, or abm e redness, in the immediate visual 

field; redness may be in America and in Europe. in physical space'' (11'v!T 100 ). 

"I'll ar!:'uc: in Ch:1pll'r -~ th;it the· l:1tc:r Ru,-;c:ll j, :111 im11u11c11t rc·:tli,1 t1nl; 1.1. 1th rc",Pc'Cl 111 qu;tlitic'. 
Jllll rcLttiun,_ 

7 
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Contemporary Aristotelians, such as Michael Loux liJ' claim that while univers-<.lls 

themselves are non-spatio-temporal, they belong to spatio-temporal things. Universals are 

ontologically dependent on ordinary particulars. They do not exist independently of the 

particulars in vvhich they inhere. Still there is some incoherence in the claim that 

something non-spatio-temporal is 'in' something spatio-temporal. Aristotelians explain 

that a universal's being 'in' a particular is not a spatio-temporal relation. The preposition 

'in' means something other than being spatially located. It means that the universal is 

logically dependent on a pmticular; it cannot be conceived without some particular or 

other. The later Russell's universals are immanent like Aristotelian universals, but they 

are not Aristotelian in the above sense: a universal is not dependent on a particular, 

according to Russell. A unive·rsal, e.g., 'red', is fully present at one point-instant, similar 

to Aristotelian universals. However, Russell's universals do not belong to or depend on a 

particular; they make up the particular. 

Among the realists, there is a division on the question whether there are any 

unexemplified properties. Aristotelians claim that there are only exemplified universals. 

Universals are in the ordinary particulars; they do not exist independently of space and 

time like Platonic universals. The reason is that Aristotelians believe that once you posit 

universals in a realm of their own, one runs into tvvo problems: First, the metaphysical 

problem of explaining how spatio-temporal ordinary particulars are related to non-spatio

temporal universals and second, the epistemological problem that since we human beings 

are in the spatio-temporal world there needs to be an explanation of how we can know of 
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entities outside of space and time. A substratum theorist's answer to the firsCproblem is 

the exemplification relation. The early Russell's answer to the second problem is his 

theory of acquaintance; Russell claimed \\·e are acquainted with universals as well as the 

sense-data presumably caused by ordinary particulars. 

Platonists, on the other hand, argue that there should be unexemplified propetties. 

They claim there me some universals that are not exemplified by any particulars at all. 

For instance, a kind of animal that never has come into existence or a shape of which 

there is no example (Armstrong Vol. I 65). 

1.3 Properties: Nominalism 

The view opposing· realism on the metaphysical status of properties 1s nominalism. 

Nominalists reject the existence of universal properties. One reason for this \'Jew, 

following Ockham. 1s to avoid postulating entities unnecessarily. While immanent 

realists. such as realist bundle theorists, try to reduce existents only to universals, 

nominalists try to reduce existents to particulars. Nominalists claim that they can explain 

attribute (prope1ty) agreement, subject-predicate discourse, and abstract reference without 

any recourse to postulating universals (Loux lvletaphysics 5..J.). That is, nominalists claim 

they provide a simple ontological theory for the phenomena to be explained. It is mostly 

philosophers with empiricist tendencies who are nominalists, since they tend to reject 

abstract objects, such as numbers. classes, and propositions (as mearnngs or senses of 

sentences), because they arc entities that cannot he experienced. 

l) 
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Strict nominalists such as Rodriguez-Pereyra (2002) deny thaf there are universal 

properties. Rodriguez-Pereyra calls this type of nominalism 'resemblance nominalism'. 

Resemblance nominalists hold that only ordinary pa1ticulars exist (ibid. 59). Russell 

formulates his objection to resemblance nominalism in The Problems of Philosoph_v 11
• In 

response to this objection, which claims to prove the need to postulate universals, some 

nominalists, such as Quine, argue that the fact that one thing is similar to another does not 

require any explanation. We should take it as a fundamental fact about the world that 

some things agree in their attributes. "That the houses and roses and sunsets are all of 

them red may be taken as ultimate and irreducible" ("On What There Is" 10). 

On nominalist accounts, the truth-makers are ordinary pmticulars. The predicate 

ascribed to· the subject does not refer to a universal. Instead, the predicate refers to the 

ordinary particular, too. The predicate is "true of or satisfied by'' the object (Loux 

Metaph_vsics 60-4 ). Strict nominalists have an eliminationist strategy in explaining the 

phenomenon of abstract reference. They hold that sentences with subjects that seem to 

refer to abstract entities, such as in (i) ''Courage is a vi1tue'', are '·really just disguised 

ways of making claims about familiar ordinary pa1ticulars" (ibid. 63). Hence, the quoted 

sentence actually claims that (ii) '"Courageous people are \ i1tuous'·. The problem with 

this account is that not all sentences can be translated in this manner because the truth

value of (i) changes when it is translated into (ii). (ii) may be false because some 

courageous people may lack other moral virtues, whik ( i) is true (ihicl. 64 ). 

11 Sec: Chapter 2. 

10 
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In response to this problem, some strict nominalists fiave held that abstract terms 

such as 'courage' refer to classes of ordinary particulars (Wolterstorff, ''Qualities'' 98). 

This view has tv\O problems, which were pointed out by Goodman and Carnap. The first 

is 'the imperfect community' problem: suppose we have three things, an entity which has 

the properties of blackness and hardness. another of hardness and redness, and another of 

redness and sweetness. They satisfy the two conditions for the identity of a class, a 

quality class in our case, which are: 1. Any two elements of a colour class stand in the 

relation of similarity to one another. 2. There is no thing outside of a colour class which 

stands in the relation of similarity to all things in the class (Carnap, The Logical Structure 

§70). Yet, our three entities do not form a quality-class, because there is nothing common 

to all of them (Goodman, The Structure 118-9). As Hochberg has noted, Russell 

mentions a similar problem in Analysis of Matter 12 (The Positivist 40), although there the 

construction is the other way around: a particular is constructed out of qualities ·when 

you take the relation for construction to be two-place, such as the similarity relation in the 

case of Carnap, or the overlapping relation in Goodman, you can constrnct a point in one

dimension, but not in two or more dimensions, because starting from the second 

dimension a two-term relation will allow the possibility that any two pairs in a group 

overlap, but not all of them do. Take lines A, B, and C. If any two pairs intersect and 

there is no line outside the group which intersects with all of them. then there will be a 

point they all have in common. But if we take planes, any two pairs of plane-; might have 

an area in common. without all of them having an area in common. That is why Russell 

11 
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explains that if the thing to be constructed is n din1ensional, the relation for construction 

must be n+ l place (A.Ma 295). 

The other difficulty is pointed out by Carnap, and named 'the companionship 

difficulty' by Goodman. The strict nominalist view tries to construct quality classes out 

of ordinary particulars, whereas for Carnap, the individuals out of which quality classes 

are constructed are erlebs (total momentary experiences), not ordinary particulars 

(Carnap, The Logical Structure §67 ). But we can ignore that difference for our exposition 

of the problem. Suppose we have objects such that wherever blue is found red is found as 

well. Here blue is a companion of red. In this case, the attempt to define the colour class 

'blue' \Vill fail because it does not satisfy the second condition for a quality class, which 

is that there should be nothing outside of a colour class which stands in the relation of 

colour kinship to all the things in the class. But there can be an object \vhich is red, but 

not blue, and therefore does not belong to the colour class blue, and yet it would be 

similar in colour to all the objects in the class since all of them are red (ibid. § 70). 

There is another difficulty, which is also called the companionship difficulty by 

some philosophers, such as N. Wolterstorff. We will name this problem with a subscript: 

'companionship diffculty2'. (The problem is also called 'the coextension difficulty' 

(Rodriguez-Pereyra 153 J ). The modern expression of this problem is through the 'renate 

and cordatc· L' example. These properties are always found in the same ordinary 

particular. so one cannot form a class of ordinary particulars which would uniquely 

specify either of these properties. Their respective clas-..cs \\Ould have the same members: 

12 
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those properties would name the . same- class, leading to the consequence that the 

predicates 'renate' and 'cordate' mean the same thing (Loux Metaphysics 84). 

Wolterstorff notes that one vvay to avoid the problems of companionship 

difficulty2 and imperfect community is to accept not only ordinary paiticulars as basic 

individuals, but also their aspects. Aspects are what Campbell calls 'abstract particulars' 

(20), and D.C. Williams calls 'tropes' (7). For example, the ordinary paiticular Taj Mahal 

as well as one of its aspects, the colour of the Taj Mahal will be a member of the color 

class, i.e., pink ("Qualities" 101 ). The companionship difficulty2 will be solved because 

we will now have an ordinary particular, e.g. a renate animal, as well as the renate aspect 

of that particular animal and another class with the same ordinary particular. but this time 

with the cordate aspect of that animal so that each will form a distinct quality class (ibid. 

102). This view leads to the way of trope theory, which is different from Wolterstorff's 

nominalism in the sense that trope theorists, when they explain abstract reference by 

reference to classes, would not include the ordinary particular as members. but merely the 

relevant tropes (aspects). Thus, trope theory is in a better position in terms of reducing 

the kinds of entities in one's ontology. 

According to trope theorists, each trope is numerically individual. One red trope 

can never be numerically the same as another red trope. For instance, 'the redness of this 

cardinal" is a trope and not a universal like ·redness'. The attribute agreement between 

two red objects is explained by the similarity of their tropes. and trope theorists, hold that 

this similarity does not need explanation. Trope theorists claim that some tropes resemble 

each other is a fundamental fact about the world. Thn maintain that the abstract singular 
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term 'red' in ··Red is my favoul'i1e colour" refers to the class of resembling tropes (Loux 

Metaphysics 80-3 ). The imperfect community problem and the companionship 

difficulties disappear on this view because the respective classes \vould include paiticular 

propetties, not ordinary paiticulars with various shared prope11ies (Campbell 33). 

However, a trope theorist would still need to respond to Russell's argument against such 

individual properties. 

One problem for the trope theory arises with the null class. Since, for instance, 

there is no trope for being a unicorn, the only class the term 'unicorn' can refer to is the 

null class. But then many other terms such as 'angel' and 'griffin' will also have to refer 

to the empty class, in which case we would be claiming all the three terms mean the same 

thing; but clearly they don't (Loux Metophysics 86). A more serious problem is one 

pointed out by Wolterstorff ("On The Nature" 176-81 ). Wolterstorff notes the difference 

between kinds and classes: "No class can have had different members from the ones it 

does have, whereas many kinds can have had different examples from those they do 

have; and classes are necessarily identical just in case there is no thing which is a member 

of one and not of the other, whereas there are pairs of non-identical kinds such that there 

is nothing which is an example of one and not of the other" (''On the Nature" 165). \Vhen 

redness is taken as a class of red things, it implies that there could not have been more red 

things than there actually arc; it becomes a metaphysical impossibility for there to be 

more or less red things than there actually are (Loux Mctoehysics 87). But how many 

examples redness has is a contingent matter. 

1-+ 
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1.4 Particulars: Subsfratum Theory 

There are two analyses of ordinary particulars: substratum theory and bundle theory. 

Locke used the term ·substratum' for that which acts as the bearer of properties in a 

substance, but which itself is not a property. Locke writes, '' ... not imagining how these 

simple ideas can subsist by themselves, we accustom ourselves, to suppose some 

substratum, wherein they do subsist, and from which they do result; which we therefore 

call substance'' (Book 2 Chapter 23 § 1 ). 

According to substratum theories, there is a substratum in each ordinary 

particular, and it holds the properties together to form a particular. A substratum is of a 

different category from that of properties. It itself is not a property; it is what bears 

prope11ies (Loux Metaphysics 102). As Locke puts it," ... of this supposed something, we 

have no clear distinct idea at all'' (Book 2 Chapter 23 §37). On a realist substratum 

theory, a substratum exemplifies universal properties. On a nominalist substratum theory, 

the substratum binds tropes together via the exemplification relation. 

Gustav Bergmann, Edwin Allaire, and the early Russell are some of the 

proponents of the realist substratum theory. An ordinary particular is composed of a 

substratum. universal properties and a nexus that exemplifies them 1+. For Bergman, for 

instance, "an ordinary thing is a complex; its qualities are among its constituents; but they 

do not exhaust them" (Reo/i.1m 9). 

15 
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An objection against the realist substratum theories is Bradley's argument against 

all relations, including the exemplification relation. \Vhen the relation is not taken as an 

attribute of the related terms, but instead taken as an independent entity. 

There is a relation C, in which A and B stand; and it appears with both of them . 
. . . The relation C has been admitted different from A and B, and no longer is 
predicated of them. Something, however, seems to be said of this relation C. and 
said, again, of A and B. And this something is not to be the ascription of one to 
the other. If so. it would appear to be another relation, D, in which C, on one side, 
and, on the other side, A and B, stand. But such a makeshift leads at once to the 
infinite process. The new relation D can be predicated in no way of C, or of A and 
B; and hence we must have recourse to a fresh relation, E, which comes between 
D and whatever we had before. But this must lead to another, F; and so on, 
indefinitely (Appearance 18 ). 

On realist theories, all relations are taken to be universals, i.e .. real entities. But if 

the exemplification relation is a universal, then a further relation will be required to relate 

the original exemplification relation to the universal and the paniculars (terms) between 

which the exemplification relation is supposed to hold. But this further relation will be 

another entity, since all relations are real entities. Another relation will be required to 

relate the second-level exemplification relation with the first-level exemplification 

relation and the terms. But that will require a third level exemplification relation and so 

on. 

In response, some defenders of realism have claimed that exemplification is not a 

relation on a par with other reLltions, so that the realist account does not apply to 

exemplification itself. Bergmann, for instance, replies that a nexus. i.e .. an ontological tic. 

which ties together the qualities of a particular. is hy stipulation such that it ··does not 

need a further entity to tic it to what it ties" ( Rcu!i1111 9). Bergmann assumes the nexus to 

16 
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be literally the same in every particular; it merely occurs many times (ibid. 9). The nexus 

is what differentiates a mere collection of properties from a unified particular (ihid. 13 ). 

A nexus for Bergmann is a tie that connects pm1iculars and properties; it is the result of 

"ontologizing exemplification'' (Hochberg. The Positivist 19). 

Russell's reply to this objection in POM is that the infinite regress implied by the 

theory is harmless. Russell distinguishes between two kinds of infinite regress: the 

harmful (vicious) and the harmless. ""There are no contradictions peculiar to the notion of 

infinity ... an endless process is not to be objected to unless it arises in the analysis of the 

actual meaning of a proposition"' (§55). When it arises in the process of implications it is 

harmless. According to Russell, Bradley's argument against the reality of relations is 

based on the endless regress that arises from ''the fact that a relation which relates two 

terms must be related to each of them'" (POM §99). Russell accepts that the endless 

regress here is undeniable but he denies that it is of the vicious kind. Russell holds that 

"the assertion of a relation between the relation and the terms, though implied, is no part 

of the original proposition, and ... a relating relation is distinguished from a relation in 

itself by the indefinable element of assertion which distinguishes a proposition from a 

concept'" (ihid.). Hence, Russell does not think that a nexus is necessary 1
:;, as Bergman 

did, since he claims the regress incurred is not vicious. 

Substratum theorists may speak of ordinary particulars possessing properties, as 

the Aristotelians do. But strictly speaking. it is the substratum. not the ordinary 

1
' Hll\\L'\\.:r. Hnchherg clai111-. that thL' L'arl: RussL'ii»; lo,!!ical lnr111s WL're L'\e111rlificati()n ratlL'rns

llllllladic. d)adic. etL". HL'11L'L' the higical l<lrllls \\L're l>ntol11gical tiL's lnr thL' earl) RussL'll (Tiu P11.1iri1 i.11 19). 
,\-; Ltr as I l-,111>\\, Ru-,-;L'li nL'\L'r LN:d this tL'rini11ll!11g;. 1>1 ·nL'\ll'>. Ill" ·1>1Hol11gical !IL'· .. \nd \\h) \l<>Lild hL· 
ac:ccrt an 1111t11logiL·al tic if he th"ughl that thL' infinite rL·grL·ss inc:urred \\~1s har111ks<.' 
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particulars that bears the prope1ties. Substratum theorists believe that the logical subject, 

or the bearer of prope1ties. can be understood independently of the properties it bears. Its 

existence does not depend on the existence of its attributes. Therefore. the bearer of 

attributes cannot be the ordinary pmticular. For the ordinary particular as a whole will 

include the properties. It does not have an identity independent of the prope1ties (Loux 

Metaphysics 95-6). 

Substratum theory is to be distinguished from the Aristotelian view of substance. 

according to which the subject is not a substratum, i.e. a constituent of the ordinary 

particular, but the whole substance. The Aristotelian substance is ontologically 

fundamental; it is not a \Vhole made up of constituents. An Aristotelian ordinary 

particular has an essence; it belongs to a certain kind, such as being a human or a tree. 

Kinds, on the Aristotelian view. are universals that cannot be reduced to any other 

prope1ties (Loux Metaph_vsics 119). On constructivist accounts, such as the substratum 

and bundle theories, since the ordinary particular is constructed, the identifying kind of 

an ordinary particular is not one of the universals that are exemplified in the ordinary 

particular or occur as its parts, but the kind-identifying properties are. For instance, being 

a tree will not be a part of the bundle, but the characteristic properties of a tree. such as 

having a woody stem with leaves, which may or may not shed them seasonally. will be 

part of it. It is only properties and/or substrata that go into the constitution of the ordinary 

particular. In contrast, on the Aristotelian view of substances, since the ordinary 

particulars are irreducible entities. the kinds to which things belong are essential to them. 

18 
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The differences between the substance and the substratum theory are ( l) on the 

substance view the ordinary particular is an irreducible entity, but on the substratum vie\v 

an ordinary particular is reduced to a substratum and properties, and (2) on the substance 

view, the ordinary particular has an essence which is a certain kind that the individual 

belongs to and it also has accidental properties. The kind is an individuative universal. 

That a certain kind is instantiated twice means there are two individuals of that kind, i.e., 

instantiation of kinds does the job of individuation (Loux Metaphysics 123 ). But on the 

substratum theory. the task of individuation is on the properties and the substrata. 

Substratum theorists have two main arguments for the existence of substrata. The 

first is an argument from language: They argue that we need substrata in order to explain 

attribute ascriptions. Something has to serve as a logical subject of properties in order 

that our sentences correctly describe reality (ibid. 112-3 ). The second is an ontological 

argument; the substratum theorists who believe in the reality of universal properties argue 

that substrata explain numerical diversity. \Vhen there are numerically different but 

qualitatively indiscernible particulars, we need an explanation as to how they can be 

numerically different although they have all their prope1ties in common. According to the 

substratum theorists, it is the respective substrata of the two ordinary particulars that 

individuate one from the other (Allaire "Bare" 237). 

Allaire prefers the term "bare particular' to ·substrata': he argues that they arc 

different notions. Allaire distinguishes his view as bare particularism. argue.s that \\hen 

we are acquainted with an ordinary particular, we arc presented \\ ith its numerical 

difference, i.e .. its bare particular: 

19 
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When presented together, [two discs], are presented as numerically different. That 
difference is presented as is their sameness with respect to shape, colour, and so 
on. What accounts for the difference are the numerically different individuals. No 
character [quality], or group of characters can do that. .. To claim that both discs 
are but collections of literally the same universals does not account for the 
thisness and tlwtness ... That is, the two collections of characters are, as presented, 
numerically different. Clearly, therefore, something other than a character must 
also be presented. That something is ... a bare particular (Allaire "Bare'' 242). 

Allaire argues there is a distinction between 'the substratum view' and his 'bare 

particulars' view. He warns that a bare particular is not to be misunderstood as a Lockean 

substratum, an 'I know not what'. The basis for the distinction, he claims, is his adoption 

of the principle of acquaintance. He claims that we are acquainted with the numerical 

difference of a particular when we are acquainted with a particular. And this numerical 

difference is what he calls the bare pai1icular. Hence, he argues, a bare particular is not an 

'I know not what'. And Allaire holds that Russell must have meant the Lockean 

substratum when he denied being acquainted with individuals. Allaire says, "To one who 

accepts the [principle of acquaintance], Locke· s phrase provides sufficient grounds for 

rejecting the entities he speaks of' ("Bare'' 2..t4 ). 

Substratum theories have been criticized on empiricist grounds. The claim is that 

ontologically fundamental entities should be things we can experience. What experience 

gives is properties. But we cannot experience this putative thing that bears properties in 

ordinary individuals. A substratum is not something given in experience. It is postulated 

in order to explain hovv various properties are held together in one object. The later 

Russell expresses this: .. One is tempted to regard 'This is red' as subject-predicate 

proposition: hut if one does so. one finds that "thi-. · becomes a substance. an unknowable 
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something in vvhich predicates inhere" (/MT 97). Although the later Russell rejects the 

notion of substratum, the early Russell embraced it. In defense of the substratum theory, 

Loux suggests a response to this problem that the substratum theorist could accept that 

substrata are not experienced but argue that we should overlook this fact due to the 

overwhelming need to explain attribute ascriptions and numerical diversity ( 114 ). 

1.5 Particulars: Bundle Theory 

Bundle theorists, such as the later Russell, Ayer ( 1954 Chapter 2), Hochberg (1964 ), and 

Castail.eda ( 197 4 ), deny the existence of substrata, mainly because of empiricist concerns. 

The ordinary particular, according to a bundle theorist, is no more than the totality of 

some prope11ies. Realist bundle theorists, such as the later Russell, maintain that the 

ordinary particular is a series of momentary particulars over space-time, each of which in 

tum are composed of universal prope11ies. What binds these prope11ies together is the 

relation of compresence. The relation of compresence is considered to be an 

unanalyzable, primitive relation. It is a contingent relation into which properties enter, 

which explains the contingent existence of ordinary particulars. Universals on this view 

are multiply occurring or repeatable entities. Universal properties do not need a subject 

such as a substratum to be exemplified. The ontologically basic category for realist 

bundle theorists is the universal property. Universals for them are multiply occurrcnt 

entities: they are not entities that are exemplified by various substrata. They claim that 

particulars are constructed out of universals (Loux Jfetll/7/iysics 99 ). :\" ominal ist bundle 

theorists. on the other hand. hold that ordinary particulars arc composed of tropes held 
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together by the relation of compresence, or 'connection of location' as D.C. \Villiams 

calls it (8). 

Berkeley held the nominalist bundle theory for physical objects. but not for 

minds. In Section 49 of his Of the Principles of Hunwn Knowledge Berkeley says," ... To 

me a die seems to be nothing distinct from those things which are termed its modes or 

accidents. And to say a die is hard, extended and square, is not to attribute those qualities 

to a subject distinct from and supporting them, but only an explication of the meaning of 

the word die" ( 120). Hume held the bundle theory for both minds and physical objects. 

In "An Abstract of a Treatise of Human Nature'', Hume says, "The mind is not a 

substance in which the perceptions inhere ... We have no idea of substance of any kind 

since we have no impression of any substance either material or spiritual. We know 

nothing but particular qualities and perceptions" (!MT I 94). 

According to the bundle theory of ordinary empirical particulars, whether realist 

or trope theorists, there is only one ontological category. The nominalist trope theorist 

takes this category to be that of the particular, such as tropes for D.C. Williams and 

Hume. On the nominalist bundle theory, the ontologically basic entities are the tropes that 

are particular prope1ties. or 'individual property instances·, as Russell would call them. 

For realist bundle theorists, this category is that of the uniwrsal. such as the later 

Russell's uni versa! qualities. 

Goodman and Quine also construct indi\icluals out of particular properties. They 

are nominalists. but they do not identify properties with classes: "The nominalistically 

minded philosopher like myself. .. will so far as he can avoid all use of the calculus of 
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classes, and every other reference to non-individuals, in constructing a system'' 

(Goodman The Structure 25-6). Since Goodman rejects classes as entities, he does not 

use variables that range over classes. He believes, with Quine, that ''if we use variables 

that we construe as having entities of any kind as values, we acknowledge that there are 

such entities" (ibid. 24 ). Instead of a quality class 'blue', Quine suggests that blue is a 

scattered individual; a discontinuous individual found here and there. He views '"red' 

quite on a par with 'Cayster' [the river], as naming a single concrete object extended in 

space and time" (''Identity" 69). 

I now turn to a brief introduction of the three major objections that a realist 

bundle theory faces. These problems will be discussed in detail in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

The first I will call the problem of individuation. The realist bundle theory faces the 

substratum theorists' charge that the bundle theory is false because the principle of the 

Identity of Indiscernibles, to which the bundle theorist is committed, is false. Substratum 

theorists believe the principle is false because there can be indiscernibles which are not 

identical. It is claimed that the bundle theorist's use of the ontological terminology of 

'constituents and wholes· implies that the whole constrncted is nothing more than the 

totality of what makes it up. Objectors claim th;it the constituents of a (concrete) 

particular. on the bundle theory, are ;ill its properties. Therefore, the bundle theory, it is 

argued, has to accept that if two particulars haYe the same attributes, they haYe to be 

numerically identical (Loux J!eruphysics I 07 ). There is nothing among the constituents 

of a particular that is not a property. Hence. when two particulars share all their 

propertie:- there i:- nothing kft to differentiate the two. However. nn the sub'\tratum 
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theory what differentiates the two qualitatively identical pa11iculars are their respective - --· 

substrata. Each ordinary particular has its own unique constituents. i.e. its own unique 

substratum. 

Another problem for the bundle theorist is that the constituents of a bundle \Vould 

seem to be necessary constituents. I will call this objection the problem of necessity. The 

charge is ''if the attribute did not enter into the constitution of the object, that object 

would not exist'' (ibid. 105). The objection is that since it is necessarily true that a bundle 

is a group of properties, the properties of a particular must be essential to it. Therefore, all 

propositions where a prope11y is attributed to a pm1icular express necessary truths. 

Substratum theorists, on the other hand, do not face such a difficulty because the 

particular to which a property is· attributed is bare. Therefore, true propositions about 

particulars under the substratum theory will be contingently true. 

The third objection, the problem of analyticity, is that the bundle theorists are not 

able to give a satisfactory account of subject-predicate discourse. When bundle theorists 

analyze the sentence 'The cardinal is red'', they will hold that the subject is a bundle of 

prope11ies and the relationship between the predicate and the subject is that of claiming 

that the property in question is a constituent of the bundle. But substratum theorists find 

this answer unsatisfactory in the sense that all subject-predicate sentences become 

tautologies or analytic truths. Assuming that grasping a bundle requires knowledge of all 

its constituents. they claim that no subject-predicate sentences can he both true and 

informative. We \\ould know the truth-value of the sentence just by virtue of the meaning 

of the word for the hundle ( ihid. ). 
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The motivation to salvage the realist bundle theory is mainly economical. -If \Ve 

can give an account of the world based only on one category of existence, we should opt 

for that option. But then why not accept merely individual properties as ultimate 

constituents instead of universals? Russell's answer is, "retaining 'things' does not enable 

us to dispense with qualities 16
, whereas bundles of qualities fulfill all the functions for 

which 'things' are supposed to be needed'' (Schilpp 697). 

1" Ru,,-:JJ", ar."u111-:11I. ;1:c;ti11,1 i11di\ idu;d pr11pcrtic'. 11 hiL·h l\L' \\ill l1111k int11 in Ch;tplLT 2. j, lhL· 
reason 1d1; rctainin:c thin:c-.; 11r partic.:ubrs d11c' nut allm1 u' to di,p-:11,c 11ith 1m1pcrti-:-,. 
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Chapter 2: The Early Russell's (1903-13) Substratum Theory of Particulars 

Before we delve into the early Russell's substratum theory of particulars, a 

terminological introduction is in order. I divide terminology such as 'terms', 'predicates', 

'qualities'. 'relations', 'pa11iculars' and 'universals' into three groups: (1) as pa.r1 of a 

sentence (grammatical function), (2) as they are used in logic and/or semantics, and (3) 

the ontological statuses they have. 

Terminology with examples: 

Kent 

K f1
. 18 

ent 1es . 

The wall is black. 

Violet is a flower. 

Dogs chase cats. 

Parts of a sentence (Gr.) 

subject (proper name) 

predicate (verb) 

predicate (adjective) 

predicate (substantive) 

verb 

Logic/Semantics 

term 

monadic relation 

quality (monadic rel.) 

quality (monadic rel.) 

Ontology 

. l 17 part1cu ar 

universal 

universal 

universal 

dyadic relation universal 
('The Philosophy of Logical Atomism" 199-200). 

What about properties? Russell does not use the word 'property' in a specific, 

consistent manner throughout his works. His logico-semantic terminology consists of 

terms and relations, and the latter are the same as qualities when they are monadic. I think 

Russell would treat 'property' as belonging to grammar, rather than logic/semantics. for 

he makes a distinction in J/y Philosnphirnl Deu·lopmrnt between predicates and 

1
- Onl\ until Jt)._j.!J .. \flcr 19-Hl. a tcrm IAiJJ ,tand fma hundk llfuni\L'f'>ak 

1
' Pr.:Jic:alL'' ~111d re 1~11 ion' c'\ •u Id hL· 'uhjcc·t, uni i I J ll I-+. Ru"c'l i in PL.\ 1 I cJ I:-, .1 ':1;' I hal hi.' \ i.:\1 s 

c:h:lll!,2'L'd after his di,cu\\i1ll1.\ 1\ilh \\illgc'il'lc'in in 191-+ 120:'). 
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properties, which assumes the two belong to the same categ:Ory. The conception of a 

prope1ty is \Vider than that of a predicate: ""A predicate will be something that can occur 

in a proposition containing nothing else except a name - e.g. 'Socrates is human'. A 

prope1ty will be what is left of any proposition in which a name occurs when that name is 

omitted or replaced by a variable. You may say, for example, 'If Socrates had been more 

conciliatory, he need not have drunk the hemlock'. This may be considered as asse1ting a 

prope1ty of Socrates, but not as assigning a predicate to him'' (MPD 124). If I understand 

him correctly, prope1ties are wider than predicates in the sense that one can tum anything 

said about a subject into a property. A flies, therefore A has the property of flying. A likes 

B, therefore B has the property of being liked by A, for example. 

Qualities include both sensible properties and kinds. In Problems of Philosophy, 

Russell defines ·quality' as "the universals represented by adjectives and substantives 

[nouns]'' (54). Qualities that are sensible properties are colours, sounds, tastes, sensations 

of touch, relations of position in a perceptual space, and of temporal order in perceptual 

time. The latter two are considered as qualities only in the later period. Relations include 

all relations from 2- place to n-place. 

2.1 The Argument for Particulars 

The view that the early Russell holds the substratum or bare particular view is supported 

by Loux (Metaphysics 98) and hinted at by Hochberg. According to Hochberg, the 

arguments in Russe!rs "On the Relations of Universals and Particulars", "'do not argue 

for hare particulars. but for particulars and numerical difference. But they abo serve as 
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arguments for bare particulars'' ('Things and Qucilifies'' 85 fn. l ). I think the arguments in 

question do argue for bare particulars, since numerical diversity is explained by the bare 

particular (substratum) the ordinary particular has. 

Russell's notion of 'term' in POAI suggests that he takes particulars to be 

substrata. In POAI, anything that can be an object of thought is called a term, e.g., a 

person, number, chimera, relation. They are individuals, i.e., numerically diverse, and 

they are entities, i.e., they have being in some sense. He regards terms as incapable of 

modification by having different relations. Russell holds that "a term is possessed of all 

the properties commonly assigned to substances or substantives" ( *..+ 7 ). He lists the 

commonly attributed properties as: being a logical subject. being immutable and being 

indestructible: ''What a term is, it is, and no change can be conceived in it which would 

not destroy its identity and make it another term'' (ibid.). Consider 'Socrates is mortal' 

and 'Mortality is a person· s biggest worry'. According to Russell, in the propositions 

expressed by these sentences both Socrates and mortality 19 are terms. As logical subjects. 

they are supposed to have unchanging natures. Mortality, as a property is unchanging. 

But Socrates did change: he was young, then he aged. There are two ways in which 

Socrates could have such a nature: what we mean by Socrates is Socrates's essence or all 

there is to Socrates is his substratum that bears various properties at different times. The 

term, Socrates, is also supposed to be numerically identical to it:-elf and numerically 

diverse from en~rything else. But if Socrates is Socrates'-. e-.sence. unless the e-.sencc in 

quc-.tion is an individual es-.ence. i.e .. some property that uni\ Socrates had. such a.'i 

,,, .. \ fll'''i''"iti•lfl. lll!k,, it h~tppc'll' f\l lie' fin::ui,tic·. d''c'' 111\1 it'c'li°c'<1i1l.ttll '.\111-.k ti c'1lll!:ti11' the· 
c'nliti..:' i11.J1c·~11c·d h~ \l<ll'Lf<. 1 Ru".:11 /'U.\/ ~'i It. 
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being the teacher of Plato or the identify property of being identical to Socrates, his 

essence will consist of properties such as being a rational man. Such a property is shared 

by a number of other individuals; so Socrates is not numerically diverse after all. Both the 

property of being the teacher of Plato and the property of being identical to Socrates are 

relational prope11ies, and as such cannot be pa11 of the logical subject. Therefore. all there 

is to Socrates is a substratum. 

Russell in MPD explains that his \iew of particulars in P01W led to a substratum 

view and he looked for a way to escape it: 

There was another class of difficulty which was connected with the \\ell
established objections to the notion of substance. It seemed as if the pai1iculars 
which I had denoted by small Latin letters would have to be substances in a 
syntactical sense, though they would not need to have the prope11y of 
indestructibility which substances were traditionally supposed to possess. If the 
statement that x has such and such a property'·0 is always significant, and never 
analytic, it seems to follow that x is something different from the sum of all its 
properties. and it must differ from another particular, y, purely numerically, so 
that it should be logically possible for the two particulars. x and y. to share all 
their properties and yet be two. We could not, of course knmv that they were two, 
for that would involve knowing that x differs from y. which y does not do: x. in 
fact, would become a mere unknowable substratum. or an invisible peg from 
which prope11ies vvould hang like hams from the beams of a farmhouse. Such 
considerations make the concept of 'particulars' difficult, and invite a search for 
some way of escape (My MPD 119-20). 

Russell giws two arguments for the substratum 'iew. The first one is from the 

problem of individuation. This argument is given both in 1903 and in 1911. The Russell 

of POJ! holds that every term is immediately diverse. \Vithout appealing to any properties 

or relations they han:. A.nd this can only be explained by things ( indi\ iduals) ha\ ing 

:' In this p:tssa~c. Ru''L'll dl'l'' not ahidc h; thL' disti11c:ti,1n hL't11cc11 ·pn1p..:rt;. ·and ·prl·dic·:11<.:· IJL' m:11\c·s 
'l'\l'r:tl p.1:,;l'' lalc'r. i . .: .. r;i:,;..: 12..+. in .\/PD. F<1r ii h-: did. h-: 'hnuld h:l\l' u'-:d thl' 1,1urd ·rrl·dic·:1tc· i11'll'ad 
,Ji· ·111··'i'LT(_1 · ')inc·.: liL' l:tkT c:l;1illh ih:11 ·pr.;pc·r1: · j, 11 idc·1· 1h;111 ·11rl'\l:c·;i1..:·. "hc·in:,c i,k11t1c·.tl l•l \ · ,1i,1uid l•c· 
:11•1«1pLTl;. allcl ih:tl pn1p..:r1; c-.111n<ll he' 'h;1rc'd h; t11,1 thin~'-
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substrata or by their being an:ertain points and instants. In the quoted section below, 

Russell discusses numerical diversity: 

It is a sheer logical error to suppose that, if there were an ultimate distinction 
between subjects and predicates, subjects could be distinguished by differences of 
predicates. For before two subjects can differ as to predicates, they must already 
be two; and thus the immediate diversity is prior to that obtained from diversity of 
predicates. Again, two terms cannot be distinguished in the first instance by 
difference of relation to other terms: for difference of relation presupposes t\vo 
distinct terms. and cannot therefore be the ground of their distinctness. Thus if 
there is to be diversity at all, it must be immediate diversity, and this kind belongs 
to points (POiW §428). 

This argument concludes that there is something which gives terms ultimate 

diversity. Russell thinks terms must have unchanging natures in order that they may enter 

into relations with each other. There are two ways in general that terms have ultimate 

numerical diversity: ( l) Every term is at a point and instant which are considered to be 

entities or (2) Every term has a substratum which is peculiar to it. And since in section 

§428 the terms Russell is talking about are points, ( l) is the more likely option. Besides, 

during the time of POlv! Russell holds the absolute theory of space and time (POi'v! §42-1-), 

thus the points and instants as entities secure numerical distinctness. However, it may 

also be that in this early period substrata were these points and instants. 

Later in 19 I 1 Russell holds the relational theory of space-time due to the theory 

of relativity, and yet still thinks terms must be immediately diverse. When he adopts the 

relational theory of space-time (in both perceptual and physical worlds;, there are no 

more unique points and instants which could account fur the numerical din.?r.sit; of terms 

prior tn their difference in qualities. This shows that around 1911 he still had ti~ appeal tu 
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In 1911 Russelr s argument for the existence of particulars is the following. 

Suppose there are two patches of white in my visual field. They are qualitatively 

identical. If one assumes that perceptual space is absolute21
, then the different places of 

the two whites will account for the diversity. But Russell around 1911 takes perceptual 

space as relative, not absolute. ''Absolute positions are not among objects of perception'' 

(''On the Relation" 116). When space and time are taken to be relative, there must be a 

way of distinguishing between two qualitatively identical things. For according to the 

relational view of space-time, there are no absolute points in space or absolute instants in 

time that individuals occupy. The location of each individual is determined by its 

relations to other individuals. Russell argues that two whitenesses cannot be distinguished 

in terms of their spatio-temporal relations to other things. This would require that the 

\Vhitenesses are already numerically diverse. i.e., unique particulars. Suppose there are 

two whitenesses: one surrounded by redness and the other surrounded by black. We can 

distinguish the two whitenesses in terms of their relations of being surrounded by red or 

black. But for this distinction to be valid, we must know that it is impossible for 

something to be both wholly surrounded by red and wholly surrounded by black at the 

same time. This "presupposes the numerical di\ersity of our two patches of white" (ihid. 

117). Later in 1Hy Plzilosophicol Derelopmenr. Russell would write. "the two patches 

differ only in position. and since position is not a quality (or so I thought! it presupposes 

diversity and cannot constitute it" ! 121 ). Russell thought in 1911 that ··rcrms of spatial 

relations cannot be uni\crsab or collections of universals. hut must he particulars capable 

:i Thi.' l:tlc'r Ru"c·ll 1 l•J-(1), \\tll 111:1i11Lti11 th:111>c'l'c'c'l'(U:d 'l':1c·c. lh11u~h 111'1 f'iJ;,ic.tl 'l':tc'c. i' 

:1h.-.11luk. Sc\: Ch:tplc'I' 3. 
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of being extictly alike and yet numerically diverse" ("'On the Relation" 118). Russell here 

explains numerical diversity by the substrata each pa1ticular has. He requires particulars 

to have substrata as well as qualities just so that there can be numerically distinct but 

qualitatively identical things on a relational theory of space and time. 

Russell of 1911 argues that the realist bundle theory, vvhich takes terms of 

relations to be universals or bundles of universals. is wrong 22 (ibid.). But when the later 

Russell recognizes that the position in perceptual space is absolute, he will have the 

opportunity to abandon particulars as composed of substrata and universal qualities in 

favor of bundles of universals. For when perceptual space is taken to be absolute, there 

will be points (locations) in the perceptual space that one can use to distinguish two 

qualities or bundles of qualities that are alike. For instance, a bundle of blue and round 

qualities will have the quality of centrality (due to being in the center of my visual field) 

while another blue and round bundle vvill have the quality of dexterity (due to being to 

the right of the center of my visual field). These positions will distinguish the two blue 

and round bundles. 

The second argument for the existence of pa1ticulars is from the construction of 

time series. We must have numerically diverse particulars so that we can generate spatio

temporal series (1\tl PD 121 ). ft seemed to Russell that ··the time series and the space of 

geometry could not be constructed without the use of materials that had unique spatio

temporal position. and that such materials could not be found if particulars\\ ere rejected" 

(ihid.). To better understand this argument. we\\ ill go on a 1.,mall cxcursil)n to Russell's 
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vicv\'s of time that he advocates in Theory of KnoH'!edge and resume the discussion of 

substrata afterwards. 

According to Russell's view of time, what is objectively real is that some events 

happen earlier than others; some events succeed others. But the tensed time that we 

express with the present, past and future tenses, such as 'I am writing nmr', is not an 

objective part of the world, for it is dependent on our experience. Russell explains that 

there vmuld not be a present, past or future if there were no experience, but there might 

well be earlier and later, even without experience. '·There is no logical reason why the 

relations of earlier and later should not subsist in a \vorld wholly devoid of 

consciousness'' (TK 73-4). Hence Russell's view of time is what is called "the block 

view' (or the B-theory), according to which temporal passage is not an objective part of 

the world. It is dependent on our perspectives. As Dainton describes that view, ""All 

moments of time are equally real. and there is no moving or changing present: nothing 

becomes present and then ceases to be present. The differences between past. present. and 

future are simply differences of perspective'' ( Dainton 7-8). And the truth-makers of 

tensed propositions are not tensed facts, but facts of the physical time. Russell holds that 

tensed propositions are equivalent in meanmg to untensed ones. Hence they can be 

translated into each other (Dain ton 32). 

The early Russell tries to explain ten'>es by appeal to the relation between the 

sensing subject and the object. It is this relatil)n that gives us the mental time. as opposed 

to the ph]sical time. Relations uf '>ensation and memory give time relations het\\een 

subject and object. Phvsical time, lll1 the other hand. depends on the relations hetm:cn 
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objects themselves. Relations of simultaneity and succession give time relations between 

objects ( TK 64 ). Hence, to construct mental time series, Russell \vill need elements he 

can put in a succeeding order. Those elements are total momentary experiences, which 

are a collection of simultaneous objects of acquaintance. 

Russell explains the present tense by appeal to his theory of acquaintance. 

Sensation is the ''kind of acquaintance with paiticulars which enables us to know that 

they are at the present time" (TK 66). And something is 'now' when it is simultaneous to 

a 'this', an object of sensation, where simultaneity is a relation among objects. Past tense 

is explained by memory (TK 65). Here is his argument for sensation involving 

presentness: There cannot be any intrinsic difference bet\veen present and past objects. 

Sometimes, the object of sensation (sense-datum) and the object of imagination are the 

same, hence the difference between sensation and imagination cannot lie in their objects, 

but will lie in their being different relations between the subject and the object ( TK 54 ). 

Similarly, there should be a different relation between subject and object when the object 

is past or present. We know by introspection which objects are past or present ( TK 66). 

Later in IA1T (1940), Russell will still explain presentness as based on a relation, 

but the subject is not a mind. it can also be a machine that says "'this is red' and 'that was 

red' ... on suitable occasions" (/J1T 111 J. For in AMi ( 19.21 ). Russell rejects the subject 

(mind) as a substance. which gets in a relation with an object. He'll appeal to the 

egocentric particular 'this' to explain nmv: ·· . .\II egocentric words [I. here. mm. past. 

present. future] can be defined in terms nf 'this· ... ·now· means the time of 'this'" (!J/T 

I 081. He savs \\hat differentiates pa:-.t fmrn present is the different cau-.;al relati<ln.-.; 
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involved in both cases. If there is a minimal causal chain between the speaker (or 

machine) and the stimulus. then it is present; if there is a longer chain. then it is past. 

Fu11hermore. the causes in perceptive use of a word and reminiscent use of a \vord are 

different as well. For instance. if I say 'This is a cat', i.e .. if I see a cat noH'. the 

perceptive stimulus will be a cat, but if the stimulus is reminiscent. that is. if I say 'That 

was a cat'. there must also be some other present stimulus. Perhaps a friend asked me 

what I saw (JJ\!/T 112). 

In explaining order in mental time, Russell (1913) uses total momentary 

expenences ('tome' hereafter) as elements. A 'tome' is defined as ''a group of objects 

such that any two are experienced together, and nothing outside the group is experienced 

together with all of them" (TK 67). This definition of a tome creates a problerri for the 

construction of physical time, though not for mental time. It seems possible that a tome 

might recur. If it does, 'the present time' will become ambiguous (ihid. 68-9). Russell 

points two vv ays out of the problem: ( 1) show that recurrence of a tome is impossible or 

(2) accept absolute time, that is. "admit that there is an entity called a 'moment' which is 

not a mere relation between events, and is involved in assigning the temporal position of 

an object" (ibid. 69). In the case of mental time. recurrence is not a problem because 

recurrence does nut happen in experience. In construction of the series for physical time, 

Russell will use events. But the definition of inst:.ints in physical time \vill be similar to 

that of the moment in pri\atc time. i.e., a to111e. ,\n imtant is defined as a group of e\ents. 

any two of which an: -.,imultaneous and nl1thing outside the group is simultaneous\\ ith all 
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in the group. Then .. an event is 'at' an instant when it is a member of the class which is 

that instant'' (ibid. 7-J.). 

To define time sencs 10 physical time Russell uses the 'simultaneity" relation, 

which is "a relation between objects primarily, rather than between object and subject. 

But in the later period, he \\ill drop simultaneity in favor of compresence. One reason for 

this change is the finding of the special relativity theory that simultaneity is actually 

ambiguous. Simultaneity of events experienced in the perceptual realm is not ambiguous, 

but simultaneity becomes ambiguous in the case of the physical realm. Russell explains 

that Einstein's work showed that .. simultaneity is ambiguous when applied to events in 

different places'' (HK 287). Two events may appear simultaneous from one perspective, 

but not simultaneous from another. 'Two events in distant places may appear 

simultaneous to one observer who has taken all due precautions to insure accuracy (and, 

in particular, has allowed for the Yelocity of light), while another equally careful observer 

may judge that the second preceded the first. This would happen if the three ob sen ers 

were all moving rapidly relatively to each other" (Russell ABC 35). Thus, 'compresence' 

is used both for the relation between qualities simultaneously experienced and for the 

relation between qualities that overlap in space-time (/J/T 23 l ). 

~ow in order to construct a physical time series. the relation of succession has to 

be asymmetric and transitive (Russell TK 75). But if recurrence or persistence is possible 

then succession cannot be transiti\e. or e\en asymmetrical. Succession is not 

asymmetrical if A occurs before and after B. ··1r B occurs both before A. ~llld after C. 

\\hilc ,\ occur.s before C hut never occurs after C. ,\\\ill succeed Band B will succeed 
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C, but A will not succeed C. Thus, succession will not be transitive" (ibid.). If everything 

in the universe at one instant renmed after an interval, the anterior and posterior instant 

vrnuld be identical. Russell in TK argues that it is not a good ansv.er to say it is 

improbable that everything in the universe at an instant should recur. But interestingly 

Russell of HK will find this answer acceptable. If it did recur. the early Russell says. 

there would be two occurrences that are not numerically identical. "'It would be contrary 

to self-evidence to say that there was strictly one occurrence, which was anterior and 

posterior to itself. Without taking account of the whole universe, if a thing A exists at one 

time, then ceases, and then exists again at a later time. it would be more natural to say 

something similar reappeared than to say the same thing appeared" ( TK 76 ). 

As a solution. Russell assumes a view of persistence, according to which if 

something ceases to exist and reappears then it is not numerically the same object. But if 

it continues to exist with no cessation then it persists as one object. ·'If A precedes B and 

is not simultaneous with it. while B precedes C and is not simultaneous with it, then A 

and Care numerically diYerse" (ibid.). That is, the early Russell's solution to the problem 

of recurrence is the adoption of particulars that persist for a finite period of time. So. the 

problem of recurrence of an instant, which is construed as a group of simultaneous 

events, is one reason why the early Russell opts for a substratum theory of particulars. 

So far I haH' regarded the substratum Yicw as the same as the bare particular 

view. But as we saw in Chapter 1 •. \Ilaire distinguishes between the two. Allaire himself 

argues for the bare particular view. and he bases it on the principle of acquaintance. If 

twci groups of qualities arc qualitati\cly alike hut numeric~t!Jy di\\.'rse. \\C kn(1\\ that the\ 
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are diverse because they are presented to us in acquaintance as two things. We are 

acquainted with the particularity of these objects as vvell as their sense-data (241-2). If we 

apply Allaire's distinction. Russell's view would ultimately be a substratum view because 

Russell's notion of acquaintance does not include being acquainted with the particularity 

of an object. 

2.2 The Ordinary Particular, its Qualities, and Sense-Data: 

[n this early period, in Problems of Philosophy in particular, the ordinary particular 

(material object) is an inference based on the sense-data presumably caused by the 

ordinary particular. The material object which gives rise to these sense-data and scnsibilia 

is an inference to the best explanation (Griffin ''introduction'' 30). ''What \Ve call a 

'thing' ... is a complicated inference from correlated sense-data" ( TK 94 ). Sense-data are 

the effects of the relation between a perceiving subject and the material object. In POP, 

he defines sense-data as ''the things that are immediately known in sensation: such things 

as colours, sounds, smells, hardnesses, roughnesses, and so on" (4). A sense-datum is an 

object of sensation, and sensation is a form of acquaintance ( TK 66 ). "When I speak of a 

sensible object [a sense-datum] .... \\hat I mean is ju-.;t that patch of coll)Ur which is 

momentarily seen when we look at the table. or just that particular hardness which is felt 

\\hen we pres1., it. or just that particular sound which is heard when we rap it" ( OKEW 

83 ). Sense-data. then. are particulars. 

Sense-data are particulars. But they are not to he taken a-> particular qualities or 

property-instance-.;. since such a \ie\\ cnnfliL·t1., \\ith Ru->sell's argulllents ~1gain-.;t 
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property-instances in The Principles of Mothematics and The Problems of Phi/oso11hy. 

Sense-data are not qualities that belong to the material objects. The material object is the 

instance where certain universal qualities are exemplified. (Strictly speaking, it is the 

substratum in an ordinary particular that exemplifies qualities). According to Russell. we 

are supposed to be acquainted with sense-data as \veil as with universal qualities 

themselves (POP 28). 

Russell's argument against prope1ty-instances and for universals first appears in 

The Principles l~{Afathematics: 

Even if differences did differ. they would still have to have something in 
common. But the most general \vay in which two terms can have something in 
common is by both having a given relation [predication relation] to a given term. 
Hence if no two pairs of terms can have the same relation, it follows that no two 
terms can have anything in common. and hence different differences will not be in 
any definable sense instances of difference (POAJ §55). 

Two specific differences would have to have something in common because after 

all, they are both ''differences'', and that has to be explained. If 'difference' refers to a 

class, i.e., the class of all pairs that are different from each other, then all the pairs will 

have the same relation to the class-concept. 'difference'. which is the class membership 

relation. And for something to belong to a class. it must fit some class intension. in our 

case. difference. And the members will have to have the same relation, i.e. same 

membership relation to the class. difference. But according to the particular properties 

view. there are no shared relations (Griffin and Zak 62). Griffin and Zak argue that this is 

a good argument as long as unc wants to keep the nl)tion of class intact. The~ point out. 

hrme\tT. that it lmh shows that a thenrv \\here there arc no uni\ersal relations at all 
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would be false. It does not refute a mixed theory vvhere all relations except for class 

membership are particulars. Therefore, this argument should not be considered as one 

that shows that all relations should be universals (ibid. 62-3 ). 

Russell has an argument in POP against nominalism, but which also serves as an 

argument against property-instances: 

If we wish to avoid the universals H'hiteness and triangularity, we shall choose 
some particular patch of white or some particular triangle, and say that anything is 
white or a triangle if it has the right sort of resemblance to our chosen particular. 
But then the resemblance required will have to be a universal. Since there are 
many white things, the resemblance must hold between many pairs of particular 
white things: and this is the characteristic of a universal. It will be useless to say 
that there is a different resemblance for each pair, for then we shall have to say 
that these resemblances resemble each other, and thus at last we shall be forced to 
admit resemblance as a universal. The relation of resemblance, therefore, must be 
a tme universal. And having been forced to admit this universal, we find that it is 
no longer worthwhile to Im ent difficult and unplausible theories to avoid the 
admission of such universals as whiteness and triangularity (POP 55). 

Suppose we have a particular A and vve call its colour 'white'. Then we find 

another particular. B, which is also white because we see that it resembles A. And yet we 

find another particular, C. it also resembles A and B in that respect. l\iow we have the 

same relation. 'resemblance'. holding between three things. The 'sameness· of this 

relation can be explained either by a universal or by regarding each case of resemblance a 

particular one: R 1: resemblance between A and B. R2: resemblance between B and C. 

R3: resemblance between A and C. ;\'ow R 1. R2, and R3 resemble each other. The 

resemblance between these particular resemblances will also have to be explained. Again 

if the explanation is that this nc\\ resemblance between resemblances is particular. then 

the regress of resemblances will go on indefinitely. 

-+n 
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Rodriguez-Pereyra. a resemblance nominalist, denies that his position 1s 

committed to an infinite regress of resemblances ( 107-23). According to him, a regress 

does not start because the resemblances betv.:een pairs [A, B] and [C, D] do not need a 

subsistent entity. 'resemblance·, or another particular resemblance to account for the 

resemblances. It is A, B, and C themselves that account for it. To explain, he drmvs 

attention to the fact that resemblance nominalism is an account of what makes ·A is 

\Vhite' true. On this account, what makes 'A is white' true is that A resembles B, which is 

also white (Rodriguez-Pereyra 110). And what makes 'A resembles B' true is the natures 

of particulars A and B. "If [A] and [B] resemble each other, then their resemblance is a 

fact because of their being the entities they are, and so [A] and [B] are the sole truth

makers of '[A] and [B] ·resembles each other'. There is then no need to postulate extra 

entities to account for facts of resemblance" (ibid. 115). 

On this account, \\hat makes ·A resembles B' true will be the natures of A and B. 

But it seems to me that A and B cannot have any features to ground the resemblance. If 

there ai·e no particular resemblances, then the nature of A does not include the property of 

resembling to B as a constituent. and neither docs B include the property of resembling to 

A. ff that is the case, then the nature of A and B should consist of qualities. which \\Ould 

provide grounds for making 'A resembles B' true. But there cannot be any qualities as 

part of the nature or A and Bon this account because 'A. is white' is made true. not by the 

white in the nature or A. but by the fact that ·,\. resembles B'. Hence. the resemblance 

relation cannot be explained by the natures of A and B . 

...J.I 
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Secondlv, Rodrizuez-Perevra argues that Russell is also vvron2-when he argues "' ._ .,,, ...... . .._ ...... 

that accepting one universal, resemblance, would make denying other universals 

pointless. Rodriguez-Pereyra points out the distinction between qualitative and 

quantitafrve economy. On qualitative economy, the goal is to keep the kinds of entities to 

a minimum, and on quantitative economy, we try to keep the number of entities in each 

kind to a minimum ( 107). And each has its virtues as argued by D. Nolan ( 1997). ''A 

theory admitting n universals of resemblance [due to the regress of resemblances] would 

be quantitatively more economical than a full-blooded realism postulating a universal for 

each determinate prope11y'' (Rodriguez-Pereyra 122). I agree with Rodriguez-Pereyra on 

this point. If one accepts only the relation of similarity as a universal. and no others, this 

is still some <.ichievement. It should be recognized as such. But it remains trne that 

reducing kinds of entities to one would not have been achieved. 

Weitz argues Russell held in the 1912 ar1icle "Knowledge by Acquaintance and 

Knowledge by Description" that qualities and relations have instances. Weitz writes, 

Russell is "so convinced that universal relations do have instances that he devotes most of 

his argument to the proof that we are acquainted with universal relations themselves. He 

writes, e.g., 'Thus we must suppose that we are acquainted with the meaning of 'before', 

and not merely with instances of it'" (Schilpp 69). However, Russell in reply denies that 

in 1912 he held the view that relations or qualities have instances and claims that he held 

this position continuously since 1902. Russell says. '"when r say·,\ is human· and ·sis 

human· there is absolute identity as regards ·hum:m· ... there are no t\\U humanities. nor 

t\\l) differences"' !Schilpp 68-J.). 

+2 
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I think this confusion arises because Russell does not-make clear what he means 

by an 'instance'. It might be interpreted to mean a specific property or relation, or it 

might be taken to mean the particular in which a universal property is exemplified or 

instantiated. I think Russell means the latter. When he says in this period that a particular 

is an instance of a universal, he means a ordinary particular whose bare particular 

exemplifies a universal. The view he rejects is that there are particular qualities and 

relations as well as universal ones. 

2.3 The Rejection of Material Objects in OKE\-V (1914) 

Russell refuses to accept material substance in Our Knowledge of the External World. 

Whar he has in mind in rejecting substance is the inferred entity, material substance, 

which was composed of a bare particular and qualities. He denies the need to accept 

permanent material objects as causes of sense-data. One of Russelrs reasons for rejecting 

substance is that there is no empirical evidence for it. All we are acquainted with are 

sense-data; we are not acquainted vvith the supposed material substance that causes them. 

The early Russell's analysis of an ordinary particular yields the substratum and qualities. 

The simples of an analysis are supposed to be things we are acquainted \\ ith (Russell TK 

l 19). However. substratum is not something that we can be acquainted with. This is the 

main reason why Russell drops the substratum theory for ordinary particulars in l 91..J.. 

The substratum cmured the persistence of the same object thrnugh time. But now 

Russell thinks that what makes one think that some table is the same tahlc used on a 

prt.'\ iuus occasion is <tll the 1.,imilaritie1., of appcar~tncc-; and the :-.imilarit\ nf the 
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correbtions of those appearances. We do not experience a substance when experiencing a 

table. Russell notes though that he is not denying the existence of material objects. and 

neither is he affirming it. He says there is no empirical evidence for either position (The 

Philosophy ofLogical 273-4). 

Russell thinks we have no reason other than prejudice in favour of permanency. 

For example, we have no reason to believe that ice \Vhen melted is the same substance. 

What we directly know is that the appearance we call ice has been replaced by the 

appearance we call water. and we can formulate laws as to how each behaves. But that is 

all. We have no reason to accept that the two appearances are of the same substance (On 

OKEW 110 ). He no longer believes that inferring the existence of enduring material 

objects is the best explanation of our experiences. 

Now Russell claims ''the persistence of things through time is to be regarded as 

the formal result of a logical construction, not as necessarily implying any actual 

persistence"' (ibid. 153 J. However, we should note that after Russell adopts the bundle 

theory. he will accept ·quasi-permanence· as a postulate we need in order to be able to 

make scientific inferences to gain knowledge about the external world. But the 

differences are that this postulate of persistence does not make a certainty claim; it does 

not maintain that ewry particular necessarily persists. but instead that it is highly 

probable that ever.Y particular persists. Also, even particular is a complex of 

comprcsence of qualities: they do not need a substratum to exemplify them. Our 

K!low!cdgl' o/ the E.rtcnwl World\\ as an attempt to gain knowledge nf the external \\orld 

u-.;1ng mere!\ deducti\e inference. \\hich g1\e;,; ccrtaintic-.;. But later he \\ill not find 
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deductive inferences sufficient. He' II afgue for the need for non-demonstrative 

inferences. such as that ensured by the postulate of quasi-permanence ... The method of 

Cartesian doubt, which appealed to me when I 1,vas young. and may still serve as a tool in 

the work of logical dissection, no longer seems to me to have fundamental validity. I 

have come to accept the facts of sense and the broad truth of science as things which the 

philosopher should take as data, since, though their truth is not quite ce1tain, it has a 

higher degree of probability than anything likely to be achieved in philosophical 

speculation'' (MPD 153 ). 

In 1914, having decided that the material object with its bare particular and 

qualities is empirically inaccessible, Russell rejects affirming its existence: he tries to 

construct particulars out of sense-data, instead of inferring their existence. Russell wants 

to have empirically given things, i.e .. sense-data. at the foundation of knowledge and then 

logically construct the entities we call material objects. He admits that conceiving '·a 

system of correlated particulars, [i.e., a class of sense-data] hung one to another by 

relations of similarity and continuous change and so on'' (Philosophy l~f Logirnl 27 3) is 

complicated. but that this is \\hat is empirically given. 

Russell defines a thing as .. a certain series of appearances, connected with each 

other by continuity and by certain causal laws" ( OKEW 111 ). He takes wallpaper as an 

example. To assume that there is a permanent entity, the wallpaper. which ··has" the 

various fading colours. is just .. gratuitous metaphysics" ( ihid. 112 ). Such a substance is 

not empirically gi\t~n to the pcrcei\er. Instead he defines the wallpaper a.., .. the series of 

its aspects" (i/Jid.J. B) dning sn. he uses Ockham's principle that alhis1..'s u ... nnt tll 
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''multiply entities without neces5ify'' (ibid.). We find the entities that we cannot do 

\Vithout, which are the successive appearances in experience, and then define any other 

purp011ed entity in terms of these appearances (The Philosophy l~f Logical 280). 

A piece of wallpaper is a series of classes. It presents appearances at a gt\ en 

moment. \Ve logically construct a class out of these appearances. The class is a collection 

of all the appearances of the wallpaper from different perspectives at a time. Then. we 

construct a series out of the classes of the appearances of the wallpaper at each moment. 

This series stands for the material object wallpaper (The Philosophy of Logical 275). 

There is no need to assume a persistent substance (ibid. 276). 

We know perceptual and physical space-time were relational for Russell at least 

since 1911-for he makes it explicit in his 1911 article-and until 1940. And I have not 

found anything to suggest otherwise in 0 KEW (191..J. ). However. if space-time is 

relational in OKEW, this means there ::.ire no instants and points as entities to provide 

numerical diversity between qualitatively alike groups of sense-data. Besides. he has 

rejected the substratum. \Vith the material substance, so the substratum cannot do the job 

of individuation either. So what will account for it? The only possible candidate seems to 

be the sense-data themselves, since they are particulars ( TK 55). just like the events to 

follow in A.Ah and A!'vla. What he refuses the existence of in OKEW is the material object. 

with its substratum and qualities. The substratum flag now has passed on to these 

fleeting, private appearances. In , \J/i and AH. L mental events and physical t:\ en ts 

respectively. will carry the flag. 
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2.4 From Sense-Data to Sensations 

Russell of POP claimed we could be acquainted with objects of sensation (sense-data) 

and then infer the material objects. Hence, the having of sensations was a form of 

knowledge for Russell in POP. However, he realizes, in 191923
, that his earlier view that 

sensation is cognitive had led him to distinguish between sensing (sensation) and what is 

sensed (sense-data), which in turn required a perceiving mental substance, a subject in a 

cognitive relation with an object, i.e., the sense-data (AMi 141 ). But once he has decided 

that there is no good ground for assuming mental substance to exist, he let the distinction 

between sensation and sense-data go in 1919. Without the subject, who through sensation 

knows sense-data, sense-data are no longer objects of knowledge. Sensation and sense-

data are not distinguished from each other (AMi 142). "The sensation that we have when 

we see a patch of colour simply is that patch of colour, an actual constituent of the 

physical world" (AMi 142). Russell later on regards sensations as causes of knowledge, 

but he does not regard them knowledge in themselves any longer (AMi 144). 

Russell, as of 1919, abandoned dualism on the nature of the ultimate reality in 

favour of neutral monism. I will survey his views on neutral monism to show how his 

view of neutral ultimate reality fits into his later theory of particulars, that is, the bundle 

theory. 

23 In the draft of Analysis of,Hind ( 1919), Russell writes, ··Sensations belong in equal measure to physics 
and to psychology: they are the intersection of mind and matter. [cf. Mach, Analysis a/Sensations]. They 
are not instances of knowledge: 'they simply come and are' (James). There is no distinction of subject and 
object in sensation, nor is there any distinction between sensation and sense-datum" (Collected Papers Vol. 
9. 4). 

47 
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According to neutral monism. the ultimate reality is a neutral kind. It's neither 

mental nor physical. It is presented or perceived either in mental terms or physical terms 

depending on the kind of causal laws involved, at least according to Russell's version of 

it. Russell, as of 1919, believes that neutral monism, according to which sensations are 

fundamentally neutral (things which can obey both mental and physical laws). is a better 

ground for bridging the gap between the world of sense and the world of physics. Earlier 

in OKEW, the stuff of the world of sense (sense-data) was of the same kind. i.e. physical, 

with the stuff of physics, and thereby they constituted the bridge between the world of 

sense and the \vorlcl of physics. But nmv that sense-data are abandoned, neutral events 

will take the place of common ground between the two worlds. l\."eutral monism 

guarantees that there is something of the same kind. namely the neutral stuff, as basis for 

both the mental and the physical. By ··stuff' he explains later in 1944 that he meant 

·particulars·, by which he means objects designated by proper names ( Schilpp 698 ). 

The mental and physical objects are constructed out of the neutral stuff, namdy 

sensations. A physical thing is a bundle of sensations arranged according to physical 

causal laws. First the laws of perspective bring together the sensations of one thing at one 

time from different places to form a momentary thing. and then laws of dynamics bring 

together such classes of sensations to form one thing. For instance. Jones is a series of 

occurrences bound together by causal laws, not similarities. though various appearances 

of Jones will yuite likely be vcr: similar. But the causality here is not one of traditional 

ph) sics. \\here Jones would ha Ye hccn considered the .. real'" cause of all the appearances 

11rcsented w different of>slT\cr-.. 1.U/i t)/). Rus"cll inste~td ukes the \\h1llc cl~1S'- 11f 
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sensations as actually being Jones (Alvf i 98 ). \Vhat bring together the various appearances 

of Jones are such physical causal laws as the laws of perspective, reflection. and 

diffraction of light. This is the same for all physical objects (AiWi 99) and all physical 

objects are systems of particulars (A.lvli 102 ). 

In the \vorld of psychology, first the laws of dynamics collect together successive 

sensations of one thing. and then such class of sensations are brought together to form an 

experience or biography (AMi 126). Russell, having denied that there is a subject, a 

mental substance, which is supposed to be in relation with the physical world, explains 

the subject as a construct of sensations and images, which are causally dependent upon 

sensations. 

In his earlier assessment of W. James's neutral monism, m his posthumously 

published TK in 1913, Russell claims that the merits of the theory are first, it abides by 

Ockham's principle of simplicity and reduces the number of the kinds of entities we 

accept. Second, with neutral monism. sensation is a neutral ground from which we can 

easily pass to mind or matter (TK 21 ). Therefore. there is no mind-matter interaction 

problem to be concerned with. Third, the dualists define physical as what is in space and 

the mental as what is not in space. Russell finds it problematic to describe what is 

physical as what is in space. l\Iathematics has constructed many possible spaces; 

psychology constructs space from various senses: and physics assumes space as a 

working hypothesis. Since space is ambigu1)Us between the-.;c different accounts. ·what is 

in space· cannot be the criterion to distingui-.;h the mental from the ph~ -.;ical ( TK 22 \. 

Therefore. Ru-.;s...:11. as ,)r J l) J LJ thinks it is \\ i-.c l<l reject du~tli-.111 and ~td11pt ncutLd 
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- monism. which distinguishes the mental from the physical based on causal laws. "I think 

that both mind and matter are convenient v.;ays of grouping events. Some single e\ en ts, I 

should admit, belong only to material groups, but others belong to both kinds of groups. 

and therefore at once mental and material. This doctrine effects a great simplification in 

our picture of the structure of the world'' (Russell A History 833 ). 

However, Russell of TK criticizes neutral monism for not properly accounting for 

the nature of all reality. According to neutral monism in general. there is no entity that is 

only physical or only mental. But, says Russell, some particulars are purely mental and 

others are purely physical. Images are only mental and unobserved material objects or 

events are only physical. That is the reason why, in his own version of neutral monism, 

Russell limits neutral stuff to sensations in A.Afr His solution in A.lY!i to the problem that 

some pa1ticulars are only mental and some are only physical is to explain images in terms 

of sensations VuHi 287) and in AAfo. Russell infers unobserved physical events from 

percepts assuming the causal theory of perception (Alvia 226-7). Russell explains the 

difference between the mental and the physical by a difference in causal lavvs. Images 

obey only psychological laws. and unperceived material objects obey only physical laws; 

sensations. however. would obey both laws (OP 299). 

In Ai'vli, Russell explicitly adopts neutral monism along with the rejection of the 

mental substance. There is no mental substance holding the sensations together. Russell 

in, U/i argues that sensations are the neutral stuff (particulars) that C1__>nstitutcs both the 

ph] sic al and the mental worlds. Sensatinns arc \\hat occur in perspecti \cs. whether actual 

llf potential. .\n example Ru..,..,eJI gi\es of J particular i.-.: "the \ i"u~d <.,t.:n-.atilln \\ hich 
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occupied the center of my field of vision at noon on January 1, 1919"' (A.Ali 193 ). These 

particul~u-s might have proper names, but in language we name only the classes of 

particulars. such as ·Jones'. "\Ve give the name 'Jones' to the whole class of particulars, 

but do not trouble to give separate names to the separate particulars that make up the 

class"(ibid. 194). 

Russell rejects the mental substance in A.Mi and the physical substance in Al'vla. 

And he sticks to this view later in Human Knowledge. I think that rejection of the mental 

and the physical substance was the first step to adopting a bundle theory of particulars. 

even if he does not explicitly say this in A/vii or AMa. In Logical Atomism ( 19.24 ), Russell 

writes, 

The world consists of a number, perhaps finite, perhaps infinite, of entities w:hich 
have various relations to each other, and perhaps also various qualities. Each of 
these entities may be called an 'event' ... Every event has to a ce11ain number of 
others a relation which may be called 'compresence': from the point of vievv of 
physics. a collection of compresent events all occupy one small region in space
time. One example of a class of compresent events is what would be called the 
contents of one man's mind at one time- i.e. all his sensations, images. memories. 
thoughts, etc. which can coexist temporally ... Every part of his visual field is 
compresent with every other pa11, and with the rest of 'the contents of his mind'. 
at that time, and a collection of compresent events occupies a minimal region of 
space-time ( 341 ). 

Events play a crucial role in the construction space-time series in this period. The 

method is similar to the one in TK. The elements were events back then as \\ell. but the 

events used in the construction of perceptual space-time were total mc)mentary 

experiences. \Vhich were '>trictly mental. .\nd the e\ents c11nstructing the physical space-

time series \\ere "trictl_\ physical. In the later perind. hn\\ner. e\ents arc fundamental!_\ 
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neutral, the same 'stuff'. Another difference is that the relation of simultaneity is given 

up, and the relation of overlapping, and later compresence, takes its place. 

The relations of overlapping or compresence are given in experience, just as 

events are (HK 277). ·--overlapping· is not itself to be defined logically; it is an 

empirically knmvn relation, having ... only an ostensive definition'' (HK 279). 

A point-instant is reached by determining all the events that overlap m space-

time. Take event A and B, and some pait of A overlaps with some patt of B. you look for 

other events. say C which will have a pa1t that overlaps with both A and B. You'll 

continue this process as long as possible. ·'i.e. until there is no event remaining which 

overlaps with all the events already in our group ... when this stage has been reached. the 

group of events that has been constructed may be defined as an instant" (HK 271 ). Hence 

the definition of a point-instant: 

A group of events having the following two properties: 

( l) Any two members of the group are compresent. 

( 2) No event outside the group is com present \Vi th every member of the group 
(A.Ma 295). 

However. the above definition created a problem. Russell could use the definition 

in constructing instants because time is a single dimension. But when the thing to be 

constructed has more than one dimension. as in the case of a plane. a 2-place 

cornprcsencc relation does not suffice. If you take three planes. \\here an:y t\\O overlap 

with each other. it is po.ssible that there is no region common to all three of them. 

Hochberg points uut that Russell was aware of this problem and prO\ iJed a St)lution for it 

in A~Ia. "He [Russell] pointed out the need for a spatial merlapping relation to he of 11+ I 
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terms if one is to take a copunctual group of regions of n dimensions to be a point'' (The 

Positirist 44 ). 

Russell uses the term ·copunctual' to mean overlapping relation with more than 

two terms (HK 280). In 2-dimensions, he defines a group of areas as '"copunctual if every 

triad [not any two] chosen out of the group is copunctual. A copunctual group of areas is 

a 'point' if it cannot be enlarged without ceasing to be copunctual. i.e. if, given any area 

X outside the group. there are in the group at least two areas A and B such that A. B. X 

are not copunctual''. In three-dimensions, we start with four volumes, in four-dimensions 

vve start with S volumes. and so on. ''In n dimensions the definitions are the same. except 

that the original relation of copunctuality has to be between n+ 1 regions" (HK 280 J. 

This problem actually was pointed out to Russell by F. P. Ramsey in a letter dated 

October 29, 19262
..i. Russell provided the solution in the published version of A.Afo (July 

1927), but has not made any reference to Ramsey. Here's the pa11 in Ramsey's October 

29th letter. where he points out the problem to Russell: 

There is a difficulty about 'compresence' which I'm sorry not to have seen before. 
The three circles intersecting the other two or like this (any two are compresent) 
can form a ·copunctual set' but in the ordinary sense they may contain no 
common point. I don't see an easy way of getting over this. Of course with only 
one dimension like psychological time it would be all right (li/cMuster A.rclzi1·es). 

In AHu. his solution was to determine the range of members depending on the 

number of dimensions imuhed in construction (295). If it is an instant. which is in 1-

dimension. the range haJ tu be I+ I. that is. ·Any l\YO members must be cornprc-.ent". Ir it 

·i l"d like [11 lh;111~ Shc'il:t Tur,·,111 1·,,r ,Ji,,11 lilo,' illC lhc· rc'<'lll·c·c'' [11 hc'lp illC find ilk· c'\,ic'I .Lt1,· 1'!. 

lhi~ kiil'I·. I'd ;1h11like111 lh;ink Kc1111c1h Bl;1c~\1cll l1'r c'1111/i1111i11:: Ille c'\:tc'I d.tle 
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is a point to be constructed in 4 dimensions ( 3 for space, l for time), then \Ve require a 

quintet: ''As the fundamental relation in the construction of points, we take a five-term 

relation of 'co-punctuality', which holds between five events when there is a common 

region common to all of them". A co-punctual group as such is a point when the group 

cannot be enlarged without ceasing to be copunctual (he calls this group that corresponds 

to a point a punctual group) (Aivla 299). But in HK, Russell's solution is to change the 

phrase 'any two members· above to 'all members'. And instead of copunctuality, he uses 

the compresence relation, which allows as many places as needed for the construction to 

yield a common point. Thereby, if, for example. all regions are compresent. and there is 

no region outside the group which is compresent with all, there will be a point common 

to all regions. I suppose the reason for dropping copunctuality is just to avoid the 

complication in the definition of a point-instant. \Vhen using the relation of 

'copunctuality'. we have to specify the number of the places the relation needs to have 

depending on the dimensions of the thing to be constructed. But compresence is a many

place relation so we can use the same definition for constructing all points in \ arious 

dimensions. \Ve do not have to define a point differently depending on the number of 

dimensions imol\ed. 

2.5 From Events to Qualities 

Lntil 19-1-0. Russell takes e\cnts as ultimate particulars. But after 19-1-0 it\\ ill be complete 

complexes of qualities that arc the clements of construction of space-time order. One of 

the rcasnns fnr thi" .-;hift i-; the p:trtiL·uLirit) llf L'\enh. In HK 1 IL) . .J.0). lch)king h~iL·k. he 
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explains that when constructing points and instants from events, events \Vere 

provisionally taken as particulars. And as particulars, they are unknowable substances in 

which qualities inhere (HK 293). 

It is difficult to see how something so unknmvable such as a particular would 
have to be required for the interpretation of empirical knowledge. The notion of a 
substance as a peg on which to hang predicates is repugnant, but the theory that 
we have been advocating [the construction of points and instants from events] 
cannot avoid its objectionable features. I conclude, therefore, that we must. .. find 
some other way of defining space-time order (Russell HK 294 ). 

This "some other vvay'' will be constructing them out of complete complexes of 

qualities. That is, in order to avoid the unknowable substance, Russell rejects events as 

the raw elements of construction. In their place he puts complexes of qualities. 

Russell in HK first discusses the construction of instants and points from events, 

and he explains that in this construction he made three assumptions: "that a single event 

may occupy a finite amount of space-time, that two events may overlap both in space and 

time, and that no event can recur'' (HK 293). This vie\v takes events as particulars, which 

have ultimate numerical diversity (ibid. 269, 292-3). Constructing points. instants and 

particles from qualities has the advantage of not having to accept any kind of particulars, 

things or events, as ultimate constituents. And later in HK. Russell explains events still in 

terms of qualities, but this time as · incornpkte complexes of cornpresence of qualities'. 

whereas particulars which arc the elements of space-time order would be ·complete 

complexes of cornpresence of qualities'. 

Qualities then arc the ultimate constituents of reality as of /J/T ( l 9-J.0). In Chapter 

3. I will discu-.;s his realist hundle theory of particulars and \\hat kind of qualitie'i make 
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up a pa1ticular. We \Viii see that Russell claims that we can know the structure of the 

world (relations between qualities) and not so much qualities themselves. \Ve \\ill also 

observe that there is a disapproval of deductive inference, which gives us certainty in 

knowledge, as the sole method of gaining knowledge of the external world. ln this later 

period, he seems to give up on cettainty. and argue that we should aim for knO\vledge 

claims which are probably true. He' II argue that we need to accept some postulates of 

non-demonstrative inference, such as the ·probable' permanence of material objects. in 

order that we may gain knO\vledge of the external world. 
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Chapter 3: The Later Russell's Bundle Theory of Particulars 

3.1. The Rejection of Substratum in Linguistic Terms 

Russell. putting it in linguistic terms, explains that the issue whether there are particulars 

as \Veil as universals or merely universals boils down to what we mean by 'this', 

assuming we are able to define all other egocentric particulars (indexical expressions) in 

terms of 'this'. Is 'this' an ultimate or not? Does it stand for an ultimate kind of reality. 

i.e., a simple particular or could we define it in terms of something else? Do we have to 

have it as patt of our minimum vocabulary? Russell explains, 

If 'this' is ultimate. the following are significant. [i.e. non-tautologous]: 
(a) This is exactly like that. 
(b) This might have other qualities than it has (i.e. false propositions of the form 

'This has the quality·q' are not self-contradictory. 

If 'this' is not ultimate, the following are significant: 
(a) This has occurred before, or elsewhere. 
( ~) This is identical \Vi th that. 
In either case the propositions in question are not significant on the opposite 

hypothesis (Russell Appendix to HK 291 ). 

Russell as of 1940 (li'vln argues that ·this· is dispensable. What 'this· refers to 

can be explained in terms. or reduced to, the qualities it is composed of. As a 

consequence, propositions CJ. and ~ above become significant. 'This' is something which 

is in principle repeatable. The consequence that (a) and (b) will not be significant will be 

discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter S respectively. 

Fur the later Russell. particuLtrs. such as what 'this' denotes. arc not fundamental 

unrepeatabk entities. The ultimate ontological con'>tituents are universals. A quality is 

'-Ud1 that it "can e\ist at \ ~1rinus tinll'S .. ! HK~()) l. He '-'ll!11parcs two \ icw-.; uf qualities: 

)7 
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( l) as uni\ersals: a quality can exist at Yarious times and places. (2) as particulars: each 

quality exists only once. The later Russell chooses the first view that qualities are 

universals. On this theory, "what would otherwise be instances of the quality become 

complexes in which it is combined with other qualities" (HK 265). 

A quality, linguistically, is not a predicate any more, since there is no subject to 

which we could attribute qualities. "This is red'' is not a subject-predicate proposition, 

where some quality is ascribed to a substance. Rather, it is in the form '·redness is here''. 

'Red' is not a predicate, but a name for Russell. And a complex of compresence is 

something that can have a name. just as the qualities composing it can. Thus, in our 

example, •·'here' is the proper name of a bundle of compresent qualities'· (Schilpp 714). 

·Redness' is one of the qualities that constitute 'here·. Russell accepts ordinary names 

such as "Lynda'', but notes that names are primarily those of qualities. As he puts it. he is 

suggesting ''an unusual extension for the word 'name'" (JMT97). 

We will reflect this in our symbolization: 

C (F,a) if and only if a= K ( .. .. F .... ) 2
:; 

Proposition Symbolization 

This is red. C (F,a) 

Socrates is Greek. C(G,b) 

Something is Greek Vx C (G.x) 

Red is a colour. Of 

Legend 

C: is a constituent of 
F: redness. a: this 
G: Greek b: Socrates 

variable stands for qualities or complexes 
of qualities 
D: colour. f: redness 

K: rmilti-placc c11rnprc~cnL·c rclati<llL \\'L' 'lmuld ;il,11 l11llL' that the idc11tit> rL'Llti11n lwt\\ccn ;1 
"'11;11lk't1L11-'' ,;_ ;111d ihL' L'<'illf1 k\ 111' L'<lillprl''l'fk'L'. !... 1F<i.H1 i' ;1 C:•'flli11:c:c·11! 1•ill'. Scc' Ch;1i'lc'f' ~:The· 

J'r,1hk1111iJ'.\l'LL'"it\. 
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Socrates taught Plato. R (b,c) R: teach, b: Socrates. c: Plato 

Here I have followed, in part, Kinney's principles in symbolization2<'. \vhich is 

appropriate for the later Russell's views on pa1ticulars and universals. Although for the 

later Russell words for qualities are names. they are different from ordinary proper names 

in the sense that names of qualities ''do not designate a region which is spatio-temporally 

continuous'' (HK 84) the way ordinary proper names do. 

In Dv!T. Russell explains that since on a bundle theory, the particular is 

completely defined when all its qualities are given, the name for the \Vhole (the 

particular) may be thought unnecessary because the bundle can be completely described 

by its parts (331 ). But Russell argues that bundles are wholes with parts. and as wholes 

they need to be analyzed. We can experience a whole, name it, but not know its parts. 

When we perceive that a whole has parts, the propositions we make about that whole 

(particular) do not only describe the parts and their relations, but also describe the 

relation of the parts to the whole (ibid. 334-5 ). Russell argues that we cannot do without 

propositions of the form ·p is pa1t of W' because they are used in analyzing the wholes 

(ibid. 328-30). In H11111un KJl(m/edgc. he claims that such propositions "only ari.se 

through ignorance, and that, with better knowledge, our whole W can always be 

described by means of its constituents ... Therefore. [he concludes, though with some 

hesitation, thatl there is no theoretical need for proper names as opposed to names of 

qualities and of relations'" ( 303 ). That is. theoretically we need proper names for the 
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particular qualities and relations, but not for the particulaf bundles they make up. Every 

bundle can, in theory, be defined by the totality of its properties. But since we are not 

omniscient, \\:e need proper names for the particular bundles in practice 27 (ibid 308 ). 

3.2 Qualities as Immanent Universals 

In "On the Problem of Universals" ( 19...J.6 ), Russell explains that on his view a thing is a 

bundle of qualities. Qualities are universals, but they are not transcendent universals; that 

is, they do not reside in some third realm. They exist in the mental and the physical 

realms. Uni\ersal properties do not need a subject such as a substratum to be exemplified. 

Rather, universals are multiply occurring entities or repeatable entities. Qualities are 

·immanent universals for Russell, that is, one quality may exist in more than one place, or 

rather, in more than one perceptible area. Russell writes, "The colour itself exists 

wherever (as we should commonly say) there is something that has that colour" (HK 

303). They are multiply occurrent entities in space-time. As Kinney also notes. a 

universal for the later Russell is something which can recur or "that which can exist 

simultaneously with itself in disjunct [disjoint] loci'' (81 ). It is not the case that there are 

independently existing universals and their spatio-temporal instances. Rather. there are 

spatio-temporal qualities~s (/,1;/T 102). A quality is itself 'part' of a point-instant (ibid. 97-

8). that is. a complete complex of comprescnt bundles of qualities amount:-. to a point

instant. 

:- Thu-;. I u.-;c l(l\\l'r c·a,c ktk'r {() '! rnhnli;c rnrtic·ular hundk-; and UJ1Jlc'r c·a-;c ktk'r-; f(\ -.; Jl1h(lli1L' 
qualitic, . 

. , ThcTc' ci1·c :tl,(1 qu:tlitic' \I hic·h d,1 11111 h:t\c' .111; 'Jl.1li1\-klllp11r:d J11c·:1111'il. -.uc·h ,1, l'cin; .1 J'ri!11c' 
lllllllhcT. 
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Hmvever. qualities as immanent universn:Is are different from qualities understood 

as scattered individuals. On the latter view we have one particular. \vhich has parts 

wherever we find the quality in question. But on the former view. there is one uni\ersal 

which is \vholly present wherever we find the quality in question. 

Immanent universals are not abstract in the sense in which transcendent universals 

are abstract. Transcendent universals are not in space-time, but immanent universals are. 

But when I say they are ·in' space-time, I do not mean it literally. Space-time is the result 

of the relations between complexes of compresent qualities. A complete complex of 

com present bundles of qualities (uni\ ersals) is itself a point-instant. Russell writes. 

''Complete complexes of compresence are the subjects of spatio-temporal relations in 

physical space-time ... A complete complex of compresence counts as a space-time point

instant'" (HK 304). 

Russell points out that his notion of qualities is wider than it is generally 

supposed: He includes among qualities positional qualities, such as 'being dexterous·. 

meaning being to the right of the center of a visual field. Note that this is not a relational 

prope11y. Suppose I see bundles A and B. Both have the qualities of being white and 

square. A is to the left and B is to the right of the center of my visual field. The quality 

that bundle B has as a constituent part is not the relational property of being to the right 

of A. even though it is true that it is to the right of A. but instead B has the quality of a 

certain position. namely. being to the right of the ccntcr of my visual ficld. This 

po..;itional quality is a coordinate quality confined to each perceptual ficld. 
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Russell in effect uses these ·absolute places to individuate qualitatively alike 

bundles. t-.1. Weitz makes two criticisms: First, Weitz argues that coordinates are not 

experienceable qualities. and therefore they are not an improvement over the substrata in 

that sense. Russell reto11s that we do experience coordinate qualities in the perceptual 

space. "If a fly tickles me, I know, without looking, whereabouts rm being tickled, 

because, in tactual space, a touch on one part of the body causes a sensation differing in 

quality from a touch on another part" ( Schilpp 685 ). 

Weitz's second criticism is that the coordinates, regarded as separate qualities, are 

particulars ··in the sense of being the denotation of proper names", though not in the sense 

of being instances of universals. Weitz holds that Russell has merely substituted 

coordinates for the substrata. "If Russell admits that spatial coordinates are particulars 

and their symbols are proper names. the whole point of his realism is lost, because the 

relation of predication is readmitted: all qualities become predicates of their coordinates'' 

(Schilpp p. 81 fn. 96). Here's Russell's reply: 

The theory that he [Weitz] is examining does not reject the dualism of universals 
and particulars; all that it does is to place qualities among particulars. If C is a 
shade of colour, C is a particular; but ·visual', ·auditory', etc. are predicates. The 
affinities of the theory are not \Vith Plato, but with those who aim to get rid of 
'substance·. All the well-known difficulties of substance remain so long as \\e 
retain a "this' which is not a bundle of qualities (Russell Schilpp 685-6). 

,\s I understand it, Russell in this reply, explains that particulars. in the sense of 

denotation of proper names. are not coordinates. but bundles of qualities. which have 

coordinate LJUalities as parts. Although coordinak qualities could he particulars (again in 

the S)ntactical sense). \\hat Russell \\ants to do. I think. is tn replace momentary 

particulars h) ~t grnup 11 f qu~ditics. nnt just a C1l\)rJ1t1atc qualit). That \\11uld indent be 
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quite similar to a substratum; ·except that coordinate quality in perceptual spaces would be 

experienced. 

But why docs Russell resort to absolute positions in perceptual space? Couldn "t 

he have included spatio-temporal relations or such relational properties into a bundle? 

3.3 Relations 

The reason why spatio-temporal properties. such as being to the right of a, are not 

included in a bundle is that ( 1) some relations (spatio-temporal relations) would have 

been reduced to prope1ties of particulars (2) the account of a particular v;ould be circular. 

\Ve would have to assume a when constructing b, and assume b when constructing u. 

( 1) Russell's view of relations is a reaction to Leibniz and Bradley"s \:iews. 

Leibniz and Bradley denied that relations were real features of the world. Leibniz reduced 

relations to the properties of related terms 29
, while Bradley reduced relations to the 

prope1ties of the wholes they composed. Russell argued that relations are irreducible, 

either to the prope1ties of patticulars or to the properties of the whole their relata formed 

(Winslade 85). 

Against Bradley"s monistic theory of relations. Russell gm:s an argument from 

asymmetric relations: 

The proposition u is greater than h", we are told, does not really say anything 
about either u or h. hut about the two together. Denoting the \vhole which they 
compose hy (uh). it says. \\C will suppose. "(uh) contains diversity of magnitude' 
Now to this statement ... there is a -.pecial objection in the 1..'a-.e uf chyrnmct1-y . 

.. , "Yllu \\ill nlll. I helie\L'. admi1 an ~1c·L·iden1 \\hiL·h i> in t\\(l \uhjcc:h at unec. Thu,. I h·ild. :h rq:;1rd' 
rL'l;1titllb. that pak'rnit~ in Da\ id i-; ()Jle thin:;. and l'ik1ti<ll1 in s.1llll1llll1 i.' <\J1(llhcT. hut the 1·el;1li(1n (lllllnlllll 
t•' ho11i i, .1 111c1\:I~ lllL'lli.il 1hi11:::. ,ii· ,.,[11c·h the 111 1 ,dil'i,·;1li<'ll' ,.i· '111:::11l:1r' ;1r,· the 1·,,u11cl.1!11111 .. 1 Ru,,,·:I ,·itc' 
L:ih11i11G II. .+:-:h1 i11 //J, !'!1i/, ·'"/1/11 •·I Li!J111.· 21)h1. 
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(ab) is syrmnetrical \Vith regard to a and b, and thus the prope1ty of the whole will 
be exactly the same in the case where a is greater than b as in the case where b is 
greater than a ... Thus. the distinction of sense, i.e., the distinction between an 
asymmetrical relation and its converse, is one \vhich the monistic theory of 
relations is wholly unable to explain (POi\1 § 215). 

Russell gives the same objection in 19-J.6 against the monistic view of relations 

that the relation of being above really is a property of the whole composed of the two 

bundles in 'The Problem of Universals" (270). Russell explains that this view comes 

from the fact that the relation 'above' seems to be dependent on the existence of at least 

two bundles. "Unless at least two [bundles] exist there cannot be a fact requiring the word 

'above' for its statement" (ihid. 269). 

One of the arguments Russell gives against Leibniz's monadistic theory of 

relations that it cannot explain the sense of any asymmetrical relations either (Weitz in 

Schilpp 61 ). Consider L is (greater than M) "the supposed adjective of L [the words in 

brackets], involves some reference to M, and this is merely a cumbrous way of describing 

a relation. Or, to put the matter otherwise. if L has an adjective con-esponding to the fact 

that it is greater th;m M, this adjective is logically subsequent to, and is merely derived 

from, the direct relation of L to M" (PQ;\1/ ~21-J.). Russell's complaint is that regarding an 

asymmetrical relation as a property of a particular docs not actually eliminate relations. 

An adjective formed to express such a relation has to logically presuppose the relation. 

In HIT. Russell consiclers the nominalist option of explaining all qualities and 

relations. including as) mmetrical relations. in terms of similarity clas"ics. On this view, 

all wholes where the relation-\\t1rd ·above· is corrcctlv used have a certain kind of 
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resembla11ce. But on this view, we have to account for the similarity relation, which leads 

us to infinite regress of the vicious kind·'IJ ('"The Problem'' 271-2, liV!T 3.+6 ). 

There is ample evidence to suggest that he accepts there to be relational facts. 

Russell accepts 1;ve need to take relations into account when describing the world; we 

cannot do just with qualities. For we find qualities in some patterns in the world. "The 

relations of up-and-down, right-and-left, are just as much part of what is perceived as are 

the actual colours: if this were not so, photographs would not seem as like their originals 

as they do'' ('"The Problem'' 269). Consider the relation of being above something. 

Suppose we have two bundles a and b. Bundle a is located above bundle b. Russell 

argues \\e do need the word 'above' to express the fact that a is above b. We can perceive 

that a is above b just as we can perceive a and b. 

What Russell concedes is that relation-words, and not relations as abstract 

entities, are necessary linguistically and logically to express relational facts. Russell, as 

early as 1905, distinguished between two senses of existence (''The Existential" 98-9): i) 

as it occurs in philosophy or ordinary language, as when we ask if God exists or affirm 

that Hamlet existed (ibid. 98), and ii) as it occurs on symbolic logic or mathematics. that 

is. taken as an existential quantifier. Russell explains that to say that o exists in this sense 

means that "[a] is a class which has at least one member. Thus whatever is not a class 

(e.g. Socrates) does not exist in this sense: and among classes there is just one which docs 

not exist. namely the class having no members. which is called the null class. fn this 

sense. the class of numbers te.g.J exists. hecausc I. 2. 3. etc. arc mcmhers of it: hut in 

' Sc:..: Ch~tplLr I. 
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-3thse [i] the class and its members alike do not exist: they do not stand out in a part of 

space and time. nor do they have that kind of super-sensible existence which is attributed 

to the Deity" C'The Existential'' 99). 

Russell seems to keep this distinction as late as 1957' 1 ("'Logic·· 17-1--5 ). Thus, the 

question. 'Are there relations as universals?' is ambiguous betv.:een the above two senses. 

Russell maintains. in 1957, that relations do exist in sense (ii). He \\rites ... we certainly 

cannot do without variables that represent predicates or relation-words'' ( .. Logic" 175). 

However. Russell argues that we cannot conclude that there are relations as 

entities from the fact that there are relational facts. He argues that it docs not follow that 

there is an actual ingredient in the world which is denoted by the word 'above· 
12 

from the 

relational fact that a is above h ( .. The Problem'' 269). That is, Russell maintains that 

relations as universals exist in sense (ii). but he argues that existence in sense (ii) does not 

imply existence in sense ( i ). 

Russell· s 19-1-6 and 1957 at1icles both leave the question of whether relations exist 

m sense (i) open ('The Problem .. 272 & ''Logic'' 175). I conclude, from Russell's 

arguments above. that we should admit that that relations exist does not follow from the 

fact that there are relational facts. But \\c can argue that we should nevertheless accept 

that relations are real because their lack either leads to incomplete explanations as in the 

·I Hm\e\er. in the later peri1xl, qualitie, \\ill he treated diflcrcntl; from rc·bti1m' hcc:aU\l' qualities 
c\i't in 'l1acc:-timc. That i.'. qualitic' \\ill e\i,t h'llh i11,e11'c 1iJ a11d 1iiJ. 

· Ru,,c·ll 111ab:-, the same p,1i11t in I .. Logi1.: and On1<1l11g~ ··!I 957) ): .. It is quite c·kar that there arc 
rcl;1tional rac:h 112:-\ I. ''It is a foc:t that .\k\a11dcr preC:Clkd Cac.sar. ;1nd this LIL'l d11c, n11t mere I; ((lfhi't of 
.\k.\ander and Caesar. RL·lati11n-\\()f',J,.;. it is c:kar. '>Cf\L' a purp1isc' in c11;1hling u., t11 ;i"crt f;tc:ts \\hic:h 
\\uuld 11thc'n'i": he· unstatahlc. S(1 L1r. l thin!-.. l\L' arc· (lfl firm !,:r11u11d. But l d,1 11'1t thin~ th:tt it f11Jl,1\ls that 
lhcTL' i'. 111 ;111; '-c'i1'C: 11ki1c1cr. a 'thing' c:.ilkd ·11rc:,·c·di11{·· .\//'[)I~.~!. 
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Bradleyian or Leibnizian solutions, or vicious infinite regress in the nominalist solution. 

Furthermore, Russell in the Schilpp volume in 19-1--1-, and also in .. Logic and Ontology"' in 

1957, announces that his final metaphysical view on relations are expressed in the last 

Chapter of the I/v/T. As we mentioned earlier, in that chapter Russell argues \Ve should 

admit relations as universals because we cannot reduce the similarity relation even if we 

managed to reduce all others by elaborate methods. And also in reply to M. Black, 

Russell writes, ··~fr. Black must suppose me to hold that we cannot be acquainted with 

relations - a view which I have repeatedly repudiated with all possible emphasis" 

(Schilpp 693). 

Thus. given the failure to explain relations in terms of properties or similarity 

classes, Russell is left with the realist take on qualities and relations. In the case o.f 

qualities. we have seen he regards them as immanent universals. But he cannot have 

relations as immanent universals because then he would have to place them into the 

bundles: but there are several problems with this view: The first is that a relation does not 

seem to be in any space or time, whereas qualities, which \Ve take to be immanent 

universals, are in space-time. Russell had pointed this problem out back in POP . .. The 

relation ·north of' does not seem to exist in the same sense as Edinburgh and London 

exist. If \Ve ask. "\Vhere and when does this relation exist?. the answer must be 'Nowhere 

and now hen·. There is no place or time we can find the relation ·north of"' (POP 56 ). 

Therefore. relations in the later period need to be transcendent uniwrsals. just as they 

were in the early period. The relation ·north of suhsists as a transcendent uniwrsal: they 

arc exemplified by their terms (POP 57). But Ru-,sell dues not explil·itly ~t-,scrt this\ ic\V. 
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Second, as Griffin has noted. if we include, for instance, the property of being 

above something into a bundle, everything except for vvhat is at the bottom of the 

universe would have that property as a constituent in its complex. Plato noted that 

Socrates is shorter than Simmias because ''he happens to have tallness". But it is not in 

his nature to be tall: tallness is not one of the qualities that make him Simmias. ··rt is not, 

surely, the nature of Simmias to be taller than Socrates because he is Simmias but 

because of the tallness he happens to have" (P/wedo 102c). That is, relations themselves 

cannot be part of what makes a particular that particular or a bundle. Otherwise we would 

have particulars with contradictory properties, e.g .. Socrates would have both property of 

being taller than and shorter than as prope11ies that make him the particular that he is. 

Hence, relations should exist independently of the particulars they relate. 

But Hochberg makes another suggestion. Instead of including the property of 

being to the right of something into the bundle o. Hochberg suggests that we include 

being to the right of a bundle of properties. For instance, say both a and b are white and 

square and a is to the right of b, then we can include being to the right of a white square 

into the bundle a: 

Suppose one introduces the prope11y L, with 'R' standing for 'right of, by 
Lx =elf (::ly) (Ryx & \Vy & Sy) 
And suppose further that no white patch is to the right of Plato. For a thing to 
have L is to have a white square to its right (Hochberg "Things and Descriptions" 
73). 

This ...,ulution. at first sight, seems not tu give nse to a circular account of 

particulars because it docs not invoke the name of the white. square bundle. Hm\ C\ er. I 

think it is still circular. the white and square hundlc is a c1)11ljllcx of C1)ll1jlre-;c11cc. i.e .. a 
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particular, whether we name it or not. Besides, it has a defect, namely the assumption he 

wants us to make. We are not entitled to assume that there is no other bundle of white 

square to the right of u. The qualities we include should do their job of individuation as 

\Vell as they can regardless of whether the same combination of qualities recurs 

elsewhere. 

If. as I tried to show, relations are transcendental relations for the later Russell, 

we'll have to maintain that qualities and relations belong to different kinds of universals. 

Qualities are of the immanent sort and relations are of the transcendent sort. Relations, 

then, are exemplified by bundles, rather than being part of the bundles either as universals 

or as instances of universals. But regarding relations as transcendent seems to \veaken the 

bundle theory insofar as it used ontological parsimony as a point in ·its favor since now 

we have two kinds of universals in our ontology. not one. This is perhaps only slightly 

more ontologically parsimonious than having both particulars and universals as ultimate 

kinds of entities. 

However. our interpretation has the merits of first of all being a consistent 

account. Secondly. it achieves Russell's aim to abandon substrata. In its place, we ha\c a 

bundle of compresent qualities. Thirdly. Russell gets to keep the reality of relations. 

3.4 The Compresence Relation 

In HIT and HK. Russell keeps the distinction between ordinary particulars. i.e .. ordinary 

particulars which .'iccm tn persist through time. such as a person or a hook. and 

momcnury particulars. which arc spatio-temporal slices of an ordinary particular. Russell 

hl) 
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repeats this view in D'v!T by pointing out that a proper name, say "Caesar". does not refer 

to the individual entity that lived long ago; instead it refers to a series of occurrences 

involving Caesar in the continuous stretch of space-time that he lived (/AJT 33 ). 

The novelty that comes with the bundle theory is that the occurrences referred to 

above were events. but now they are bundles of qualities. Now that the substratum is 

rejected for the momentary paiticulars as well, Russell will need a unifier for a 

momentary particular. The relation of compresence will avail itself for the task. 

The compresence relation is a relation that holds between qualities. Other such 

relations are causation and spatio-temporal relations. For instance, hotness causes pain or 

the physical quality of whiteness causing a perceptual quality of whiteness in me. 

Hotness temporally precedes pain. 

We should note that compresence has an epistemological advantage over the 

substratum. The compresence relation is not something unexperienced. like a substratum. 

We do experience various qualities or events in a compresent manner all the time. I hear 

the vvater in the pool next door splash at the same time as I feel the hot humid air in my 

room. \v'hich is also accompanied by an itch on my knee. Thus, the compresence relation 

is something we experience, unlike the ··that which holds properties together'". ,\ncl the 

relations of compresence among qualities experienced by no one are inferred from our 

experiences. 

The relation of cornpresence is considered to he an unanalyzahk. prirniti\e 

relation (/.HT 10-J.). Compresence of qualities takes place in our perl·eptual spaces and in 

:o 
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~ ~ 
the physical space ·. In physical space. compresence is the overlapping of qualities in 

space-time (ibid. 30-J.). In private space. the qualities of a book that I perceive at a 

moment would comprise a momentary particular. a spatio-temporal slice uf my bouk un 

my table'.+. And. according to Russell. .. there is no difficulty of principle in constructing 

complexes of compresence. \Vhere there are no percipients .. because a camera from that 

very perspective would record that perception (HK 297). 

Being a relation, compresence should also be a universal. But is it another 

component of the bundle'? Russell does not include the relation of compresence as 

another constituent in the complex. ··A complex of compresence ... is determinate when 

the qualities constituting it are giwn .. (Russell HK 306). There is no mention of the 

cornpresence relation as another component of the complex. The componenb entirely 

consist of qualities. 

Furthermore. it seems that the relation of compresence should not he another 

component in the bundle because if it is it \vill lead to an infinite regress. All the qualities 

and the compresence relation will need a further cornpresence relation to unify them: and 

this second level rclatinn of compresence will also be a relation and therefore that second 

len~l bundle will require a third relatim1 of compresence to C\)mhine them and stl on 

infinitely. 

· l)ut thi> d1 1c' n11t mc.111 tlut there· :ire· l\\1) d1/krcnl kind' 1)/. uni\cr,ah 1·,,r thL· 11hc1111111c11;il h!LIL' 

dlld the phh1e·:ll q1ulit\ hluc. It I.> iu>t tkll the l\11r,\ "hluL·· :le'Lfllirc-; ;\ dillcTc'lll rlle':111i11~ lll11.ll.'1· the' 

. T111, L·,1nq•k\ ,i1· • .-1111•rc'e'll1l' l' 11111 ,\ 'i1>1;1l 111•.'ll1L'l1L1r\ ,\l'eJ\,'ik1". i.L' .I ,·,·11,1•1,·tl' c<'lllJ'k\ "' 

\ ... :' l!ll["''Tl'"1...'!ll\_'. 
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3.5 Particulars: Point-instants 

Complexes of compresent qualities can be complete or incomplete. Point-instants are 

complete complexes. and momentary particulars and events are incomplete complexes of 

compresence. The definition of a complete complex. i.e .. a particular as a point-instant is: 

"a) all the members of the group are compresent. b) nothing outside the group is 

compresent with every member of the group" (HK 294). The first condition requires that 

some properties overlap in space-time or be experienced simultaneously. The second 

condition is meant to delineate the complex as distinct from other qualities or groups of 

qualities. When there is a complex whose qualities are together sufficient to individuate it 

as one particular. that complex is complete. "Every increase in the number of qualities 

combined in a complex of compresence diminishes "the amount of space-time that it 

occupies'' (Russell HK 306). The more defining characteristics the better chance at 

distinguishing a grouping of properties as one particular. As Loptsnn and Griffin have 

pointed out. the amount of space-time does not have to diminish with more properties. 

because two properties may coincide spatio-temporally in the regi1Jn occupied by the 

complex of compresence. Russell should have said. increase in the number of qualities 

may either diminish or leave the same the amount c1f space-time it (JL·cupie-,. The 

difference between Rus-,ell'-, early view of particulars and the later one \\ e have just 

outlined is that particular-.; in the early period are particulars in the sen-.;e that each 

instance is uni4ue \\ ith its ~1wn -,ubstrata hut in the lakr period particulars du not C\1me 

already numeric~tlly di\ersL': in the L·ase nf pnint-in-,tanls. it is the c(1mple'l.it~ nf their 

qualities that particuLtri1es thelll. 
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A complex is complete in the sense that there is no other quality oubicle the group 

\vith which en.?ry quality in the complex is compresent. The compresence relation in 

perceptual terms is the simultaneity and overlapping of experience. and in physical terms 

it is the overlapping of qualities in physical space-time. It is the very same relation in 

hoth realms. That compresence in physical space means overlapping in -.pace-time does 

not mean that compresence is defined in terms of space-time because .. compresence is 

needed in defining spatio-temporal position ... Complete complexes of compresence are 

the subjects of spatio-temporal relations in physical space-time·· (HK 30-f. ). These 

particulars, i.e .. point-instants. are used in constructing space-time. \Vt: do say that a 

quality is at a space-time point. But it would be more accurate to say that thi-, quality is 

part of the complex forming that point-instant' ( ihid. 305). 

3.6 Particulars: Complex ,.s. Class 

Since qualities of a complex of cornpresence are said to determine a particular as a 

particular, the thought arises that perhaps this particular is a class of qualities. But thi-. 

vie\v is mistaken. :\either a complete complex of compresence nor a mere or partial 

complex of ccimpresence is a cla-.s .. .\ particular i-; nut to be identified with a class of 

qualities: it is rather a unit. ··rt i-. scimething which exists. not rnerelv hecau-;e its 

constituents exist. hut because. in \ irtue of heing cumprcsent. they con-.titute a -,ingk 

structure" !HK 297l. It is defined \\hen its con...,tituents are given. but it d1,es not exist 

mere!~ because its C(111-,titucnts exist. The qualitie-, need tu be in a cumpresetlL't: relatinn. 

Hence. the partiu1Ltr j-; 1111t d cLt"s: mernher-; uf mere cLt""e" are 111ll related t1i edL'h nthcr 
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by compresence''. Moreover. a class is an abstract entity. whereas a complex of 

compresence is not. A complex is just as real as its components. 

I think the reason that Russell in HK emphasizes that the particulars are 

complexes not classes arises from a ten'iion when one considers the requisites of his 

ontology and epistemology. There are three main methods that Ru'isdl generally 

discusses for arriving at the knowledge that something exists: vve could observe that it 

exists. we could infer its existence, or we can construct something to stand for what we 

would otherwise infer as existing. And Russell prefers construction over inference 

whenever possible. He claims if a construction is available concerning the existence of a 

certain kind of entity ... this very fact invalidates the inference" \Ve would normally be 

inclined to make ... Since it shows that the supposed inferred entity is not necessary for the 

interpretation of the propositions of the science in question" ( Schilpp 699 ). 

Russell used the method of construction extensively in OKEW . • LWi and Alv!u. 

Construction. as Russell takes it. yields an entity which is of a different logical type than 

its constituent elements. One .. can never construct anything of the same logical type as 

data" (Russell Appendix to HK 257). For instance, a material object in OKEW is regarded 

as a class. and therefore of a different IL\gical type than what it i" con-.rructed uf. namely. 

sensibilia. Russell explains the difference hetm;en construction and inference a.-. follmvs: 

.. In a construL'tiun. a logical structure is formed of known element'>. In an inference. an 

·''\'an Ck\c' ah111111inh <HJ! tkll i'.11· [.(u,,c·ll. a hundk j, a \\h11k 11ith p;1rh 11h1L·h :ire' c'<lllll1re,c·111 

l\Ilh each <lther. ThcTCl11re. it j, ll<lt _Jll'-t ;1 ,um ,1J 1h r:1rf\. \\"hen the 11h11k j, ;1 lllL'l"e c'lllkc·ti"n !lf 11;11·1'. 
there j, the· rr,1hk111 th;11 an: gn1up1ng ,iJ· 111·,111c·rtic·, 1111uld h:l\c' t•' he· ;i 11h11lc. But the L1lc'r Ru"c·ll 1111111,1 
11llt Lice' thi' pn•blc·rn hcc'<ILhc' 1111 hh ;1c·c.,u11t ;i gr.,1q1 ,,r pn111crt1c·, 111;1~.: :1 11!1,ilc «nl;. if thc·1 :11·c· 111 ;i 

rc·L1ti1111 ,,J c•'lll['l"c''c'llc"c' I I~ '--1-1 
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entity of the same type as known entities is inferred. E.g. instants in Newton and dasses 

uf events'" (Russell Appendix to HK 287). 

It is not straightforwardly clear whether Russell in HK holds particulars in general 

to be constructions or not. He certainly speaks of 'constructing' them while he is 

developing the theory. But I think particulars in the later period should be inferred, not 

constructed. In 19-+8. Russell vHites. '"At one time. I hoped that science could be content 

with constructions in place of inferences. I now no longer think this possible .. ('"Non-

Deductive Inference" 129 ). In this passage he is discussing the construction versus 

inference of matter and other minds. Russell should be inferring them instead due to (I) 

the limitations of induction on which causality is based. since causality is the link 

between classes of sense-data, (2) a tension that arises when some key propositions that 

he holds to be true are taken in total. \Ve· 11 discuss the second one first. 

( l J A particular is a complex of compresence (HK 298-9). 

(2) A particular is a construction (Assumption). 

(3) A construction is not of the same logical type as data (Appendix to HK 257). 

( -1-) A complex is of the same logical type as its constituents ( ihid. 293). 

If all of the above are true. then we haw a complex. which is a construction, and 

it is both of the same logical type as its clmstituents t-f) and is nut of the same logical type 

as its constituents (3). Therefore (2) has to be fabe. We must infer the existence of 

particulars. Our knowledge of them will be through descriptions. However. the method of 

inference \\ill n11t be inductive inference. He'll appeal t1i nther principk." (lf nnn-

deml in-;trative inferc>nce. 
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3.7 Non-demonstrative Inference 

Whether thim!s e.\ist in the external world is not something we can experience or know 
~ ~ 

about using deducti\e inferences which would give us certainties ... The belief in external 

objects is a learned reaction ac4uired in the first months of life, and it is the duty of a 

philosopher to treat it as an inference whose \ alidity must be tested .... logically. the 

inference cannot be demonstrati\e. but must be at best probable" (Russell ,\11 Out/ inc 

278). Therefore. we rely on non-demonstrative inferences, which give us knowledge 

claims about the external \vorld which are probably true (HK 335 J. 

Earlier in OKEW. Russell was in agreement \Vith ~lill that inference to 

unobserved events ultimately depends on induction. specifically induction by simple 

enumeration. The reasoning was such that inference to unobserved events depends on the 

law of causality. and that in turn is based on induction by simple enumeration: So far \Ve 

have observed that numerous events have causes. and we have obsern~d no event that 

does not have a cause. Therefore. all events. including the unobserved ones. have causes 

(.4.11 Outline 28 ! ). "It is thus the principle of induction. rather than the law of causality, 

which is at the bottom of all inferences as to the e.xisknce of things not immediatelv 

given" ( OKLW 226). 

Enumerative induction 1s an inference where ohsen ed instances kad to general 

-.,tatemcnts about relations between t\\o things: "Gi\·en a number 11 of Ct.·-:. \vhid1 han~ 

statcrncnts: la) the next u \\ill he a f). 1bJ all u·.., arc W-.,. buth ha\C a prnhahility \vhid1 
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increases as n increases, and approaches ce1tainty as a limjt asn approaches infinity"' 

(HK401). 

Russell points out, however, that induction by enumeration is erroneous as it is, 

since ''it can be shown that the conclusions of inductive inferences from true premises are 

more often false than true'' (MPD 153). 

Let a1, a2 • ••. a11 be the hitherto observed members of a. all of which have been 
found to be members of ~' and let an+! be the next member of a. So far as pure 
logic is concerned, ~ might consist only of the terms a1, a2, •.. a11 • or it might 
consist of everything in the universe except a11 +1 ; or it might consist of any class 
intermediate between these two. In any of these cases the induction to an+I would 
be false'' (HK 404). 

This point is made later ( 1955) by Goodman (Fact 74-5) with his famous 'grue · 

exampl_e. The class a is the class of emeralds. The class ~ is the class of green things. The 

members of a have been observed so far to be members also of ~- So we would like to 

conclude that the next emerald (a 11 + 1) will be green. But as long as classes are taken 

extensionally. \Ve can also conjure up a class ~ · whose members are grue things: where 

something is grue iff it is green and has been observed before today or it is blue and 

observed after today. And therefore, we would also be able to conclude that the next 

emerald will be grue. Thereby, we would hold that we predict the next emerald to be both 

green and grue That is. Goodman makes the same point that .. this traditional form of 

induction allows the inference of incompatible conclusions from the very same evidence'' 

which Russell had made in HK (Aune 132). 

Russell explains that this problem shows that the classes a and ~ need to be 

treated intensionally. not extensionally: ··the class ~ must have certain characteristics. or 
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be related in some specific way to the class a" (R~sseU-1/K .+04-5). Russell explains this 

with a better, i.e., easier to understand, example in a note on non-demonstrative inference 

in 1959: 

You have, let us suppose, a growing boy whose height you measure on the first 
day of every month. You may find that, for a certain period, his rate of growth is 
constant. If you knew nothing about human growth, you might infer by induction 
that he would continue to grow at this rate until his head strikes the stars. There 
are, in fact, an infinite number of formulae which will fit any finite set of facts as 
to your boy's growth. Pure induction, if valid, would lead you to regard all these 
formulae as probable, although they contradict each other (Russell ·'Note on Non
Demonstrative" 139). 

Russell turns to Keynes for the solution to the problem above. Keynes requires 

that there must be an antecedent probability for the generalization we want to test. That 

is, before we observe its instances, the generalization should have "something to be said 

in its favor, so that at any rate it is worth examining'' (HK 435 ), unlike, I suppose, the 

generalization that 'All emeralds are grue'. To satisfy this requirement, Keynes 

formulates a postulate called 'the postulate of limited variety'. What this means is that 

the things we '11 generalize about, a's, belong to certain natural kinds ('generator 

properties'), and these kinds are of a finite number. And some properties ('apparent 

properties') arise out of each natural kind. So, the ~ that we want to associate with a will 

have to be one of those prope1ties that arise out of the kind a. 

Suppose the generalization in question is ·All copper conducts electricitv'. 

Knowing that copper belongs to the kind metal, \ve check what kind of properties other 

metals have: we see that the property of conducting electricity arises our of the kind 

property of being a metal. So we think that there is an initial prohahility for our 
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generalization that all copper conducts electricity to be true (HK 435 & 441, Keynes Ch. 

22. 3). Keynes supposes that "it is possible to pick out a finite set of fundamental 

proper1ies, such that when we know which of these properties an individual possesses, we 

can know (at least in theory) what some, at least, of his other properties are, not because 

there is a logical connection, but because in fact ce11ain properties never occur except in 

conjunction with certain others" (Russell HK 442). 

Russell, however, does not accept Keynes's postulate as it is. Russell notes that 

biology does not accept precise natural kinds ever since the theory of evolution. In 

physics, there are no more natural kinds apart from subatomic particles. such as protons 

(HK 444). Furthermore, Russell points out that Jean Nicod showed that '·Keynes's 

postulate was not sufficiently stringent, and in making it more adequate made it less 

plausible'' ('"Non-Deductive Inference" 122). But the key point for Russell is that even if 

Russell formulates Keynes's postulate in a way that does not assume that there are natural 

kinds, the problem remains for Russell that induction cannot be the premise to justify 

causality, since Keynes has shown that induction requires other premises, such as finite 

antecedent probability, however it should be formulated36
. This is revealed in the second 

part of the note on non-demonstrative inference mentioned above: 

Keynes, in his Treatise on Probabilit_v shows that under certain circumstances an 
induction is valid if the generalization in question has a finite probability before 
any instances of its correctness are known. Accepting this view, I conclude that 
induction. in so far as it can be validly employed, is not an indemonstrable 
premiss. but that other indemonstrable premises are necessary in order to give the 
necessary finite probability to inductions which we wish to test. The conclusion is 

'"Goodman·, solution \\as to maintain that \\C prefer the condu-.,ion "All emeralds arc green· mer 
the crnh.:lu,ion. "All emerald, arc g:ruc· hccau-;c it i' ·entrenched" in practice. Hll\\e\er. s1ime phil1i:-.nphL'I·-,. 
-.,uL·h as Aune. argued th;it thL· li111itati"n' G111lllman hruught \\it!I hi-; ·11ie(1ry 11l.L'nlre11L·lrn1cnt· arL' JH>t 
sullicienl I 132-1.\.i ). 
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that scientific inference demuncls extra-logical postulates of \Vhich induction is not 
one:n (Russell "'Note on Non-Demonstrative Inference" 139). 

Since "induction cannot prove causation unless causation rs antecedently 

probable" (HK 455), Russell suggests we analyze the inferences we do make in science, 

and once we identify them accept them as postulates (MPD 153). Russell formulates five 

such postulates, which ground the laws of causality. For Russell, a "causal law is not an 

invariable sequence. It only states tendencies'' (MPD 146). According to the view that 

causal laws are invariable sequences, what A causes B means that events of type A are 

invariably followed by events of type B. One problem with this view is that sometimes 

events may be tokens, not types; that is, A may not be repeated at all but neve1theless 

cause B (HK 490). 

Postulates of scientific inference: 

These for Russell are a priori principles, "which depend, for their truth, upon 

characteristics of the world, not upon logical necessities which must be the same for all 

possible worlds" (Non-Deductive Inference" 121 ). The postulates give the finite a priori 

probabilities Russell needs to justify inductive inferences. 

The postulates that I shall require will therefore state that generalizations of 
certain specified kinds are finitely probable before there is any evidence in their 
favour. If the postulates are admitted. it will follow that inductive evidence can 
confer a high degree of probability upon any generalization of one of the specified 
kinds ('"Non-Deductive Inference" 13 I). 

,- But thi-, dnL', n(1t mL'an that Rus-,dl gi\L'S up induL"tion altogL'lhL'r. InductiPn j, u,L'ful as part of 

till· appk;1ti( in '11· m;1thL'111a1 iL·al pn 1b;1h I i1;. I HK-+~-+ l. 
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''If we assume a fini:re a priori probability of the existence of a causal law in some 

set of phenomena, we can then investigate inductively whether there is a causal law'' 

("Non-Deductive Inference'' 126). 

l. The law of quasi-permanence - "Given any event A, it happens very frequently 

that, at any neighboring time, there is at some neighboring place an event very similar to 

A" (HK 488). A series of such events gives us the persisting "thing". "In every natural 

process, there is a finite probability that there is something that persists'' (''Non

Deductive Inference'' 126). 

But sometimes there will be many events at a neighbouring time which are 

similar to A at a given time, such as in the case of peas in a pan. To be able to identify 

one pea, A 1 as the same one at a neighboring time, A 2, instead of B2 or C 1, Russell calls 

for the second postulate of causal lines (HK 487). 

2. Causal lines- ''It is frequently possible to form a series of events such that from 

one or two members of the series something can be inferred as to all the other members" 

(HK 489). Such a series, Russell calls a causal line. This postulate enables us to say that 

when there are many events at a given time similar to A, '·there is usually one which has 

a special connection with A, of the sort which makes us regard it alone as pa11 of the 

history of the 'thing' to which A belongs" (HK 488). 

3. Spatio-temporal continuity- ''\Vhen there is a causal connection between two 

events that are not contiguous. there must be intermediate links in the causal chain such 

that each is contiguous to the next. or ( alternatiYely) such that there is a process which is 

continuoll'> in the mathematical sense" (ihid. 49 I). For instance. \\hen I hear what a 
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friend says, t~ere must be intermediary regions between the sounds my friend makes and 

the sounds that my ear receives, which we take to be sound waves. 

4. Structure- '"When a group of complex events in more or less the same 

neighborhood all have a common structure, and appear to be grouped about a central 

event, it is probable that they have a common causal ancestor''. What he means here by 

'probable' is that it is frequently the case (ibid. 465 & 471). For instance, when we watch 

a performance at a theatre, the common causal ancestor of our perceptions would be the 

event of actress's doing her part. The reason he admits this postulate is that we' 11 be able 

to assume that there is something in the external world that is the cause of our 

perceptions, when several people experience perceptual events similar in structure. This 

postulate implies that the structure of the cause of percept is the same as that of the 

perceptual counterpart (HK 474). Structure is important for explaining persistence, 

which will otherwise be unexplained since the notion of substance is rejected. Russell 

writes, ''persistence is a very common feature of natural processes ... structure is what is 

most apt to persist'' (ibid. 473). 

It seems that strncture gives the finite antecedent probability that we need to 

justify inductions. "Identity of structure, especially when the structure is very complex, 

gives a finite probability of common causal origin.( ... a finite a priori probability is what 

we need to justify inductive inferences)" (''Non-Deductive Inference" 125). 

5. Analogy - "Given two classes of events A and B, and given that. whenever hoth 

A and B can he observed, there is reason to believe that A causes B, then if, in a given 

case. A is observed. hut there is no way of obsen ing \vhcther B nccurs or not. it is 
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pro~abklhat B occurs; and similarly if B is observed, but the presence or absence of A 

cannot be observed'' (HK 493). 

This postulate is required for justifying the belief that there are other minds (HK 

483). We observe in ourselves that when we have a certain belief, or when \Ve are in a 

certain physical or mental state, we tend to behave in certain ways. And we observe 

similar behaviour in other people, so we infer that the cause of their behaviour should be 

something similar. For instance, I smile when I have a pleasant thought. so when I see my 

friend smiling, I infer that she must be having a pleasant thought (HK 483 ). 

Russell notes that this postulate is also useful in inferences that do not draw 

conclusions about other minds. For instance, we generally associate the feeling of 

hardness of an object when touched with ce1tain visual appearances; certain shapes and 

contours of objects seem to be accompanied most of the time with a feeling of hardness 

when we touch them. This habitual association leads us to expect and infer that a similar 

visual appearance will be accompanied the next time we touch something and it feels 

hard (HK 494 ). 

Russell admits that future study may show that the postulates he has given are not 

necessary for scientific inference, but he claims they are sufficient (HK 494). Knowing 

these postulates is knowing the connections between particular facts. Furthermore, he 

notes that these postulates need not be certain ... In order that the postulates ... fulfill their 

function it is not necessary that they should be certain: it is only necessary that they 

should have a finite probability .. ( ihid 149 ). 
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With the help of these postulates, now Russell can infer the probable existence of 

momentary particulars in the physical world and ordinary particulars (material objects). 

Suppose I have a momentary percept of an orange sitting on the left-hand side corner of 

the kitchen table, 0 1• Based on the law of quasi-permanence, I infer that there is a great 

likelihood that I will have percepts 0 2 , ... , 0 0 similar to 0 1 if I do not change my position 

and anything else about the circumstances. Based on the structural postulate and the 

postulate of causal lines, I infer that there must be a physical orange, which causes 0 1, 

and which has a similar spatio-temporal structure to 0 1• It seems that structure is what 

grounds the causal line between the physical orange and my perceptual orange, 0 1• 

Suppose after perceiving 01. I hear the phone ringing and answer it. Afterwards I go back 

to the kitchen only to see Olil. With the postulate of quasi-permanence and spatio-

temporal continuity, I infer that ''the orange" must have been sitting where it was all 

along. And therefore, I conclude that 0 1 is the same "thing'' (ordinary particular) as Olil. 

3.8 Neutral Monism; Quality vs. Structure 

Russell distinguishes in the world '·a stuff and a structure. The stuff [consists] of all the 

simples denoted by names'' (HK 259 ). The simples denoted by names being qualities, 

qualities are the neutral stuff of this later period. In AM; the neutral stuff consisted of 

sensations: in AMo events were the neutral stuff, without any significant change of 

meani1rn:. Russell switched to 'event' because 'sensation' had phenomenolos~kal 
~ ~ 

connotations that Russell \vanted to a\ oid. However. after liV/T the neutral stuff c:mnot 

be events ~111yrnore. since events are not the ultimate con~tituents any longer. Qualitie~ 
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.-- are the neutral stuff and they can be in both realms: it is just that they are what they are 

in the physical world, but they take on an epistemological character when they are pans 

of percepts. 

A percept is "what happens when, in common sense terms, I see something or 

hear something or otherwise believe myself to become aware of something through my 

senses'' (HK 203 ). My seeing the sun is a percept, and it is not identical with the sun 

itself. These two are the far ends of a causal chain. Percepts are located in the brain. 

'Their location in causal chains is the same as that of certain events in the brain'' (HK 

209). We perceive the sun as bright and red, but the sun is not bright or red the way we 

understand these terms (ibid. 204 ). 

Russell holds that it is probable that physical objects differ from percepts. Hence, 

this might be thought to lead to the problem of interaction of the mental and the physical 

since percept is considered to be mental and the material objects physical. However, 

Russell's metaphysical view is that there is no distinction between the mental and the 

physical, but epistemologically, Russell thinks there is a distinction. ·'My own belief is 

that the 'mental' and the 'physical' are not so disparate as is generally thought. I should 

define a ·mental occurrence' as one which someone knows othenvise than by inference; 

the distinction between 'mental' and 'physical' therefore belongs to theory of knowledge. 

not to metaphysics" !HK 209). 

A quality, say, 'blue· can be regarded as a mental quality in the perceptual world, 

and a physical quality in the physical world. "We may say of a percept that it is blue. and 

we may say the same of a light ray. The \\'Ord 'blue' will have a different meaning as 
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applied to a light ray from that which it has when applied to a percept. but the meaning, 

in each case, is part of a system of interpretation, and so long as we adhere to one system 

the truth or falsehood of our statement is independent, within limits. of the system 

chosen" (ibid. 475). 

In this later period, the 'neutrality' of events or qualities acquires some clarity. 

Now there is something strictly the same between a mental event and its physical 

counterpart, i.e., its structure ... In many natural processes there is a constancy of space

time structure in spite of complete change in the intrinsic character of the ingredients of 

the structure" ('"Non-Deductive Inference" 12--1-). "In so far as physical objects have the 

same structure as percepts, a given form of words may be interpreted as applying to 

objects or to percepts, and will be true of both or of neither" (HK 4 75). 

Structure is a logical concept. "To exhibit the structure of an object is to mention 

its parts and the ways in which they are related" (HK 250). Examples of structure are the 

structure of a map and how it relates to the region of which it is a map and the structure 

of a gramophone record to the sound it produces (AMa 249). In the latter, '"what is nearer 

to the center on the record corresponds to what is later in the music" (HK 253 ). 

What he means by structural similarity between percepts and non-percepts is best 

illustrated by his example of someone making a broadcast, thereby producing sounds of a 

certain structure, and those sounds turn into something other than sounds when they reach 

the microphone, sounds turn into electromagnetic waves, which are then turned back into 

sounds when received by an ear. But throughout the changing qualities, structure of the 

sounds nr wa\C'>. ()r chc. remains the same. Rus-.,cll savs ... \Vhen \\C cxarninc cau-.al 
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sequences, we find that the quality of an event may change completely in the course of 

such a sequence, and that the only thing constant is structure'" (ibid. 467). 

The argument for believing that there is such a structural resemblance is that since 

the data of perception has a complex structure, so should the cause of the perception 

(A.Ma 249). From the principle same cause, same effect and different cause, different 

effect, Russell infers that there must be identity of structure between cause and effect so 

that we can infer the structure of a physical cause from the structure of its phenomenal 

effect (HK 254 ). This maxim though must be confined to the causation between mental 

and physical events. For example, there is a phenomenal effect on me such as having the 

sensation of seeing an orange. We infer that there must be a physical occurrence, an 

orange that caused my sensation. It is not a principle that applies to causation among 

physical events; for in the case of those causations, the effect most of the time does not 

have the same structure as the cause. I can squeeze the orange with my hand. My hand 

does not, and need not, have the same structure as the orange. 

M.H.A. Newman ( 1928) criticizes Russell of A.Ma's view that nothing but 

structure of the external world is known, since that would not give us any empirical 

knowledge about the world. 

If all we can say is, 'There is a relation R such that the structure of the external world 
with reference to R is w·. "such a statement expresses only a trivial propetty of the 
world. Any collection of things can be organized so as to have the structure of W, 
provided there is the right number of them. Hence the doctrine that only structure is 
known involves the doctrine that nothing can be known that is not logically deducible 
from the mere fact of existence. except ('theoretically') the number of constituting 
objects (Newman 144). 
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Russell, in reply, admits that he should not have maintained that it is only 

structure that could be known about the physical world. Russell writes that he actually 

assumes "spatiotemporal continuity with the world of percepts, and even that one could 

pass by a finite number of steps (from one event to another compresent \Vith it) from one 

end of the universe to the other. And co-punctuality I regarded as a relation which might 

exist among percepts and is itself perceptible" (Letter to Newman, cited by Demopolous 

and Friedman 631 ). 

In HK, Russell makes the changes to his account as to what can be known about 

the external world. He maintains that we can know the relation of compresence and the 

relation of earlier and later, as well as the structure (HK 332). 

3.9 Momentary Particulars 

Momentary particulars consist entirely of qualities. One reason that Russell allows only 

qualities might be that an empirically inclined bundle theory will limit bundles to sensible 

properties, i.e., qualities, because according to Russell, sensation gives us only sensible 

properties. 

But at the same time, according to Russell, we cannot know the qualities of the 

world. If qualities of the external world cannot be known, we cannot use the empirical 

reason above to maintain that only sensible qualities make up a particular. There should 

be another reason, not based on what vve can know. 
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Any property that goes in should be a universal; that is a criterion. But not all 

universals go in; qualities do but relations don't, for reasons that we discussed in section 

3.3. Russell in Ji\l/T and HK emphasizes sensory qualities, such as 'redness' or ·softness' 

and positional qualities such as 'centrality' in one's visual field, when he is discussing the 

constituents of a bundle. There is also evidence suggesting that kind qualities such as 

'being a human' do go into the bundles. Russell says, "an instance of man 'has· other 

qualities besides humanity: he is white or black, French or English, wise or foolish, and 

so on" (HK 298). 

3.10 Construction of Space-time 

Russell again constructs physical space-time series and perceptual space-time senes. 

Now that a momentary paiticular is a complex of qualities, not an event, and a complete 

complex of compresence, as a complex of instantaneous qualities, cannot be experienced, 

the physical space-time series \Viii be constructed out of these complete complexes of 

compresence. A perceptual space-time series is constructed of tomes (total momentary 

experiences) (HK 295). 

The existence of both a point-instant and a momentary particular is inferred. A 

momentary particular is a bundle of compresent qualities. Compresence seems to be the 

relation both between the qualities of a bundle. a momentary particular. and the relation 

between \ arious qualities that compose a complete complex of compresence. such as 

when I experience spatio-temporal slices of the computer. the table and the plant all 

compresently. 
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Since Russell identifies point-instants with a complete complex of compresent 

qualities, if the whole group of qualities recurs that would mean the point-instant recurs, 

in which case we cannot construct a series of successive point-instants. Considering a 

momentary percept, there is no danger of recurrence because he regards the space of 

perception as absolute in the sense that the center of one's visual field may be taken as 

the reference point with spatial relations determined by reference to it. According to 

Russell, the qualities in our visual fields have positional qualities. ''At every moment, 

what is in the center of my field of vision has a quality that may be called 'centrality"' 

what is to the right 'dexter', \vhat to left 'sinister', what above 'superior', what below 

'inferior"' (HK 298-9). Therefore, at least in visual spaces, it is guaranteed that when a 

sensational quality recurs it will also be compresent with one of the above positional 

qualities which will help distinguish it from other occurrences of the sensational quality 

in one's percept. 

However, the complete complexes of physical space do not directly enjoy the 

advantage that perceptual bundles do in terms of avoiding recurrence. Russell accepts 

that ''it is logically possible for [a complete complex of compresence] to occur more than 

once. but [he] assumes that if [the complex] is sufficiently complex, there will not in fact 

be recurrence" (HK 306). Russell will have bundles of qualities sufficiently complex that 

they will not recur. And he can thereby construct space-time order out of non-recurring 

particulars Uhid. 293 ). 

What also contributes to the indi\iduation uf point-instants in the construction uf 

the physical space-time series is that. hased ll!l the postulates of non-dernunstrative 
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inference, we think it is highly probable that the spatio-temporal relations in pryysi·ca1 

space will be approximately corresponding to the spatio-temporal positions in perceptual 

spaces. That is. the spatial qualities used in individuating bundles in perceptual spaces 

will indirectly and approximately help the individuation of bundles to be used in the 

construction of the physical space-time. 'Two simultaneous parts of one visual percept 

have a certain visual spatial relation which is a component of the total percept; the 

physical objects which correspond to these parts of my total percept have a relation 

roughly corresponding to this visual spatial relation" (HK 320). 

Having outlined the later Russell's bundle theory of particulars. as of the next 

chapter we will go on to discuss the major difficulties it faces. We will start with the 

problem of individuation, which we have just seen arises when one gives up the view that 

there are bare particulars. 
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Chapter 4: The Problem of Individuation 

In this chapter we \vill discuss the problem of individuation that anses for the later 

Russell's realist bundle theory. Individuation seems to pose a problem for the bundle 

theory because it relies on the principle of identity of indiscernibles and according to this 

principle, two things' having the same qualities is sufficient for them to be identical. 

Some philosophers, led by M. Black, argue that the principle of identity of indiscernibles 

is false and therefore the bundle theory must be false. On the realist bundle theory, the 

constituents of a pa.tticular are merely qualities. Therefore, the theory has the 

consequence that if two particulars have all their qualities in common, then they have to 

be numerically identical. There is nothing among the constituents of a particular which is 

not a quality. Hence ·when two particulars share all their qualities there is nothing left to 

differentiate the two (Loux Metaph_vsics 108). 

There are three kinds of particulars that we need to examine in relation to the 

problem of individuation: The problem of individuation with respect to ( 1) particulars 

which are point-instants, necessary for constructing space-time series, (2) particulars in 

the ordinary sense (ordinary particulai·s) such as Caesar as an object that has "persisted'' 

through time, (3) particulars at a space/time point (momentary particulars) such as Caesar 

at point-instant r. 

The problem of individuation with respect to ( 1) is that construction of a space

time series requires that we have units that do not recur. For instance, if we ha\e 

complexes of qualities u. h and c as candidates for being distinct particulars as point

instanh. we have to make sure that 11. h. and c do not share all their prnpertie'i. Fm if they 
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do, then there \viii not be a transitive relation of succession betvveen them to form a 

temporal series. The problem of individuation with respect to (2) which is called 'the 

problem of identity', is determining criteria for when one ordinary particular can be 

regarded as the same thing over time, what changes can it go through and remain the 

same thing. The problem of individuation with respect to (3), is determining criteria to 

distinguish one particular from another at a time- others of the same kind or of different 

kinds. 

Russell devotes a chapter to the problem of individuation in HK. However, what 

he mainly discusses is the individuation of a certain type of particular, a point-instant, i.e. 

a complete complex of compresence ( 1 ). For what is important to him is the construction 

of a space:.time series, where one needs elements that won't recur. He discusses the 

individuation of an ordinary paiticular (2) as well, but he does not seem to be much 

concerned with the individuation of what I call a momentary particular (3 ). It seems to 

me, after a thorough consideration of all the arguments for and against the principle of the 

identity of indiscernibles. that the reason that he is indifferent to this problem of 

individuation with respect to (3) is that Russell, like O'Leary-Hawthorne later on. 

probably regarded it as a logical consequence of the bundle theory that if <I and /J are 

momentary particulars that share all their qualities, then they would be the same 

particular. So he would not be surprised if he \Vere presented with univer.'ies \Vith 'two' 

qualitatively identical bundles. In this chapter. I will exhibit this process of Jiscowry as I 

discuss the principle of identity nf indiscernibles with respect to ( 3 ). and in the end I will 
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show that the particulars ( 1) and (2) require a slightly 9iffcrent treatment than particulars 

(3 ). 

4.1 The Problem of Individuation with respect to Momentary Particulars 

A momentary pa11icular is a complex of compresence, but not a complete complex of 

compresence, which for Russell counts as a point-instant. A momentary pai1icular is, for 

instance, a spatio-temporal part of one of the books on my table. Individuation in their 

case, therefore, does not enjoy the same positive correlation between the number of 

qualities and individuation. All we have for the identity of a momentary pai1icular is the 

compresence, i.e., coexistence, of ce11ain qualities. 

Armstrong gives one of the traditional arguments against the realist bundle theory 

based on the falsity of PII: 

If it is true that a particular is a bundle of properties, and if properties are 
universals, then these truths are necessarily true. If so, then, necessarily, if particulars a 
and b have exactly the same properties, then a and b are the very same particular. That is 
to say, identity of incliscernibles is necessarily true. But on no interpretation does it 
appear to be a necessary truth. Therefore, it cannot be a necessary truth that a pai1icular is 
a bundle of universals. But if this is not a necessary truth, it is not a truth at all 
(Armstrong Vol. I 91 ). 

The explanation for the first premise is that bundle theorists in general hold the 

theory to be true of particulars necessarily, since they claim that it is impossible for there 

to be substrata as constituents of particulars (Loux 1Vf eraphysics I 07 ). Albert Casullo 

challenges this claim and argues that Russell should hold the bundle theorv to be onlv "- ._ .; .,, 

contingently true of particulars. Casullo distinguishes between weak and strong reduction 

and claims that Russell's reduction to particulars is a weak reduction. that is, .. particulars 
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are only contingently identical" to complexes of pr6perties ("'A Fourth"" 131 ). Armstrong 

assumes that any truth put forward as the theory explaining the nature of pai1iculars in 

metaphysics must be put fo11h as a necessary truth. This is what he means when he says, 

'·If this [that a particular is a bundle of universals] cannot be a necessary truth, it is not a 

tmth at all'' (ibid. 91 ). But Casullo objects that Russell did not mean to formulate a 

necessary truth about pat1iculars. Russell did not claim that a particular, in all possible 

worlds, is a bundle of universals ("A Fourth'" 131). 

However. it seems to me that we need to accept the first premise as true because 

Russell formulated the realist bundle theory as a theory to apply to any particular. 

According to Russell, modality applies only to propositional functions, and on this view, 

'It is necessary that a particular is a bundle of compresent prope11ies' would translate into 

'For all x, if x is a pat1icular then it is a bundle of compresent prope11ies'. And this 

universal claim must be what Russell had in mind when he proposed the bundle theory. 

He could not have proposed a theory which would only be possible: There is an x such 

that if x is a particular then x is a bundle of properties. 

Thus, Russell is committed to the necessary truth of principle of identity of 

indiscernibles due to his commitment to the bundle theory. We'll see -.hortly that he is 

also committed to the necessary truth of the principle because he accepts that principle as 

a logical truth. 
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Russell did not consider ide~tity1.6 be a relation until 190038
. In 1897. he claims, 

''every relation involves a diversity between the related terms'' ("An Essay On" §208). 

Since identity does not relate two diverse terms, it cannot be considered as a relation. 

Again in 1899, he says relations may be between two or more terms but 'identity of 

content' does not have this formal condition of relations, for it is ·'mere self-sameness" 

("The Classification" 140). Diversity is required for a relation, and diversity requires at 

least two terms (ibid. 141 ). 

In 1903 POM, Russell accepts identity as a relation. "Since there is such a relation 

as identity and since it seems undeniable that every term is identical with itself, we must 

allow that a term may be related to itself' (POM §95). Two terms are identical ''when the 

second belongs to every class to which the first belongs" (ibid. §26 ). However, after 

POM, he decided he had to find a definition for identity. He thought principle of identity 

of indiscernibles together with Leibniz's Law would be the right one. 

In PM 1910, Russell and Whitehead's definition of identity is: "x and y are to be 

called identical when every predicative function satisfied by x is also satisfied by y" 

(13.01). Russell defines identity in logic and mathematics on the basis of the principle of 

identity of indiscernibles. Therefore, he must be taking the principle to be a logically 

necessary truth. However, in PA{ the function ranges over relational properties as well as 

qualities; in particular. it ranges over the property of being identical to a. Let us use the 

"A-, Griffin has r1iinted out. Ru-,-,ell rmhahly accepted identity a> a relatiun when he di,u1wred 
Pean!l in 1900. Russell takes identity ~b a primiti\e idea. i.e .. nnl defined in the '~'tem. in an article he 
\\Tote in French 1IYOO-Ol1 \\hLTe he de\el1ip> a J,1gic <lf relati1H1> ha,ed 1111 Pean11·-, logic. Thi-, artiL·k 
dJllK'ared in Eng!i,h a' ·The L\lgiL· 111· RcL1ti"n' .. 111 I LJ\ll. 

l)(J 
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abbreviation PII** for this _widc<-'notion of the principle of identity of indiscernibles N' and 

PII* \Vhen predicates range over both qualities and relational properties, except for the 

property of being identical to a, and let us use the abbreviation PII for the narrow sense, 

when the predicate variable ranges over only qualities. 

Wittgenstein objects to Russell" s definition of identity by means of the principle 

of identity of indiscernibles. ·'Russell's definition of'=' won't do; because according to 

it, one cannot say that two objects have all their properties in common. (Even if this 

proposition is never true, it is nevertheless significant)" (Tractatus 5.5302). Ayer explains 

that 'in saying that this proposition is at least significant Wittgenstein means also to 

imply that it is not self-contradictory" (Ayer Philosophfr·a/ 27). Since 'two objects have 

all their properties in common' is not self-contradictory, the principle of identity of 

indiscernibles cannot be a logical truth. Regardless of whether Wittgenstein had PII or 

Pll** in mind, it seems to me that Wittgenstein ignores the fact that the phrase 'two 

objects' is a variable which may or may not stand for the same individual. 

In his 1911 article, ··on the Relations of Universals and Particulars", Russell 

denies PU as a logically necessary truth. Even if two particulars had the same qualities, 

they would be different particulars on his earlier view. Russell says. 'Terms of spatial 

1
') As B. Linsk) has p<linted out. according l<l P.H. one has to assume the axi<lln of reducihility in 

urder for Pl!*''' to he true. Russell <.:.\plains the need fur this axil>lll as follov.s: .. Supplhc the c<1111111un 
prnperties required f<lr indiscernihilit) to he limited[() pn:dicatcs. Then !he identity or indisL·ernihks \viii 
-;tatL' that if x :rnd r agree a.., tn all their predicates. they arc identical. This can he prllled ii \lc assume thL' 
axiom of reducihilir;. For in that case. e1er; prnpert:y belongs to the same collection of ohi..:cts as i-, 
dei'ined hy :-.nme predicate. Hence there is :-.nme predicate corrnnnn and peculiar tl> the l>hjech \\hich are 
identical 1\ith x. This pr.:dicat..: h.:longs to x. since xis id.:ntical \1ith itself: hence it hel<ings t<l ·'·since 1 has 
all the predictlL'S of 1: lll'lll'e 1 is identiL·al v.ith 1. It lolll111s that 11c ma; d,//11e .\and 1 as idc·ntic~tl 11h..:11 all 
the predicalL"s, 11 r hd mg t<i 1 .. I .. The The< 1r:y uf J., 1giL·al .. 2-+I ). 
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relations cannot be uutversals or collections of universals, but must be particulars capable 

of being exactly alike and yet numerically diverse" ("On the Relations" 118 ). 

"It is logically possible for two exactly similar patches of white, of the same size 

and shape, to exist simultaneously in different places. Now whatever may be the exact 

meaning of 'existing in different places', it is self-evident that in such a case there are 

two different patches of white'' ( 112). This shows that for Russell PII was not true, but it 

may be that PII** was true. Once he has bare particulars, he can get identity propenies 

from them. The 'identity property' is a haecceity that can individuate two pmticulars. 

This prope11y can be grounded on the substratum each pmticular has or can be emergent 

from the particular. If the identity property is dependent on the pmticular, then it would 

be circular to hold that a particular is individuated by its identity prope1ty. Hence, it must 

be the substrata that were the individuators. A pmticular a will have the prope11y of 

having a's substratum and b will lack that property. Hence, there will be a prope11y that 

distinguishes the two otherwise qualitatively alike pmticulars. The logical tmth of PII** 

would be preserved. 

It seems to me that the later Russell holds PII to be true. According to Russell, ··a 

particular is constituted by qualities; when all its qualities have been enumerated, it is 

fully defined'' (HK 292 ). What constitutes paniculars are qualities, not relational 

properties, therefore, two particulars are identical if they share all their qualities. The 

bundle theory of particulars, vvhich maintains that compresence of a group of prope11ies is 

sufficient for the identity of a momentary particular, commits the later Russell to PII. 
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Rus:rell in !MT 1940 gives an argument from verifiability for holding PU to be 

logically true. He claims enumeration would be theoretically impossible without the 

principle of identity of indiscernibles. If I want to count objects A, B, C, D, E and if B 

and C are indiscernible, then I would give B and C the same name and count them as one, 

and conclude there to be only four objects. Therefore, "if there be a concept of identity 

which allows indiscernibles to be not identical, such a concept can never be applied, and 

can have no relation to our knowledge'' (!MT 130). But I do not think this argument 

works because it begs the question. The only way Russell would give the same name to B 

and C and count them as one particular is if he already assumes that B and C are identical 

because they are indiscernible. According to Russell, we would give B and C the same 

name, because they would be composed of the same prope1ties; they would have to be the 

same property-complex. And if he gives different names every time he encounters the 

same property-complex, one might end up giving hundreds of names to the same 

prope1ty-complex. It would be, according to Russell, on a par, with giving a different 

name to the same prope1ty each time it occurs. For instance, blue would have to have 

thousands of different names. But again, Russell will give the same name to the prope1ty

complexes because he is assuming that there is nothing more to a panicular than its 

properties. If he held the substratum theory, each property-complex \vould have a bare, 

simple particular that differentiates it from other similar prope1ty-complexes, and in that 

case, he would not give the same name to B and C because B and C would have different 

bare particulars. 
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Since Russell takes the principle of identity of indiscernibles to be necessarily 

true, his version of the realist bundle theory will face M. Black's objection to the effect 

that that it is not true that the principle is necessarily true. The version of the principle 

that Black seems to argue against is PIP. since he allows the predicate variable to range 

over qualities and relational properties, but he does not allow for any identity property, 

such as being identical to a. The later Russell seems to hold PII to be necessarily true, but 

since he invokes positional qualities, such as superiorit/0
, his position is closer to PII* 

than to Pll. Black argues that it is logically possible for there to be numerically different 

but qualitatively identical things, thereby showing that the claim that PIP is a necessary 

truth is false 41
. Black imagines a symmetrical universe which consists of only two 

spheres. The spheres are qualitatively identical: each has a diameter of one mile, and both 

are made of iron and have the same temperature and colour. Every relational property of 

the one is also had by the other. Two such spheres cannot have properties of being in 

different places, because their places are qualitatively the same too, since they are in a 

symmetrical universe. Black says, "to say the spheres are in 'different places' is only to 

say that there is a distance between the two spheres" ('"The Identity" 156). Since it is 

logically possible for there to be t\VO different things sharing all their properties. the 

principle of identity of indiscernibles is false (ibid.). Thus, Black's counterexample seems 

to refute the principle as a necessary truth, therefore rendering the bundle theory false. 

Pl Rcin~ lll thc ri~hl 11f thc ccntcr of a\ j,ual fie· Id. 
11 H1lc'l~hc·r!" ll<llc'~, th~tl thi' p1·1ihk1n 11~1' r:ti,c·d c':trlicr. in llJ-17. h) a .S1\c·cf1,Ji 11hiJ,""l'hcr. l. 

Sc_!2clhcrg 1F/Je /'(J_1i1i1i1r-l)1. 
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How does Russell's bundle theory fare in the face of Black's objection to PII*? 

We have concluded, in Chapter 3, that qualities such as black, kind qualities such as 

being a sphere can make up a particular. But relational properties such as being 2 meters 

away from a particular sphere, B, or being 2 meters away from another black sphere 

cannot be constituents of a bundle. Russell does not include spatio-temporal properties in 

a complex in the regular sense. Instead of invoking properties such as 'being to the right 

of B', he allows into the makeup of a bundle qualities such as 'dexterity', meaning being 

to the right of the center of a visual field'. Russell calls such qualities 'positional 

qualities·. These qualities do not involve any reference to other paiticulars; hence do not 

pose a problem of circularity. 

I hold that a "thing'' is nothing but a bundle of qualities, and that therefore, two 
different things cannot be exactly alike. But I hold this only because I regard position in 
space as defined by means of ce1tain qualities not usually recognized as such ... if I see 
two things at once, they cannot both be in the center of my field of vision; if one is so, the 
other is to the right or left of it, and above or below it. .. It is in virtue of these qualities 
that my visual field has spatial characteristics. The space of physics is partly constructed, 
partly infeITed, from the space of visual and other immediate objects of perception (·'The 
Problem" 260-1 ). 

Positional qualities, however, require a perceiver or a perspective, according to 

which one bundle would be dexter and the other sinister. For Russell, that there are 

perspectives (actual or potential) is a necessary condition for there to be particulars in the 

physical world. If Russell were allowed to bring in a perspective. he would not have the 

problem of individuation bet\veen the two spheres. However. it is one of Black's 

conditions that no perspective is allowed. Black explains that if an ohsener were 

introduced, the -,pheres would have the rruperties of heing to the left ,1r right of the 
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observer which would distinguish one from the other. The spheres would have "acquired 

new relational characteristics" ( 157). 

That is, Russell's reply assumes an observer. However, Black does not allow any 

observers or potential perspectives into his logically possible world. Black says that this 

would change the conditions of his counterexample. So, Russell's reply from the 

absoluteness of perceptual spaces cannot address cases where there is no perspective of 

any kind but only two objects in a symmetrical universe. 

Perhaps we could reply on Russell's behalf that insisting that there can be no 

perspectives and therefore PII*, and therefore PU, is false is begging the question against 

Russell's version of the bundle theory. Hochberg makes this point when he says that 

Black's counterexample is not really an argument against Russell, "for it simpfy denies 

the existence of the non-relational location properties-12 or pairs of coordinate prope1ties 

that are crucial for Russell's bundle analysis" (The Positivist 45). 

Casullo attempts to defend PU by giving an argument from conceivability to show 

that Black's counterexample is not possible. Casullo claims that assuming that possibility 

is grounded on conceivability, we cannot conceive of these two spheres unless we have a 

mental image of them (""A Fourth" 135 ). Indeed, conceiving something that is essentially 

physical requires that we entertain an image of it. The two spheres in a symmetrical 

universe are physical objects. Thus, when I conceive of them I cannot help but form a 
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mental image, which immediately gives me a point of reference, that is, the center of my 

visual field. 

However, conceivability does not have to involve mental imagery. One can take a 

conceivable state of affairs as a set of logically consistent propositions: l. There are 

exactly two spheres. 2. Any given sphere has qualities F, G, H. To this, I might reply that 

these are inconsistent propositions, given that a 'thing' is a bundle of prope1ties. Thus, 

such a set is inconceivable. I should not be denied the assumption of the bundle theory. 

Insofar as we are dealing with propositions, we will have to accept some interpretation 

for the meaning of the words in those propositions. If I'm a bundle theorist, I' II hold that 

a 'thing' means a group of compresent properties. If rm a substratum theorist, I'll hold 

that a 'thing' means a bare paiticular plus properties. Conceivability of Black's 

counterexample will depend on one's ontology and semantics. Thus, arguments from 

conceivability, understood as consistency, cannot be used in this debate between 

substratum and bundle theorists because they cannot agree on a common interpretation 

for the words they use, specifically ·a thing'. 

It might be thought that the logical possibility of Black's symmetrical spheres is 

not a problem for a nominalist bundle theory that maintains that properties are not 

universals, but tropes. For the prope1ties each sphere has would be different particular 

prope11ies. When the bundles are composed of tropes there will never be two bundles that 

have exactly the same properties because no trope is identical to another: they are not 

universals. they are particulars. Therefore. the antecedent of the principle of identity of 

indiscernibles, 'two things ..,hare all their pn)perties', !properties will mean tmpe.., here) 
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can never be true under the trope theory, and therefore the principle can never come out 

as false (Loux Metaphysics 108). 

Hochberg, hO\vever. shows that this is not the case. Hochberg explains that the 

two spheres cannot be distinguished on the trope view. ··we can only refer to such 

different quality instances by refen-ing to the spheres - 'the spherical shape of sphere x '" 

(The Positivist 47). That is, we would have to name the spheres and Black does not allow 

that either ( 157). 

A way in which a realist bundle theorist might hold that the principle is a 

necessary truth, that is, to counter the possibility of there being numerically different but 

qualitatively identical pai1iculars, is by appealing to haecceities or identity properties. 

Then each particular sphere in Black's example would have a "property that the other does 

not have, namely, being that pai1icular. The non-qualitative prope11y of haecceity, or the 

non-qualitative prope11y of being identical to 'a', may be used to differentiate between 

two spheres. In PM 1910, the early Russell argues that the property of being identical 

with a ce11ain particular can individuate two things that are qualitatively the same. ''It 

should be observed that by ''indiscernibles" he [Leibniz] cannot have meant two objects 

which agree as to oll their properties, for one of the properties of x is to be identical 1,vith 

x, and therefore this property would necessarily belong to y if x and y agreed in all their 

properties'' (Plvl Introduction Ch. 2 *6). This shows that the early Russell admitted 

identity properties as properties that can individuate qualitatively similar particulars. This 

is consistent with his adoption of the substratum view in the same period. The substratum 
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each paiticular has individuates it, which is effectively the same as haecceity for the early 

Russell. 

However, the later Russell cannot accept the identity property as an individuative 

prope1ty, mainly because he has now dropped the substratum view and adopted the 

bundle view of particulars. Another reason is that including the identity property into a 

bundle as an individuative prope11y would make the account of particulars circular. The 

identity property assumes the concept of a certain particular. But on the bundle theory, 

particulars are constructed out of their constituents, so the constituents cannot presuppose 

the concept of a ce11ain particular (Loux Metaphysics 109-110). 

In any case, Black does not allow the spheres to have properties such as being 

identical to this sphere or that sphere. For he "thinks treating such properties as 

individuative properties is just repeating the hypothesis that the two spheres are different. 

Black writes, "All you mean when you say ·a has the property of being identical with a' 

is a is a ... In fact you are merely redescribing the hypothesis that a and b are different by 

calling it a case of 'difference of prope11ies "' ( 155). 

Neither does Black allow subjunctive prope11ies, such as ·If there were an 

observer. then one sphere would be on her left the other on her right'. Black argues that 

\Ve \vould be "just pretending to use a name" ( 157 ). 

Black considers the objection that one might argue that his counterexample is not 

verifiable. fncleed, one of Russdl's arguments I mentioned earlier for the truth of the 

principle of iclentity of incliscernibles was from \erifiability. Blanshard and Ayer make a 

-.imilar criticism of Black's spheres. Blanshard argues the two sphere-. are nnt intelligible 
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because we are not allowed to call one 'this' and the other 'that' (397 ). For that \vould 

give them different locations with reference to an observer. And Ayer argues that the 

reason we can imagine such universes 1s that we ''bring into the picture a point of 

observation with respect to which the two halves of the universe are differently situated'' 

( 33 ). 

In reply, Black says we can verify that there are two spheres. "We could know 

that two things existed without there being any way to distinguish one from the other'' 

( 162). To support this claim Black appeals to the fact that we can verify that there are two 

stars by observing their gravitational effects even though we cannot inspect one in 

isolation form another. But I do not think that this example helps him because in such a 

case there will be properties had by one st;ir and not by the other, namely. one will cause 

gravitational effect x and the other gravitational effect y. The opponent is right that the 

counterexample is not verifiable. But surely, that it is not verifiable does not mean it is 

not logically possible. 

Together with Black, Steven French argues that this objection confuses thinking 

about a possible state of affairs and the state of affairs itself. He admits that the T who 

does the imagining will definitely be inrnlved in imagining a two-sphere universe. but "it 

is possible for me to imagine a situation in which the universe existed but ·me' did not" 

( 152). I agree with French that it is possible for me to imagine a \vorld with two spheres 

vvithout me in it. Thus. such a state of affairs is logically possible. But I do not think 

Black can also argue that it is verifiable. Verifiability, hy definition. requires a verifier. 

But neverthele~s I agree that the fact that such a uni\erse is unverifiable does not mean 
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that such a universe 1s logically impossible. And showing a counterexample to be · ---

logically possible is all one needs to show that a principle is not necessarily true. 

Hochberg claims that Black's argument does not show bundle theories to be false. 

All the argument establishes is that ''no definite description that we can give, under the 

conditions assumed, will apply to only one of the spheres; hence any such description 

must fail". Any definite description we form will be satisfied by both spheres. So we 

cannot label them, for that would require a definite description such as 'Let the label A 

apply to the sphere such that. .. '. 'This does not show that the spheres are 

indistinguishable in that they do not stand in different relations, but only that. given the 

limited resources we are allowed, we cannot distinguish them by description'' (The 

Positivist 46 ). Admittedly, we cannot describe them as different. But that is exactly 

Black's point. We cannot describe them as two distinct things merely by appeal to their 

prope11ies (including relational ones). Black claims since we can imagine these spheres as 

two, it is logically possible that there are two things which are indistinguishable from 

another. 

Hacking's response to Black's challenge is to claim that the properties Black 

allows in his possible \Vorld underdeterrnine the claim that such a possible world has two 

individuals in it. Hacking argues that the same evidence could support either of two 

theories: that there are two individuals in Euclidian space and therefore principle of 

identity of inclisccrnibles is nut true ur that there is one individual in a Riemannian curved 

space and therefore principle of identity of indiscernibles i!-. true. If the space the spheres 

are in \Vere a Riemannian une, then the rclatiunal rn )rcrty of being a certain dist~mL·e 
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away from would not require that another particular, i.e., a sphere, exist. Fo1'-sfnce a 

Riemannian space is curved, drawing a line away from one sphere would lead us back to 

the same sphere. So, Hacking continues, since the evidence does not singularly determine 

any one of these claims, the truth or falsity of the principle cannot be established by such 

counterexamples ( 249). 

As a defense of Black's argument, R. M. Adams replies that a Riemannian world 

with one sphere would be a different logically possible world. The difference does not 

have to be a difference in description but can be regarded as a difference in possible 

realities ( 16). Following R.M. Adams, Ronald C. Hoy holds that one cannot claim that 

the same logically possible world can sometimes be described in accordance with 

principle of identity of· indiscernibles or not described in accordance with it. ··If one 

world contains only one ball bearing and another contains two aren't they different 

logically possible worlds"? So a cogent complaint seems to be: Hacking is not 

redescribing a logically possible world; he is inventing a new one" (Hoy 279-80). 

A. Denkel emphasizes the distinction between logical and physical possibility. He 

claims that "that there is an 'equivalent' description which assumes a non-Euclidean 

space is no hindrance here. For the point is that even in such a space there could be two 

distinct indiscernibles. Regardless of the nature of space, if there can be two distinct 

indiscernibles we have a counterexample" ( Denkel fn 3 ). G. Landini and T. R. Foster also 

criticize Hacking for not distinguishing ··1ogically possible worlds and principle uf 

identity of indiscernibles from physically possible worlds and the principle of identity of 

indiscernihles .. ( )8 ). 
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I think the best reply, which fits a realist bundle theory, c6!11es from John 

O'Leary-Hawthorne. He claims that the realist bundle theory is immune to Black's 

objection since the prope11ies of the bundle are immanent universals, spatio-temporally 

located in particulars. It follows from the qualities being immanent universals that any 

combination of them would also be universals, and therefore "can be fully present at 

many places at once. Thus it is possible by the bundle theorist's own lights that, say, the 

bundle consisting of F, G, and H be five feet away from itself' (O'Leary-Hawthorne 

193). Black's universe would be described as "a world in which a single bundle of 

universals-the universals of solidity, mass, shape, colour, etc. collocated in one of the 

spheres- is at some distance from itself' (Zimmerman 306). That the principle of identity 

of indiscemibles is logically true is not a problem for the realist bundle theorist. It 

expresses exactly what the theory wants to maintain. In Black's imagined universe, there 

is only one particular, not two. 

The immanent universals are such that they can be wholly present at many places 

at the same time. For instance, the numerically same greenness is in my cactus, in the 

spinach in my fridge, and in the olives hanging from a tree in Assos. Therefore, the 

prope11y of greenness can be at a certain spatial distance from itself. O'Leary-Hawthorne 

argues that since the bundle is a group of properties, it is also repeatable. It follmvs that 

Black's symmetrical spheres do not work as a counterexample which defeats the bundle 

theory; on the contrary they are a straightforward and welcome consequence of the 

theory. There is numerically one group of properties in two different places just as there 

h numerically one green in many different places (O'Leary-Hawthorne 193). Just as 
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greenness can be a ce1tain distance from itself. so can a ~undfe of properties, including 

greenness, be a certain distance from itself. Therefore, if we describe Black's universe as 

containing one bundle of universals which is at a distance from itself, then the bundle 

theory is not refuted (ibid. 194 ). 

Against a potential objection to the effect that to say that the same group of 

prope1ties is at a certain distance from itself is contradictory, O'Leary-Hawthorne replies 

that if being the same distance from itself is contradictory then the idea of immanent 

universals should also be contradictory (195). Dean Zimmerman agrees with O'Leary

Hawthorne that if the bundle theorist is granted immanent universals, then it is not 

inconsistent to describe the universe with only one sphere. Black would be begging the 

question against the bundle theorist by insisting that there are two distinct spheres (306). 

Even though, Russell, for his own version of the realist bundle theory, does not 

need to defend the bundle theory as O'Leary-Hawthorne does, that is. without relying on 

any relational properties, such as, being at a certain distance from itself, O'Leary

Hawthorne's reply gives us a defense if the possibility that there is no observer is insisted 

on. In that case. we' II just maintain that the same bundle of qualities does recur in such a 

universe. This follows logically from taking properties to be immanent uni\'ersals. which 

the later Russell does. Just as a prope1ty can be wholly at different places at a time, so can 

a group of them wholly be at different places at a time. 

When a complex of qualities recurs, on Russell's theory. they would probably be 

part of the same causal chain that makes up an ordinary particular. Consider a spatio

temporal slice of one of my books on my table within mv tome (total momentary 
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experience). Let us call it book-slice 1• When ,andir I perceive some other momentary 

particular, book-slice2, (as part of a different tome43
), which has the same qualities as 

book-slice1. they will probably both be parts of the same ordinary particular, the book on 

my table. This inference is based on Russell's postulates of scientific inference, 

specifically the law of quasi-permanence44
. Book-slice 1 and book-slice2 will be the same 

particular only if the positional quality of the book-slice 1 is the same as that of book-

slice2 as well as its other qualities. For instance, if I look at my table from the same angle 

two seconds later, the book-slice2 would have the same positional quality. But surely, if 

that positional quality changes, then the next bundle that resembles book-slice 1 will be 

another momentary particular. And its close similarity to book-slice 1 will give us some 

clue that it should belong to the same ordinary particular, the book on my table. 

Interestingly, the early Russell had given an argument similar to Black's. Russell 

had argued against the bundle theory. The following is his argument from ··on the 

Relations of Universals and Particular'' (1911 ). 

It may be said that two patches are distinguished by the difference in their 
relations to other things. For example, it may happen that a patch of red is to the right of 
one and to the left of the other. But this does not imply that the patches are two unless we 
know that one thing cannot be both to the right and to the left of another ("On the 
Relations'' 117 ). 

l. Two patches of red are distinguished by the difference rn their relations to 
other things. (Supposition- bundle theorist's claim) 

2. Red (redness) both has the relation of being to the left of X, i.e. some 
reference point, and the relation of being to right of X. (from l) 

3. One thing cannot be both to the left and to the right of X. (Supposition) 

4
·' The possihility that there may he annther hook-slice in the \Cry same tome. with the same 

qualities. is rulcJ out hy Russell"s p11sitional qualities. Such similar hn1ik-slices would not he sharin,g ull 
their qualities if there indeed arc t\\O Jistinct huok-slices in 111: tu111f'. One \\<luld ha\e a pn,itiunal quality 
that the tither l~lL·k~. ftir in't~llk'e. htJtik-,Jic·c 1 \\<luld he dc.\ter and h1h1k-,!ic·c 11 \\t1uld he ,jni,tcT 

14 Sec Chapter 3. 
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4. Therefore, there are two reds. -_,-.,-

Russell argues that (3) is false. If red surrounds X completely, then red would be 

both to the left and to the right of X. Therefore, (4) does not follow45
. Therefore, two 

things cannot be distinguished by their relations. Therefore, the bundle theory is wrong. 

One problem with this argument is that the supposition ( 1) would be wrong on the 

later Russell's account. The bundle theory does not maintain that relations individuate 

qualities or bundles of qualities in perceptual space. It maintains that coordinate qualities 

do. Dexterity and sinisterity are qualities, not relations. So if red is dexter, that means two 

qualities, i.e., redness and dexterity, are compresent. It may be the case that red is also 

compresent with sinister. There is nothing in the bundle theory that excludes that. For red 

is the same thing when compresent with dexterity and when compresent with sinisterity. 

Another problem is that it attributes a position to the bundle theory that it actually 

rejects. The bundle theorist does not assume (3). On the contrary, the bundle theory 

denies (3). It is the characteristic of immanent qualities that they can have spatio-

temporal relations to themselves. 

The worst problem is that it is begging the question against the bundle theory, just 

like Black does. The early Russell's argument seems very similar to Black's argument. 

Two things that are qualitatively alike are the spheres with certain shared qualities, and 

the corresponding "t\VO things" in Russell's example are the two red patches. Both the 

1
' Russell cxplai ns that on the sccnariti that .r is L'llmpktcl)' surrounded hy red. and supp()sing that 

a r \\hi..:h is qualitatiH:ly iJcnti..:al xis rnmpktdy surrounded hy hla..:k. then x and y will he distingui;.hed 
hy having JillL'renl relations because one \\ill he surrounded hy black and the other h;. red. But Rus;,ell's 
answer to this is that \\L' will need to "rww that something cann1it he surrnunded h;. red and hlac" al the 
same time and this. aecnrding Ill Russell. presupposes the numerical di\ersity of .r and r 1 ··on the 
Rclalions"" 117 I. 
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spheres and red patches are prewmed to share their relational properties as \vell. Black 

shows how this is possible with his symmetrical universe. If the universe is symmetrical, 

then one sphere can be a certain distance from another sphere, and hence the two spheres 

will share their relational properties as well. And the early Russell points out that one 

thing, i.e. red patch, can have the same relations with another if red sLmounds X, the 

center of one's visual field. Thus, red will have both the properties of being to the left of 

and to the right of, and hence those properties will be shared by 'both' reds. Therefore, 

relational properties do not help individuate the spheres or the reds. But just like Black 

does, the early Russell assumed at the outset that there are two reds. So, we end up with 

the bundle theory unable to explain how there are two things, i.e., two reds or two 

spheres. 

However, on the bundle theory, if ''two'' reds do share all their properties, then 

they would be the same red, and not two. Similarly, Black's spheres are one according to 

the bundle theorist, not two. The later Russell uses positional qualities to distinguish 

qualitatively alike things. But when a perspective of any kind is not allowed, as in 

Black's imagined universe, Russell is rid of this solution. In such cases the later Russell 

will have one bundle, while a substratum theorist \Vill insist that there are two. 

So far, \Ve have examined the problem of individuation with respect to 

momentary particulars. I conclude that i) to insist against Russell that it is logically 

possible to have a universe with no perspectives whatsoever is to beg the question against 

his version of the bundle theory of momentary particulars. ii) Nevertheless, if (i) is 

denied, we can, by appeal to O'Leary-Hawthorne, show that on a realist bundle theory. if 
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the same complex of-properties recurs, it will have to be the same particular, not a 

different one. Now, we need to examine how these conclusions fit with particulars (1) 

and (2). 

4.2 The Problem of Individuation with respect to Point-instants 

On the individuation of point-instants, Russell says that another complex with the same 

properties can recur but never will; he only maintains that it is empirically impossible for 

the same complex to recur. He accepts that "it is logically possible for [a complex of 

compresence] to occur more than once, but [he] assumes that if [the complex] is 

sufficiently complex, there will not in fact be recurrence" (HK 306). The more complex 

the compresence. the less likely that the same particular will recur. But surely, as with all 

kinds of particulars on the bundle theory, there is the logical possibility that it may 

because it is composed of universal qualities. 

A complete complex of compresence is a tome within the perceptual space. 

Everything I perceive, or a camera captures, at a moment would comprise a complete 

complex of compresence. This would include the qualities of various momentary 

particulars. For instance, my tome right now includes the qualities of the frontal viev.· of 

my computer, a couch on the right of my visual field, books and pens all over the table. 

the humming of the stove, etc. This tome is complete when all the qualities perceived 

(rather, perceptible) are included in it and there is no other quality outside of the tome 

which is compresent \Vith every quality in the tome. This complexity of a tol//c. a 

complete complex of comprcscnce. makes it highly unlikely that it should recur. 
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The lmcr Russell, having given up on certainty as to knowledge of the external 

world, is not concerned over the logical possibility of the recurrence of a complete 

complex of compresence. He is content with constructing a space-time series out of 

point-instants, which have a high degree probability of nonrecurrence. 

4.3 The Problem of Individuation with respect to Ordinary Particulars 

The problem of individuation with respect to (2), that is, what is in general called 'the 

problem of identity' is the question of determining criteria for when one ordinary 

particular can be regarded as the same thing over time, what changes it can go through 

and remain the same thing. Ordinary pa1ticulars, for Russell, are things that probably 

persist. We know them as chains of bundles of qualities, which are causally connected to 

each other. Hence, Russell's answer to this problem would be that two paiticulars should 

be regarded as the same ordinary paiticular if there are causal chains connecting one to 

the other, which would track the loss and gain of various qualities in time. 

In the next chapter, we'll discuss whether the bundle theory has the consequence 

of making all true propositions about particulars necessarily true. 
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Chapter 5: The Problem of Necessity 

There is a reductio argument against the bundle theory that the theory implies that all the 

properties of a particular are essential to its identity, so that all propositions ascribing 

properties to a paiticular, that is, subject-predicate propositions (S-P propositions) 

become metaphysically necessary truths. But not all S-P propositions express necessai-y 

tmths. Therefore, the bundle theory must be false. Van Cleve formulates this objection to 

bundle theories in general as follows: 

It [is] not true of any individual that it might have existed with properties other 
than the ones it actually has: we cannot suppose that a complex whose constituents are F, 
G, and H might have existed with F, G, and J as constituents instead. Thus, the bundle 
theorists' world ... is a Leibnizian one in which every individual has just the properties it 
does necessarily. Adam need not have existed at all, but once in existence could not have 
done otherwise than eat the apple ("Three" 99). 

The argument claims to show that one cannot get contingent predication on the 

realist bundle theory. If we suppose that a might have been consisted of F, G, and J, we'll 

have identified two complexes with different properties. In this chapter, we will discuss 

how we can defend Russell's bundle theory against this objection. 

Van Cleve's ovvn solution is to eliminate particulars (individuals) in favour of 

bundles of qualities as logical constructions, instead of reducing particulars to logical 

constructions of qualities. Individuals are eliminated, and every sentence about an 

individual is to be translated into one exclusively about properties ( .. Three'' 103 ). When 

individuals are eliminated, as on Van Cleve's view, the problem of accidental or 

necessary predication also disappears, for there are no individuals which could have their 
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properties essentially or contingently. But we cannot follow Van Cleve, because Russell 

does not eliminate particulars altogether. Russell merely wants to explain them in terms 

of qualities. Russell identifies individuals with a bundle of compresent qualities, but does 

not eliminate them. I argued in Chapter 3 that particulars are inferred entities for the later 

Russell, not logical constructions. But in this discussion it does not matter whether we 

take them as constructed or as inferred as long as we are agreed that particulars are not 

eliminated when identified with either constmctions or inferred entities. 

In the objection above, (3) is not false, unless (1) reads 'A paiticular is necessarily 

identical to a bundle of compresent qualities'. Thus, in order for this objection to be 

plausible, the bundle theory must be taken to be asse1ting a necessary identity between a 

particular and the compresence of ce1tain qualities. This would be the case if bundles 

were classes, or if bundles were taken to be mereological sums (i.e., if one adopts 

mereological essentialism) or if one adopts the view that all identity statements express 

necessary relations. Otherwise, there is no reason why the qualities of a bundle would 

have to be essential to it. I will show that none of these assumptions are, or need to be 

made on Russell's version of the bundle theory. 

But before we discuss these assumptions, we should review Russell's view on 

necessity and possibility so that we can anticipate how he would respond to the charge 

that there is no room on the bundle theory for contingent predication. 
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5.1 Russell's Views on Modality 

Russell underplays modal notions. He denies that properties have any fu1ther features of 

being essential or accidental. 

There seems to be no true proposition of which there is any sense in saying that it 
might have been false. One might as well say that redness might have been a taste, and 
not a colour. What is tlue, is true; what is false, is false ... The only logical meaning of 
necessity seems to be derived from implication (POM §430). 

In his 1905 article, "Necessity and Possibility'', Russell considers several theories 

of necessity available to him at that time. (1) The theory that confounds metaphysical 

necessity with aprioricity. (On this view, we tend to think that what we know empirically 

could have been otherwise so we call those truths contingent and we think what we know 

a priori could not have been otherwise, and we call those truths necessary.) (510). (2) The 

theory according to which a proposition is necessary if it is implied by another 

proposition (512). (3) A necessary proposition is an analytic proposition, where analytic 

propositions are those "which are deducible from the laws of logic'' (516). (4) The view 

that necessity can only properly apply to propositional functions-'6, not propositions. 

Russell denies ( 1) because on this view propositions do not have any ''notable 

logical characteristics" that make them necessary or possible (ibid. 510). He denies (2) 

because on this view all propositions become necessary. since any proposition will follow 

from another ( 512). Russell rejects ( 3) because there are propositions which seem to be 

necessary, but which are not analytic, such as "If a thing is good, then it is not bad". 

(517). 

''' Pnip11,itiu11al !'unL'li•Hl~ :1rc '\·\rrc"iun' in 1\ hiL·h thcrL· al"l' •lllL' ur rnur·c 1ariahk·, ;111d 11 hi~·h ;ire 
'u~·h that. 1dwn 1:dL1L'' arc a~'ign~·d lli the 1ariahks. thc rc~ult is a pn1p11,itiun·· 1,i/PD 12-t). 
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(4) is the vtew Russell espouses47
. A proposition is necessary ''when it is an 

instance of a type of propositions all of \vhich are true" (517). Russell imagines taking a 

London cab which has a number plate with five figures, and then he thinks, 'This London 

cab could have had a 4-digit number plate'. What is meant by this proposition is ''This is 

a London cab. and some London cabs have numbers consisting of four figures'' (518 ). 

The subject of the proposition is to be regarded as an indeterminate object, represented by 

a variable, according to Russell. That is why he claims necessity is properly a predicate 

of propositional functions, not propositions. To determine whether a proposition is 

necessary or not, we need to replace constants with variables, and determine if it is true 

that the property attributed to the constant is true for all values of the variable. Take, 

'Socrates is mortal'. The propositional function would be 'x is mo1tal', and its universal 

closure, 'For all x, x is mortal' is necessary throughout the class human. "The 

propositional function 'x has the prope1ty <)>' is necessary if it holds of everything; it is 

necessary throughout the class u if it holds of every member of 11'' (518). Then on this 

theory, a proposition about a particular, as derived from its corresponding propositional 

function, cannot be necessary per se, but has to be necessary relative to a class. Russell 

writes, '''x is mortal' is necessary throughout the class nwn" (518). But that is odd, for 

then a propositional function can be both necessary and possible depending on which 

class we take as our reference. Take, 'Socrates is sma11'. If I take the class of men as the 

class 11, then the corresponding propositional function will be possible because some men 

1 ~ Ru;.;.dl keeps to this\ ic\\ llf modality as uni; applying pnipL'riy t<l prup,1,iti<rnal funL"litms in 
hi, Liter '"1rk. a, \\c' 'cl' i11 ··Philn,11ph; ,1fLugical .\tll1lli"111·· 1 l'JIX p. 2_-;11:tnd.\.\f,;11')2/) 121Hll ed. pp. 
160-170). 
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are smart, but not all. But if I take the class fl to be the class of eminent philosophers, then 

it would be necessary. 

This account of modality, then, seems to take modality to be a relation between 

two classes. And this sounds very close to the later Russell's view of probability as a 

relation between propositional functions. Perhaps that is why even in 1905 he considers 

the possibility of explaining modalities in terms of a theory of probability. 

The subject of probabilit_v is one which is naturally associated with modality: the 
probability of a proposition's being true may be supposed to be a measure of its greater or 
less degree of possibility. Thus, it would be necessary, in order to show that modal 
distinctions are never required, to produce a theory of probability in which no such 
distinctions are invoked. I am not prepared, in this paper, to advocate any view on such a 
thorny question as probability; and I confess that I do not know any view which strikes 
me as tenable ("Necessity" 519). 

As we have seen in Chapter 3, Russell in 1948 (HK), discusses a tenable theory of 

probability by Keynes. However, he does not connect probability to modality in HK. But 

it seems to me that this is the most fitting theory of modality for his later philosophy, 

although I will not attempt to show it in this thesis. I will only note that such a theory of 

modality is hinted at by Bigelow, Collins and Pargetter in 'The Big Bad Bug: What are 

the Humean's Chances?", showing the possibility of linking modality to probability: 

" ... thinking of 'Cht\\ (-) =l' and 'Chrw {-) > o· as modal operators like necessity and 

possibility. That is, \Ve interpret ·-::A' as meaning 'Chr" (A) = l ', and take 'O A' to mean 

'Cht\\ (A)> 0 ... -i:s (458). 

1' 'Ch,., (-J = 1 ·reads as ·The chance of a proposition at time l in \\11rld is equal t11 I'. that is. the 
prnpo,iti1rn is nc.·cc,s<1r:. ·ch, .. (-J > o· rc.'<tLh as ·The ch<tncc 11!' a pr.,1p1hili"11 <tt ti111c tin \\11rld '' i' _src·<1tcr 
than()'. that is. the pnipositi1rn is p11ssihle. 
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Let us examine what it would mean for the bundle theory of particulars to be 

necessarily true according to Russell's notion of modality. In accordance with 

Armstrong's argument49
, I accept that Russell puts forward his bundle theory as a 

necessary truth about particulars: It is necessary that a paiticular is a bundle of 

compresent properties, which means, for all x, if x is a particular, then it is a bundle of 

compresent properties. Nothing so far indicates that something has to consist of the very 

prope1ties it does happen to consist of. 

Let us take the bundle theory to be true of a certain particular with ce1tain 

properties and predicate necessity of the "proposition'' expressing this, as Van Cleve 

claims. In accordance with Russell's notion of modality, we'll replace the individual A 

with a variable: 

It is necessary that A is a bundle of F, G, and Hin a compresence relation. 
1. It is necessary that x is a bundle of F, G, and H in a compresence relation. 
/\x_ (Px ~ x = K (F, G, H))50 

When we specify the certain qualities a certain pmticular has, as in ( 1), we end up 

with a necessity claim such that for it to be true all particulars would have to be 

composed of the very properties F, G, and H, and no others. This is absurd. So perhaps 

we should try, 

l '. It is necessary that if x is identical to a, then x is a bundle of F, G, and H in a 
compresence relation. 

and H. 

'ii /\x (Px Ax= a~ x = K (F. G, H)) 

1
'
1 Sec Charter --1-. 

' ''For all x. if x is a rarticular then x is identical to the comrresL'nc:c of F. G. and H_ 
'

1 F1ir all\_ if\ i, ~1 parl1c:ubr and\ i' i,kntic·al 11111. 1hc11 \ i, idcn1ic:<1l to thl' c't1111prl',c'11cc· 11f F. G. 
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Necessarily, if a particular is identical to a, then it is a bundle of properties F, G, 

and H. This expresses the later Russell's bundle theory of particulars correctly. On this 

symbolization, the claim that all properties of a particular are essential does not follow 

from the necessary truth of the bundle theory of paiticulars. 

Thus, it is not true for the later Russell that all the prope1ties of a bundle are 

essential properties. On the later Russell's account of particulars, the prope1ties are not 

essential in the sense that some properties of the object are essential and other properties 

accidental. Rather, Russell's paiticulars have all their properties "constitutionally", that 

is, all the specific properties of a paiticular determine its identity. There is nothing to the 

particular beyond being a group of compresent properties. Every property has to have 

equal weight in the identification of the particular of which it is a pmt. 

Now let us examine whether we might have to accept the conclusion that all 

prope1ties of a particular are essential to it, owing to either one of the required 

assumptions we mentioned earlier. 

5.2 If Bundles \Vere Aggregates (Classes) 

One formulation of the reductio argument against the bundle theory to the effect that all 

propetties of a bundle are essential to it is based on the assumption that bundles are 

classes. If bundles were classes, then the truth of the bundle theory would imply the 

necessity of its properties. As J. V. Cleve puts it. ''if a thing were a set of properties. all of 

its properties would be essential to it: not only could it not change its properties. but it 
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could not have different properties to start with. This is because it is essential to a set that, 

it contains the very members it does" ("Three" 96). 

The qualities of a bundle would be essential to it, as Van Cleve argues, if bundles 

were taken to be classes of qualities. But I'll show that Russell's bundles are not classes. 

Russell explains that there are two kinds of wholes: 1. Aggregates52
: An aggregate 

is a whole which is definite as soon as its constituents are known. "Classes [i.e. sets] are 

to be interpreted as aggregates", except when a class contains one term or none (POM 

§ 139). 2. Unities: A unity is a whole which is not completely specified when its parts are 

all known. Unities "contain relations or ... predicates, not occurring simply as terms in a 

collection, but as relating or qualifying" (ibid. § 135 & 136). A unity is not a class. The 

parts of a whole as a unit are identified by analysis (ibid.). 

Russell's bundles, both as ordinary particulars and as momentary particulars, are 

wholes in the sense of unities, not aggregates (HK 297). Enumeration of the properties in 

a bundle does not suffice to determine the bundle. The properties need to be in a 

compresence relation. The compresence relation itself is not a member of the bundle but 

it is a relation that binds the qualities in a bundle. And ordinary particulars, as we 

explained in Chapter 2, are causal lines, momentary particulars linked to each other with 

causal chains. It is a contingent fact that an ordinary particular consists of the momentary 

particulars it does consist of (Casullo "A Fourth" 130). The causal chain could easily 

have had different momentary particulars as links. 

52 Russell took classes to be aggregates, but today 'aggregate' is regarded as a non-class, something not 
abstract. K. Fine. for instance, takes 'aggregation' to be a form of nonstructural composition, as in some 
sand of grains forming a quantity ("Compounds and Aggregates." Nous. Vol. 2. June 1994. pp. 137-158). 
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But bundles understood as classes or aggregates would yield the result ,that-e\'ery 

prope1ty in the class is necessary. The reason that properties end up being necessary 

when a bundle is a class is that the identity between a class and its members is necessary. 

If two classes differ even in one member, they are not identical. But as we explained just 

now, bundles are not identical to classes on Russell's version of the bundle theory. If we 

take bundles as unities, as we should, then the necessity of properties of a particular will 

not follow. 

5.3 Mereological Essentialism 

Van Cleve claims that the objection that all prope1ties of a particular are essential still 

applies when bundles are· regarded as "wholes of which prope1ties are pmts'' (''Three'' 

95). Van Cleve argues that for a bundle to be a whole could mean either that it is a 

mereological sum or that it is a logical construction out of properties (ibid. 97). And if a 

particular is a mereological sum, it implies mereological essentialism (ME), which is the 

principle that "for any \Vhole x, if x has y as one of its pmts then y is part of x in every 

possible world in which x exists," or "every whole has the paits that it has necessarily" 

(Chisholm, "Parts" 66). On Van Cleve's view. the bundle theory implies ME even when 

a particular is identified \vith a logical construction of properties when identification is 

taken in the sense of reduction, and I think he is led to this conclusion because he regards 

identity between a particular and a bundle of properties to be a necessary relation. 

When particulars arc identified with bundles of properties, either as mercological 

sums or as J'l'duced to klgical cunstructions. Van Cle\c argues that .. it \\ill not be true ut 
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any individual that it might have existed with properties other than the unes it actually 

has: we cannot suppose that a complex whose constituents are F, G. and H might have 

existed with F, G, and K as its constituents instead'' ('"Three'' 99). Van Cleve claims that 

the relation of compresence cannot help here. What the compresence relation provides is 

only a defense against the necessary existence of a pmticular. "Of any individual, it will 

be true that it might not have existed at all, since the properties constituting it might not 

have been co-instantiated" ("Three'' 99). But when it comes to whether a whole could 

have had different properties than it actually has, compresence is of no help. 

We know that Russell rejects mereological essentialism (Casullo "A Fourth'' 

130). As I explained in Chapter 3, Russell would not acknowledge a particular to have 

any essential prope1ties, other than its property of self-identity. And if we had to accept 

that he is committed to ME, I do not think there is any way out of the problem of all the 

prope1ties of a particular being essential to it. Chisholm gives a defense of his ME, 

arguing that ME does not actually imply that all the properties of a particular have to be 

essential to it, i.e., that an individual would have to have the same properties in all 

possible worlds if ME were tme. 

Chisholm mentions one of the arguments against ME: (1) I could have had blond 

hair. (2) If I did have blond hair, then my body would have different parts than it has right 

now. So. (3) my body could have had different pa1ts than it has now. (4) My body is such 

that in some possible worlds. it has parts other than the ones it actually has. But (5) ~IE 

implies that my body should have the same parts that it actually has in every possible 

world in which it exists. Therefore. (6) ~IE is false (Chisholm 67). 
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Chisholm claims that this argument fails because it ~qui vacates. Premises 2 & 3 

use 'part' in the ordinary sense, and premise 5 uses it in the strict sense. To say, in the 

ordinary sense, (3), that is, my body could now be a thing having blond hair, is to say that 

''something which now constitutes a part of [my body] could be joined with something 

that now constitutes [my hair]" (74). That is, to use the example which Chisholm gives, if 

we say in the ordinary sense of 'part', ''that my automobile could have a ce1tain tire as 

one of its paits, we are not saying that there is a possible world in which that automobile 

does have that tire as one of its paits. We are saying, rather, that something that 

constitutes a part of my automobile and something that constitutes the tire are such that 

there is a possible world in which they are joined together'' (74-5). And when (3) is 

analyzed thus, ( 4) does not follow. ''From the fact that my automobile could, [in the 

ordinary sense], have a ce1tain tire as a part, it does not follow that my automobile is such 

that in some possible world it has that tire as a part'' (75). 

From the way Chisholm defends ME, it sounds like ME does not actually claim 

what we generally think it does. ME supposedly maintains that a whole has its paits 

necessarily, but when we read Chisholm we see that this is not true. In his analysis of a 

modal claim, there is no mention of the \vhole anymore. Assuming F and G are the only 

parts of a whole A, to say in the ordinary sense that 'A could have had J as a pa1t', is to 

say that F and J are joined in some possible world, or G and J are joined together in some 

possible world, we end up not heing able to make any claim about A. I think Chisholm 

evades the objection merely hy redefining \ilE. 
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Assuming that ME does imply that the prop~1tie-Sof a particular are essential to it, 

it will have a problem with transworld identity. If my having blond hair in another 

possible world is analyzed as the sum (all of my body paits minus my hair plus blond 

hair), this assemblage of properties will not be identical to the assemblage of prope1ties 

that constitutes me in the actual world with brown hair, even though we might want to 

say that it is the same person in question in both worlds. I think Chisholm's ME leads to 

the counterpart theory; he will have to maintain that me with blond hair is not identical to 

me with brown hair; it is another, very similar, individual. 

Russell would not espouse ME and neither does the bundle theory require him to 

do so. If Russell had to categorize prope1ties as either essential or accidental, he'd 

maintain that all properties are accidental, except for self-identity. And we should note 

that self-identity is not the property of being identical to a certain paiticular, say a. They 

are distinct prope1ties; self-identity is a prope1ty had by everything, but the property of 

being identical to a is had only by a. The bundle theory does not require that all the 

prope1ties of a bundle are essential to it on the grounds that its identity requires all its 

intrinsic properties. That a bundle requires all its intrinsic prope1ties for its identity only 

means that these properties are constitutive of its identity. And that a whole is constituted 

by its parts does not imply that the parts are necessary to it. unless one espouses 

mereological essentialism, which Russell does not. A bundle could have had properties 

other than the ones it actually has. 
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5.4 The Relation of Identity: Necessary ys. COntingent 

Another way in which the properties of a particular may be regarded as essential to it 

follows from the assumption that the identity relation between a particular and a bundle 

of compresent prope11ies is a necessary relation. I'll first try to show that for Russell the 

identity between a pm1icular and the bundle of properties which make it up is contingent. 

According to Russell, the identity relation is necessary only in the case of self-identity, 

but it is contingent when one or both of the relata are descriptions: a bundle of 

com present prope11ies can be referred to by definite description. Second! y, we'll discuss 

Barcan-Marcus's and Kripke's argument for the necessity of all identity relations and 

whether it forces us to admit that all identity statements are necessary. 

The necessity of the properties of a pm1icular (bundle) would follow if the 

identity relation between a pm1icular and the complex of compresent properties is taken 

as a necessary relation. For an individual then would be identical to the same bundle of 

compresent properties across all possible worlds. If an individual a is necessarily 

identical to a bundle of compresent properties F, G, and H in the actual world, it will also 

have to have the same properties in any other possible world in which it exists. 

A particular a is not necessarily a bundle of properties F, G, and H. Russell has 

proposed the bundle theory as a necessary truth about pmticulars, but this does not mean 

that a certain particular has to be constituted of the very properties that happen to 

constitute it. 

According to Russell, identity statements are not necessary unless the identity in 

question is self-identity. Russell distinguishes between logically proper names and 
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ordinary proper names. Bundles pf c6fopresent properties will typically have ordinary 

proper names. And ordinary proper names. for Russell, are disguised definite 

descriptions. Hence, identity statements where ordinary proper names are involved are 

identity statements where the relata are definite descriptions. Such identity statements are 

contingent on Russell's view. "'The principle of identity itself [i.e., x = x] fails to hold for 

descriptive terms, although it continues to hold for variables and name letters" (Kalish, 

Montague, and Mar 396). 

Russell says that if one asserts 'Scott is Sir Walter' they would probably use those 

names as descriptions, not names: "One would mean that the person called 'Scott' is the 

person called 'Sir Walter"' (The Philosophy of Logicul 246). But if one uses the names in 

the sense of logically proper names then the statement would be a tautology. 'lxSx = 

lxWx', i.e., the person called 'Scott' is identical to the person called 'Sir Walter'. would, 

on Russell's analysis, be analyzed as VyVz ((/\x (Sx H x = y) /\ /\t (Wt Ht= z)) --1 y = 

z). 

However, Barcan-Marcus ("The Identity" 2.32) and later Kripke have argued that 

all identity statements are necessary. If they are right, then we cannot defend Russell by 

appeal to the contingency of the identity relation between a paiticular and a bundle of 

properties. The reason is that if all identity statements, including the ones \vhere one or 

two of the relata are definite descriptions, then the proposition. 'a is identical to a bundle 

of properties F, G, H' will express a necessary truth. 

The following is Kripke's symbolization. 

I. /\x/\y((\ = yl --1 (Fx --1 Fy)I Indiscernibilit) uf ldenticals (LL) 
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2. /\x Li (x = x) , ~ 

3. /\x/\y ((x = y) ~ ( 
4. /\x/\y ((x = y) ~ 

(x = x) ~ 

(x = y)) 

(y = x))) 

Self-identity is necessary 

1, Substitution 
2, 3 'The clause (x=x) drops out 
because it's known to be true" 

("Identity'' 136 ). 

Russell's reply to the argument, as Kripke symbolized it, would be to reject that 

the quantifier in Leibniz's Law ranges over properties such as being necessarily identical 

to a. In fact, according to Russell, objects do not have any property necessarily. Russell, 

in the quoted text below, claims that one cannot accept predicates that properly apply to 

propositional functions as properties of individuals: 

Much false philosophy has arisen out of confusing propositional functions and 
propositions. There is a great deal in ordinary traditional philosophy which consists 
simply in attributing to propositions the predicates which only apply to propositional 
functions, and. Still worse, sometimes in attributing to individuals predicates which 
merely apply to propositional functions. This case of necessary, possible, impossible, is a 
case in point. .. Propositions are only true or false'' (Russell 'The Philosophy of Logical 
Atomism 231 ). 

E. J. Lowe argues that Kripke and Barcan-Marcus have assumed that objects have 

some properties necessarily, instead of proving it. Lowe puts this point more clearly in 

the argument below (85): 

(0) a= b ~ ~ a= b 
(1) /\x D (x = x) 
(2) J\xJ\y((x = y) ~ (Fx H Fy)) 
(3) a= b 

(4) a= a 
(5) 5~ (=a) a 

( 6) a = b ~ /\F (Fa ~ Fb) 
(7) ./\F (Fa~ Fb) 
(8) (=a) b 

(9) a= b 

Kripke's and Barcan-Marcus's assertion (CD) 

Necessary self-identity 
Indiscernibility of ldenticals (LL) 
Premise 
1 
4 
2 
3,6MP 
5, 7, UI 

8 

''"ha, lllL' pr11pc-rl; ofhcing lll'L'L'''aril: idcnlic·al 1<1 u. tThi' ')illh11li1<1li,111 j, 'uggc·,1cd b; 
Nidll1la ... Griffin.) 
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Lowe argues that (5), 'It is true of a that it is necessarily identical with a', does 

not follow from (4), 'It is necessarily the case that a is identical with a'. What should 

follow from (5), according to Lowe, is (5)*, 'It is true of a, in particular, that it is 

necessarily identical with itself. Lowe claims, ''to assume that we can conclude [5] is. it 

may be said, effectively just to assume that any truth of identity concerning a is a 

necessary truth, which is the very thing to be proved (Lowe 86-7). 

But it seems to me that if one allows (1), then one has to allow the move from (4) 

to (5) because (5) is merely an instance of (1 ). Hence, I think the problem starts right at 

(1 ). (1) assumes that the necessity of self-identity, i.e., ':::J /\x (x =x)' is equivalent to '/\x 

C x = x'. Once you accept (1), (5) follows from (1) and (4). 

Self-identity is, (i) 'It is necessary that for all x, x is identical to itself'. But Kripke 

and Barcan-Marcus have taken it to be equivalent to (2), 'For all x, x is necessarily 

identical to x'. For only then can (1) and (4) can yield (5). And in Kripke's 

symbolization, (3) works as a substitution only if we assume that (i) and (2) are 

equivalent. That is. if one accepts that self-identity means the same thing whether the box 

is outside of the universal quantifier, or inside of it, then the conclusion follows. 

Thus, the property of being necessarily identical to a will not follow from the 

argument if we deny the first premise. However, one may have other grounds for 

accepting such properties as being necessarily identical to c1. 

It seems that the following reasoning is another way Kripke gets at the property of 

heing necessarily identical to 11: a is identical with a. Ordinary prnper names are \lillian. 
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(Th~ onlf function of 'a' is to refer to a). Ordinary proper names are rigid designators. 

('a' designates a in all possible worlds in which a exists). Therefore, a particular, a, has 

the property of being necessarily identical to a (Naming 3). 

That is, it is because names are taken to be rigid designators that there is such a 

property as being necessarily identical to a. If that is the case. the conclusion that all 

identity statements are necessary will not follow if one rejects rigid designation, and nor 

will the property of being necessarily identical to a. 

Another reason that Kripke gives for holding identity statements to be necessary 

is that he thinks philosophers such as Russell have confused the way we learn or know 

that two things are identical with the way they are related to each other metaphysically. 

Kripke holds that one learns of the truth of an identity by empirical means, which leads 

philosophers like Russell to think that identity is a contingent relation. But Kripke points 

out that the fact that we learn of the identity by empirical means is an epistemological 

fact, not a metaphysical fact (Naming 101; Fitch 91 ). Kripke believes that the puzzle 

about identity statements is '·based upon a failure to carefully distinguish the 

metaphysical status of a statement from its epistemic status" (Fitch 97). But I do not think 

that that was Russell's problem. He plainly attributes this view of modality to others, 

Meinong in pa11icular, in his 1905 article. Russell simply does not think that necessity 

applies to propositions. According to him, it does not make sense to say, 'It is necessary 

that a is o': what would make sense is, 'It is necessary that x is x '. 

We have seen that in order for the objection concerning necessity to work. one 

would need to make any one of the assumptions discussed above: that all identity 
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-statements express necessary relations, or that bundles are aggregates, or that 

mereological essentialism, is true. And none of these assumptions are made, or need to be 

made, on Russell's version of the bundle theory. Therefore, the reductio argument against 

Russell's bundle theory does not hold. 

Before moving on to the next section, we should note that Kripke claims he has a 

solution to the problem that identity statements where descriptions are involved seem to 

express contingent truths, and not necessary truths. His example is, 'The man who 

invented bifocals is the first Postmaster General of U.S'. Kripke says we should take the 

necessity operator to have a narrow scope: 

We have quite an adequate solution to the problem of avoiding paradoxes if we 
substitute descriptions for the universal quantifiers in [/\x/\y ((x = y) ~ D (x = y))] 
because the only consequence we will draw for example, in the bifocals case, is that there 
is a man who both happened to have invented bifocals and happened to have been the 
first postmaster General of US, and is necessarily self-identical. There is an object x, such 
that x invented bifocals, and as a matter of contingent fact an object y, such that y is the 
first Postmaster General of US, and finally, it is necessary, that x is y. What are x and y 
here? Here, x and y are both Benjamin Franklin, and it can certainly be necessary that 
Benjamin Franklin is identical with himself. So, there is no problem in the case of 
descriptions if we accept Russell's notion of scope ("Identity" 139). 

Thus, the lesson a bundle theorist is supposed to draw from Kripke's solution 

above is that we can analyze 'a is necessarily identical to a bundle of properties F, G, and 

H' as 

Vx (/\y ((Fy" Gy" Hy)~ y =x)" C x =a) 

What does 'C x =a' mean really? Kripke's answer will again have to be they each 

are necessarily self- identical. Now if all we were going to attribute to a particular was 

that it is necessarily self-identical, we did not need to predicate necessity to all identity 
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claims. D /\x (x = x) would be just fine, or even Russell's /\x (x = x). Besides, I do not 

think Kripke' s Russellian analysis of an identity statement with descriptions gives the 

same meaning as the original necessary identity statement. If someone asserts that 

Franklin is necessarily identical with the inventor of bifocals, they mean things could not 

have been otherwise; Franklin had to invent those bifocals. They do not mean that 

someone in particular invented bifocals and Franklin and that someone are identical and 

Franklin and that someone is each necessarily self-identical. 

In other words, if in the end we were going to analyze a necessary identity 

statement involving a description in such a way that all we can say about the two are that 

they are identical and each is self-identical, then it was pointless to argue that all identity 

is necessary in the first place. It seems to me that Kripke did this just so that he could 

have his rigid designation. Thus, I do not think the solution Kripke provides is a genuine 

one. Therefore, if Kripke's and Barcan-Marcus's argument does show that all identity 

statements are necessary, then this result would affect the bundle theory. 

5.5 Russellian Bundles in the Contemporary Modal Discussion 

I have so far defended the later Russell against the charge that all propositions about 

particulars express necessary truths using Russell's tools. Now, rd like to see if we can 

have a Russellian bundle theory of particulars in the contemporary discussion of possible 

worlds. We'll discuss what kind of view of possible worlds would be most suitable to the 

bundle theory and Russell's general attitude towards de re modality. We'll give up 

Russell's view of modality as applying to propositional functions so that we can predicate 
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a proposition about an individual with necessity. We'll keep his view that only self

identity is necessary, other identity statements are not. 

In the following, I will use Kit Fine's distinctions to categorize Russell's views. 

Fine claims that one can have two main positions on the nature of individuals: 

metaphysical haecceitism, where one would be a either a substance or a substratum 

theorist; and metaphysical anti-haecceitism, where one would hold some version of the 

bundle theory of individuals. Fine also distinguishes two such positions with regards to 

the nature of necessity. Accordingly, one could be a modal haecceitist and hold that an 

individual a is necessarily identical to a in every world in which it exists, or one could be 

a modal anti-haecceitist and maintain that an individual a is to have at least some of the 

same prope1ties wherever it exists. Modal anti-haecceitism is the view that possible 

worlds must ultimately be identified merely by properties (Fine 31). Moreover, one could 

have a combination of either these modal and metaphysical views. For instance, modal 

haecceitism is not incompatible with metaphysical anti-haecceitism. One could be a 

metaphysical anti-haecceitist, i.e., hold that an individual is a bundle of properties but at 

the same time be a modal haecceitist, i.e. hold that a particular a in the actual world is 

necessarily identical to a in every possible world in which it exists (Fine 33). 

Russell, then, is a 'metaphysical anti-haecceitist': This is a position which "states 

that the identity of individuals is to be explained in terms of their purely qualitative 

features or their qualitative relationships to other individuals" (Fine 31 ). One natural 

development of Russell's vie\vs leads to a combination of metaphysical and modal anti

haecceitism since he would like to explain particulars. both in the actual world and in 
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possible worlds, in terms of properties. And such a Russellian view is developed by 

David Lewis. But first, Lewis's view has the disadvantage of positing actual possible 

worlds (Lewis "Possible" 183 ). Russell would disagree with this view because it is not 

ontologically parsimonious. Secondly, the need for contingent predication leads to 

accepting the counterparts of actual individuals in possible worlds. Say that an individual 

a, has prope1ties F, G, and H in the actual world. Its identity will be determined by the 

compresence of these prope1ties both in the actual world and any possible world in which 

it exists. A cannot be identical to a different bundle in another world, hence there can be 

no contingent predication. So, Lewis explains contingent predication by adopting the 

counterpart theory. To give an account of, 'Harper could have been a better Prime 

Minister', we would have to appeal to some counterpart of Harper to make sense of such 

de re modal sentences ("Counterpart'' 113 ). And critics of the counterpart theory argue 

that it does not capture what we mean by such a modal sentence; we want to say of 

Harper that he could have been a better Prime Minister, not of someone who resembles 

the actual Harper (Kripke Naming 45 fn. 13). 

Another major problem related to contingent predication is transworld identity. 

On any non-deflationary vie\v of possible worlds, we need to answer the question as to 

what the conditions are for an individual a in one world and some other individual in 

another to be one and the same. On Lewis's model, the criterion of identity is sameness 

of properties. That is why if a has prope1ties F, G, and H in the actual world, another 

individual in another world could be a iff it has those properties ('"Counterpart'" 126). 
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Another option might be to opt for a combination of metaphysical anti

haecceitism and modal haecceitism. On such a view, the solution to the problem of 

transworld identity will be modal haecceities, e.g., a's being necessarily identical to a. 

Modal haecceity will provide transworld identity. Modal haecceities logically depend on 

the existence of particulars in the actual world. The notion that corresponds to modal 

haecceitism in the realm of philosophy of language is 'rigid designation': a name picks a 

certain individual in every world in which the individual exists. 

But the problem this view poses for us is that it requires us to accept identity as a 

necessary relation, whereas we need an individual to be contingently identical to a bundle 

of prope11ies in order to explain contingent predication. For a modal haecceity is a 

property that an individual necessarily has; it has the prope11y of being identical to a in 

every world in which it exists, in order that it can serve as a criterion for transworld 

identity of an individual. But once we accept the necessary property of being identical to 

a certain pai1icular, we'll have to accept Kripke 's and Marcus's argument to the 

conclusion that all identity is necessary. So, accepting modal haecceitism will mean 

accepting at least one prope11y that an individual necessarily has, and therefore we'll have 

to accept the conclusion of the argument that all identity statements express necessary 

relations. 

Russell cannot hold names to be rigid designators smce the necessity of all 

identity statements seems to be a requisite premise. And Russell cannot make that move, 

mainly because that a particular is contingently identical to a bundle of properties is one 

of the immmahles on his account. It might he thought that since for Russell ordinary 
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proper names are disguised descriptions, the only names that would rigidly designate 

would be logically proper names such as 'this' and 'that". But the referents of those 

names are not what we often want to make a modal claim about. It is rather the ordinary 

particulars. So we should find a way of using names in the ordinary sense and at the same 

time having some tool like rigid designation to be able to talk about the same individual 

across all possible worlds. 

Hence we cannot suggest a combination of metaphysical anti-haecceitism and 

modal haecceitism. Instead I propose that we continue to interpret Russell as a 

metaphysical anti-haecceitist, but combine that with a qualified version of modal 

haecceitism, according to which it will by stipulation be necessary that a is identical to a 

in all possible worlds, but it won't follow from this that 'a is necessarily identical to a', 

or that a has the property of being necessarily identical to a. On this construal, the 

identity of individuals in the actual world will be determined by their properties, but there 

will not be any need for laying out identity conditions for individuals across possible 

worlds, since we will merely stipulate that a particular a is in a possible world. Hence, 

contingent predication will not pose a problem on this view, that is, an individual will not 

have to have all its prope1ties necessarily. 

The only identity condition we will require \vill be whether a certain particular a 

is actually a in the actual \vorld. The identity of an individual in the actual world is 

determined by a compresrnce of its properties. we saw that in Chapter .3. An individual 

picked by a certain name can be stipulated to be in any possible world and modal claims 

may be made about it. A.s Kripke says. we do not have to haw all the possihk \.\Oriels laid 
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out in front of us, as if we were looking through a telescope and check \vhich individuals 

in which worlds are identical (Naming 44). 

But we need to find some notion similar, but not identical, to 'rigid designation· 

for Russell's theory, which will not commit us to modal haecceities, but will capture the 

idea that we will stipulate that a name picks an individual of the actual world in any 

possible world. We do not want Kripke's notion of rigid designation because that implies 

necessary identity properties, which in turn implies that all identity statements are 

necessary and Russell would accept neither that all identity statements are necessary nor 

that there is a property an individual necessarily has. Russell should deny the necessity of 

all identity statements to be able to hold the bundle theory of particulars, according to 

which the identity between a particular· and a group of compresent properties is 

contingent. Hence, the need for a qualification for modal haecceitism. 

Thus, let us introduce 'stipulati ve designation', whereby a proper name picks an 

individual in the actual world in any other possible world, but just because we stipulated 

it to do so. On stipulative designation, it will be true that 'It is necessarily true that 'a' 

refers to a in every possible world in which we choose it to', but it won't be necessarily 

true of a that it has the property of being identical to a in every possible world in which in 

which we choose it to. 

When ordinary proper names are stipulative designators, the name of an 

individual a. will pick out the same object in any accessible world by stipulation. 

Suppose u is contingently identical to a bundle of properties F. G. and H in the actual 

world. \Ve can stipulate that o is in sume pos:-.ible wurlcl and there it i:-. identiL·al tu 
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another complex of properties, F, G, and J. Therefore, a will have all or some of -its 

prope1ties contingently. 

Actually we may not need to introduce a new term, such as stipulative 

designation, if Fine is right that rigid designation and de re modality do not have to imply 

each other, as Kripke seems to hold. Fine notes that the way Kripke has argued for de re 

modality mistakenly suggests that adopting rigid designation solves the problem of de re 

modality: 

Kripke seems to argue that 'it is because we can refer (rigidly) to Nixon, and 
stipulate that we are speaking of what might have happened to him (under ce1tain 
circumstances), that transworld identifications are unproblematic in such cases; and his 
constant appeal to rigidity in establishing essentialist claims would appear to suggest that 
the intelligibility of those claims, at the very least, could be made to rest on the existence 
of the appropriate rigid des.ignators ... [philosophers] have often felt that the use of 
genuine names removes the old Quinean difficulties over de re modality (Fine 24 ). 

Fine argues that rigid designation does not have to go hand in hand \Vith the 

acceptance of de re modality. One can have a rigid theory of names and hold that 

attribution of necessary properties to individuals requires a descriptive intermediary. The 

question in metaphysics of modality "is whether the mechanism of necessary attribution 

requires a descriptive intermediary, of whether one can attribute a necessary prope1ty to 

an object independently of how it is described"; and this is different from the question in 

philosophy of language: ··whether the mechanism of reference requires a descriptive 

intermediary"' (Fine 29). But I think modal haecceity, without a qualification, precludes 

the option of interpreting necessity as merely part of our descriptions of the object. For 

modal haecceity brings with it the property of being necessarily identical to a. and the 
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necessity of this identity property seems to belong to the particular; it does-not seem to 

arise from the way \Ve describe it. 

That" s why I think we should not accept rigid designation as it is, but use another 

theory of proper names in the modal realm, which would allow us to make stipulations, 

but not commit us to the necessary property of being identical to a certain particular. We 

can accept only self-identity as a necessary relation, i.e., 'O /\x (x = x)', and therefore it is 

necessary that a is identical to a, i.e., 'CJ a = a·. But we will deny that that there is such a 

prope11y as being necessarily identical to a follows from ''.J a = a'. That is, everything 

will have the necessary prope11y of being identical to itself, but not the necessary 

property of being identical to a ce1tain particular. 

So we can still counterfactually think about particulars even though all the 

properties of a particular constitute its identity in the metaphysical sense, if we treat 

ordinary proper names as stipulative designators. To hold this view, we need to deny 

Russell his theory of names as disguised descriptions. On the Millian view of ordinary 

proper names, reference does not require any descriptive intermediary. An ordinary 

proper name, according to Russell, is short for a definite description, which expresses one 

of its relational prope11ies, for instance, the description 'the teacher of Alexander' 

expresses the relational property of being a teacher of Alexander. When we say, 

'Aristotle could have been a non-philosopher', by 'Aristotle' we would mean 'the teacher 

of Alexander' or some other definite description. in which case, we would say of this 

individual that answers to the property of being Alexander's teacher that he might have 

hccn a nun-philosopher. But the prubkm is that if we hl)ld that definite descriptions can 
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be substituted salve veritate for proper names, the definite <;tescnption will pick out 

different individuals in possible worlds. But we want to introduce stipulative designation 

so that we can talk about the same individual counterfactually. Hence, we cannot 

maintain Russell's view that an ordinary proper name is equivalent to a definite 

description. Definite descriptions will be non-rigid designators, i.e., they will pick 

whatever satisfies the predicates in any possible world, not the same individual (Kripke 

Naming 49). 

In this chapter, I have tried to show that the argument against the realist bundle 

theory to the effect that it renders all subject-predicate propositions necessary is not 

successful. I have also suggested a combination of metaphysical anti-haecceitism and a 

qualified modal haecceitism, according to which the notion of stipulative designation 

replaces the notion of rigid designation so that we are not committed to the property of 

being necessarily identical to a. This view would mainly stay close to Russellian 

principles, sacrificing only the equivalence of an ordinary proper name to a uniquely 

identifying definite description. 
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Chapter 6: The Problem of Analyticity 

Substratum theorists charge that the bundle theorist cannot explain subject-predicate 

discourse. Since a bundle theorist has denied a holder of prope1ties, there is nothing that 

the attribute is ascribed to. What this objection amounts to is that the bundle theorist 

needs to explain what is going on when an attribute seems to be ascribed to a particular 

(Loux Metaphysics 103). Take the sentence, 'Caesar had curly hair'. The questions are: 

what is the attribute said to be related to and what is the relationship between them? On 

the later Russell's theory the attribute is related to the paiticular referred to by the name 

·~aesar'. The relation between the two is a part-whole relation; the attribute is one of the 

constituents of the particular. And the relation between the attributes that constitute a 

paiticular is compresence relation. 

When the bundle theorist answers that attribute ascription consists in pointing out 

that an attribute is one of the constituents of a whole, the substratum theorist argues that 

this implies that those propositions, \vhen true, are analytic truths. One could get the 

result that the bundle theory makes all propositions about particulars analytic if one 

makes either of these assumptions: ( l) Take bundles to be classes. But I explained earlier 

that they are not on Russell's version of the theory54
. (2) Adopt a theory of definition 

(meaning), according to which the meaning of a word is revealed by its analysis. 

'i-1 Hod1hcrg abu nutes that the ohjection tu the elled that S-P propn,itinns hcc1l111c anal;. tic partly 
arises fr1lll1 ""thi11"i11g llf a (lllllpk\ llf ljllalities as a class of ljll:tiitil''- :tlld \lf predic:ltillll :h fl'dLJCL'd to c'ia'-,S 

membership .. t "Things and <)ualitics .. Sl)). HoL·hhLTg L'lainb that thL' hundlc thcnr~ duc.s nnt identify a 
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I will first show that (2) was true for, thee:1rly Russell, but it is not true for the 

later Russell. Next, I will present the later Russell's defense against the charge, which 

consists of pointing out that we actually define proper names by a definite description, 

not by analysis. Finally, I'll argue that the later Russell's defense does not work because 

some sentences about particulars still turn into analytic propositions even though they are 

not. And being analytic propositions, they become necessary. I'll suggest we adopt a 

Millian theory of proper names, where names do not have any meaning at all and 

therefore cannot be defined. 

According to a classical account, going back to Kant at least, a proposition is 

analytic if the property attributed to the subject is contained in the meaning of the subject 

term. Analyticity applies primarily to a certain type of propositions. Russell, like Leibniz 

before him, calls them 'the genus-species type', e.g., 'Red is a colour'. The definition of 

the subject term contains the predicate term. Another type of proposition where a 

prope1ty is attributed to a pa1ticular is called of the species-individual type, e.g., 'Socrates 

is Greek' (The Philosophy of Leibniz 15-17). An analytic proposition, according to 

Leibniz, must be of the genus-species kind. Russell explains that "this is the reason why 

every proposition about actual individuals is, in Leibniz's opinion, contingent'" (ibid. 17). 

Hmvever, the early Russell argued that some of Leibniz's premises force Leibniz to the 

conclusion that even species-individual type propositions are analytic. Similarly. the later 

Russell's realist bundle theory faces a version of this objection. 

particular \\ ith a class uf 4ualities. hut it identifies a parti1.:ular \\ ith ,.-ertain qualitiL·s in a ·unique kind nf 
n.:lati<Hl. 1ihid.). 
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When we come to the Identityof Indiscernibles, we shall find that Leibniz 
himself, by holding a substance to be defined by its predicates, fell into the error of 
confounding it with the sum of these predicates. That this was from his standpoint an 
error is sufficiently evident, since there would be no ground for opposing subjects to 
predicates, if subjects were nothing but collections of predicates. Moreover, if this were 
the case, predications concerning actual substances would be just as analytic as those 
concerning essences or species (Russell The Philosophy of Leibniz 50). 

The later Russell, in Human Knowledge, explains that the premises which led to 

the conclusion that the species-individual type propositions were analytic on Leibniz's 

account were ( 1) the principle of identity of indiscernibles, and (2) the claim that every 

proposition has a subject and a predicate (HK 299). Similarly, on the face of it, it seems 

that PII alone leads to the analyticity charge for the later Russell's bundle theory, but it 

needs to be conjoined with other premises to lead to the conclusion that all propositions 

about particulars are analytic: 

The following is an analogous argument against the realist bundle theory: A 

particular is defined by all its qualities (derived from PII). Therefore, any proposition 

where a predicative quality is attributed to the subject is analytic. 

Russell denies that all propositions are of the subject-predicate form55
. Russell 

maintained that propositions in which one term is related to one or more terms, as in 

'Socrates is shorter than Plato', should not be treated as subject-predicate propositions. 

So once relations were no longer part of the particular, many propositions about 

particulars in which a relational property is attributed to a particular would be synthetic. 

And the remaining propositions where a quality is attributed to a particular, such as 

'Socrates is \vhite ', would not be analytic for the early Russell because he had the 

"But h1,th thL· L'arl~ and tilL' lat..:r Ru.;,L'IJ <lL'L'L'J1l that ·\\'hilL· j, a L·,,J .. ur' j, a ,uhjc:ct-prcdiL·:1tc 
rror11,itiun. 
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substratum view. The later Ru:;Sell, however, would treat 'Socrates is white' as a relation 

between a whole and its pait. It seems that denying that relational prope1ties are part of 

the particular reduces the number of species-individual type propositions that become 

analytic but does not eliminate them. We are still left with the consequence that 

propositions in which a quality is attributed to the paiticular, as in 'Socrates is white', 

will be analytic, unless we adopt the substratum theory. The reason is that the early 

Russell required that the meaning of a word be given by a philosophical definition, i.e., 

analysis. On a realist bundle theory, the analysis of the particulai· yields all its qualities. 

Therefore, a sentence where a quality is attributed to a paiticular, or where a quality is 

claimed to be a constituent of a paiticular, becomes analytic if one holds the view that the 

meaning of a proper name is given by the analysis of the particular the name stands for. 

In contrast, on a substratum view, a sentence where a quality is attributed to a paiticular 

does not become analytic even if one assumes the view that meaning of a name requires 

analysis, because the analysis of the particular yields a mere bare particular or 

substratum. So. the assumption required in order to mount the charge of analyticity 

against the realist bundle theory is not the assumption that all propositions are of the 

subject-predicate form. As long as one defines. or gives the meaning of, a proper name by 

listing all its qualities, it may be argued that the proposition "Socraks is \vhite' is 

analytic, even though one treats all propositions in a relational form. For 1,vhen 1,ve take 

'Socrates is white' to be a relation. one part. i.e., whiteness, is a constituent of the whole, 

Socrates. [f one assumes that the definition or meaning of the whole consists of analvzing 
~ " ~ 
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the whole, then ~he ·pllit will be revealed as a mere result of conceptual analysis; hence 

the proposition will be analytic. 

The early Russell, in opposition to the later Russell, subscribed to such a notion of 

analyticity according to which a proposition is analytic if the predicate concept is 

contained in the definition of the subject term (Philosophy of Leibniz. 17). Russell thought 

that "definition is only possible in respect of complex ideas. It consists, broadly speaking, 

in the analysis of complex ideas into their simple constituents'' (ibid. 18). The definition 

of a subject term, for the early Russell required an adequate analysis of it, which included 

all the prope1ties that could be truly attributed to the subject, though not its relations 

(Griffin Some Remarks 80). Russell writes, "If A and B are component parts of the 

concept in question, both are always necessary to definition: if they are relations, neither 

is necessary'' ("The Axioms of Geometry'' 410). 

The early Russell (1899) distinguished between two kinds of definitions: the 

philosophical and the mathematical. He thought the meaning of a word would be given 

only by the philosophical definition, i.e., definition as analysis. 

A mathematical definition consists of any relation to some specified concept 
which is possessed only by the object or objects defined. In this sense, the projective 
straight line was defined above by its relations to points and planes .... Philosophically, a 
term is defined when we are told its meaning, and its meaning cannot consist of relations 
to other terms. It will be admitted that a term cannot be usefully employed unless it 
means something. What it means is either complex or simple. That is to say, the meaning 
is either a compound of other meanings, or is itself one of those ultimate constituents out 
of which other meanings arc built up. In the former case, the term is philosophically 
defined by enumerating its simple elements. But when it is itself simple, no philosophical 
definition is possible. The term may still have a peculiar relation to some other term, and 
may thus have a mathematical definition. But it cannot mean this relation ('The Axioms 
of Geometry" -J. l 0). 
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For instance, if we define "this table" by listing all the qualities this table_ is-~ 

constituted by, such as hardness, brownness, and squareness, this would be a 

philosophical definition of the table. But if we define "this table" as the thing in the 

middle of my room, this would be a mathematical definition, since I would specify the 

table as a unique particular by its relation to other things. So when a mathematical 

definition is given for a term, no such analysis is involved; only a con-ect uniquely 

identifying description is given. 

Since the philosophical definition of a term includes all the qualities of the thing, 

one consequence seemed to be that the meaning of the subject term includes the meaning 

of the predicate term, unless the proper name does not have a meaning, as would be the 

case if it refeITed to a bare particular or substratum. Even though he never cared for 

essences, Russell in his early career seemed to be stuck with them due this analytical 

notion of definition. 

With his new theory of denoting ( 1905 ), Russell ceases to demand that a 

definition of a term involve an analysis of the term. In a letter written in 1953 to R. S. 

Hartman, who was seeking an explanation for Russell's distinction between philosophical 

and mathematical definition employed in POM, Russell replies, 

I cannot at this date justify the passage on page 63 of The Principles of 
Mathematics about which you inquire. At the time \Vhen I wrote that passage I still 
believed \vhat I had been taught that a definition should be a conceptual analysis and that 
one definition could be better than another even when both uniquely determine the same 
object. All this seems to me now a confused legacy of the muddle-headed concept 
'·essence''. \Vhat I think about definition now is put forth in the Introduction to Principia 
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Mathematica 56 
... You will realize that The Principles of Mathematics was writtetfbefore 

I arrived at my theory of descriptions which I published in Mind of October 1905. That 
theory made everything that I had previously said about definition obsolete (May 17, 
1953). 

So before 1905, when his new theory of descriptions appears, he had to accept a 

bulky essence with all the qualities of a particular. But with his new sys tem of treating 

descriptive phrases, he could regard ordinary proper names as definite descriptions, so he 

could use them to define an ordinary proper name and thereby get a chance to reject the ' I 

know not what'. 

For the later Russell a proposition is analytic iff it is a logical truth (tautology) or 

can become a logical truth by substitution of mathematical definitions. By a logical truth, 

Russell means propositions which can be proved by logic, i.e., "they show that certain 

different classes of symbols are different ways of saying the same thing, or that one class 

says part of what the other says ... It is obvious that a proposition which is a tautology is 

so in virtue of its form, and that any constants which it may contain can be turned into 

variables without impairing its tautological quality' ' (AMa 171-2). 

We also see Russell invoking the mathematical definition for meanings of words 

in his later work Human Knowledge . For when defending his bundle theory against the 

analyticity charge, he appeals to definite descriptions we use for ordinary proper names. 

Consider 'This is red'. By ' this' Russell says he does not mean hi s tome. He means a 

certain part of hi s visual fie ld. 'This ' we refer to is a whole, a complex , and red and 

56 Russell. in PM ( 1910). writes. " A definition is. strictl y speaking. no part o f the subject in which 
it occurs. For a defin i ti on is conccrm:d wholl y with the symbols. not with v.hat they ·ymholi ze. M oreover, 
it is not true or J'abc . hei ng: the expression o f volition. not of a propos it ion .. ( 11 ). 
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probably other qualities are pa1ts of this complex. Russell says '"t~is '-iS equivalent to a 

description; e.g., 'what is occupying the center of my visual field'. To say that this 

description applies to redness is to say something which is clearly not analytic. But since 

it employs a description instead of a name, it is not quite what we set out to consider" 

(HK 300). And when there is a proper name, we can define it by a definite description. 

Consider 'Caesar crossed the Rubicon ' . We don't define the word "Caesar" by 

enumerating all the events that comprise Caesar, partly because we don't know all his 

experiences (ibid. 301). We define "Caesar" by some of his prominent characteristics. 

Russell writes, "Suppose P is some property which has belonged to only one person; then 

we can say, ' I give the name 'A' to the person who had the prope1ty P' . In this case, the 

name 'A' is ari abbreviation for 'the person who has the prope1ty P'. It is obvious that if 

this person also had the property Q, the statement 'A had the property Q' is not analytic 

unless Q is analytically a consequence of P'' (ibid.). That is, if we define "Caesar" with 

only a subclass of his qualities, such as the man who ruled Rome and was killed by 

Brutus, then the property of having crossed the Rubicon would not be contained in the 

definition of Caesar. Russell even gives a nominal theory of definite descriptions: "Every 

person has a number of characteristics that are peculiar to him; Caesar, for example, had 

the name 'Julius Caesar'" (HK 30 l ). So the name 'Caesar' is an abbreviation of ' the 

person whose name was ' ·Julius Caesar'". 

Hence, the later Russe ll does not hold statements about particular facts, i.e. , 

propositions where a property is ascribed to the particular, to be analytic (HK 497) . 

Synthetic propositions " include not on ly al l statements of particular facts but al so all 
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generalizations which are not logically necessary, such a~ 'Atr men are mortal' or 'All 

copper conducts electricity'" (HK 497). 

Russell holds the description theory of proper names both as a theory of meaning 

and as a theory of reference. As a theory of reference, definite descriptions are the means 

by which a link between a proper name and a particular is established57
• As a theory of 

meaning, the semantic contribution a proper name makes to a sentence in which the name 

occurs is through a canonical definite description. For his defense against the analyticity 

charge, the later Russell only needs the description theory as a theory of meaning to use it 

in defining proper names. But this view is not tenable either. 

Kripke argues against the description theory both as a theory of reference (he 

accepts in some cases of initial baptism, however, that a description does fix a referent) 

and as a theory of meaning for proper names (Naming 106). One of Kripke's arguments 

against the description theory as a theory of names is that it describes modal facts 

wrongly. Russell's version of the description theory allows one to substitute a single 

description for a name, and Searle's version allows a disjunction of definite descriptions 

to be substituted for a name. In either case, Kripke argues, substitutions result in making 

the prope11ies of the particular necessarily belong to it. "If one has the description 'the 

man who taught Alexander'' as the description of Aristotle, then the statement 'Aristotle 

taught Alexander' will be tautologous, although it is not actually tautologous for "it is 

something \Ve could discover to be false" (Naming 30). This proposition about Aristotle 

becomes analytic, and therefore becomes a necessary proposition. And if we substitute 

'~ "iiltc that \\e had t11 den;. the de,LTipti11n thL'11r;. a" a thL·11r: ,if reference in Chapter 5 as a rcsult 
uf the kind ,1f stirulati1111 \\e necd f,ir ordinar:- [lrll[lL'r name·, aLTn,, ros.,ihlc \\11rlds. 
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'Aristotle' for a disjunction of definite descript,iom;-;--attribution of most of Aristotle's 

prope1ties to him would result in an analytic proposition, and therefore a necessary truth, 

as Searle accepts: "It is a necessary fact that Aristotle has the logical sum, inclusive 

disjunction, of properties commonly attributed to him: any individual not having at least 

some of these properties couldn't be Aristotle'' (172). 

Russell would have to accept that in those cases when the definite description is 

the same as the predicated prope1ty, the sentence is analytic, and therefore necessary. 

Russell admits this when providing a reply to the criticism he himself raises against 

Carnap's view, where Napoleon is described as a region of space-time, the sentence 

'Napoleon was for a period of time in Elba' becomes analytic. Russell gives retort to the 

criticism: Yes, that statement is analytic but other statements about Napoleon are not, 

such as 'Napoleon wore a cocked hat' or 'This position of space-time is a person' (HK 

80). 

Philosophers such as W. Kneale (1962), B. Loar (1976), and K. Bach (1981) have 

suggested a nominal description theory instead of the regular one, so that the name 

"Aristotle" would be substituted with 'the person called "Aristotle'" or 'the bearer of 

"Aristotle"'. On this version of the description theory, the only analytic truth one would 

have to attribute to a particular would be its name, if at all. Russell probably vvould accept 

this view because as we have seen in the quote above he regards, "'the person who was 

called 'Julius Caesar"' as a definite description which could give the meaning of 

""Caesar". However, against nominal descriptions as a theory of meaning. Kripke argues 
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that 'being called "Caesar"' is nonrigi~, sinee the man we pick out as "Caesar" in this 

world might have a different name in another world (Naming 49). 

I suggest we follow Kripke58 and adopt a Millian theory of proper names. For 

then we would not have a problem of analyticity either in the traditional sense with 

definition of a word understood as analysis, or in the logical sense. as the later Russell 

takes it. A proposition attributing a property to a paiticular can be analytic in the above 

logical sense only if one either accepts that proper names are abbreviated descriptions or 

one accepts that names have senses as well as referents. For only then one could 

substitute descriptions as definitions of proper names and thereby check if the proposition 

in question can be reduced to a logical truth. If a name is Millian, that is, if all there is to 

a name is its referent, then a sentence with a proper name in it cannot be analytic in the 

logical sense, except when the proper name is itself predicated as in 'Caesar is Caesar'. 

In this sense, Millian ordinary proper names are actually similar to Russell's logically 

proper names. 

This solution, i.e., that the bundle theorist needs to deny that proper names have 

meaning, is supported by Hochberg. According to Hochberg, a proper name is simply an 

indicator like 'this·: "One is almost tempted to say it has a referent but no meaning, for 

the talk of meaning and reference lies at the core of the puzzle" ('Things and Qualities'' 

93). To the question 'What is Caesar?' we must answer 'this', instead of listing its 

prope1ties, but at the same time do not endow the 'this' with existence. as substratum 

theorists do. Defender of the bundle theory needs to '·separate the purely indicating 

''With the pr<1\ isi,111 that llLir llrdinary pn1pi:r name-, arc -,tipulati\.: di:,ign;1t,1r~. not rigid 
di:,ignat<1rs. as disc:u-,,cd in ChaplL'r 5. 
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function of proper names of c,omptexes from the question of specifying the composition 

of such objects'' (ibid. 93-4 ). 

Before we end this chapter, we should also note that there's another related 

objection to the realist bundle theory to the effect that propositions ascribing a property to 

a paiticular would be uninformative on the grounds that one who knows what the term 

used to refer to a paiticulai· means would already know the property attributed to it (Loux 

Metaph_vsics 103). On the later Russell's theory of understanding one does not need to 

know all the components of the referent of a term in order to know what the term means. 

Russell explains that we can know a complex without knowing its paits. Here's how he 

expresses the point in HK: 

I maintain that I can perceive a complete complex of compresent qualities 
without necessarily perceiving all the constituent qualities. I can give the name 'this' to 
such a complex, and then by attention observe that redness, say, is one of its constituent 
qualities. The resulting knowledge I express in the sentence, 'This is red', which, 
accordingJy, is a judgment of analysis, but not, in the logical sense, an analytic 
judgment'9 (Russell HK 302). 

That we can know the complex without knowing its paits is not a view that the 

later Russell has formulated just to defend his bundle theory. For even in 1913, Russell 

accepted that we can know complexes without knowing their constituents: "Analysis only 

raises problems because we may be acquainted with a complex without knO\ving what its 

constituents are,. (TK l 20). 

'" ··Rus.sell makes the same point in /.HT: .. We do not ha\e to grasp all the C!lnstituents of a hundk 
in order to understand \\hat the name refers to. \\"hen \\e name a hundle as ·w-. \\e d!l not neL·essarily 
kn1rn all its parts: therefor1: the judgment is 1111t analytic. Russell claims that his thc1iry implies that .. we 
cann11t l'\prcss our kn1mkdge \\ithnut namL'S liir L"llmplex \\hoks. and that \\L' can he acquainted \\ith 
C1llllpk\ \\hull's\\ ithout kn1rn ing 1lf \\hat L·onstituenh they L"(\Jbist"" 112:-\-91. 
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I have argue(i. irr 11iis chapter that the later Russell does not have to accept the 

consequence that all propositions ascribing prope1ties to particulars are analytic. One way 

in which this consequence would follow is if the later Russell defined ordinary proper 

names analytically. I showed that the later Russell appeals to denotational definitions of 

names as their meanings, so that substitution of definite descriptions for names of 

particulars would not yield analytic propositions. But as Kripke shows, this solution does 

not work for all propositions where a property is attributed to a paiticular. As a solution, I 

suggested that we assign Russell a Millian theory of meaning of proper names, where 

proper names do not have any meaning, but merely refer to particulars. So, on this theory 

no proposition about paiticulars can be analytic, for there is nothing to the meaning of a 

proper name that could contain the predicate attributed to it. 
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Chapter 7:, Coffi:lusion 

One of Russell's ontological aims was to give a parsimonious account of the ultimate 

kinds of reality. His earlier account of pmticulars admitted particulars as well as 

universals as the fundamental kinds of reality. The need to explain the unity and 

individuality of objects forced upon the early Russell the acceptance of bare pmticularity 

as an ultimate kind of reality, yet he could not reduce properties to particulars with the 

goal to economize his ontology because there are some relations that resist nominalistic 

explanation. So when he formulated the bundle theory he reached his goal. There is one 

kind of ultimate reality, that of qualities, and the individuality of particulars can be 

explained as well as their generality, without having to admit bare particulars. 

The bundle theory takes qualities as ultimate, so they are the bricks of a pmticular. 

Only qualities constitute a particular. Qualities are universals, but immanent universals, 

that is, they are "in" the particulars, not separated from particulars. 

Relations, according to Russell, are part of reality as well, but he had trouble 

finding an adequate place for them. Logically relations have to relate things, so regarding 

them as part of a particular tends to bring the things that they are related to \Vith them. 

That is, they become particularized relations, which Russell shows is not tenable. It also 

leads to circularity in the notion of a particular for then we explain a particular by appeal 

to another particular, and that other will be explained by appeal to another, and so on. 

Thus, relations need to be outside of bundles. But this means that we'll have to put them 

in some third realm, which requires that we bring in our old friend, the exemplification 
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re~ation:-But given the above tensions revolving around relations, I argued that admitting 

relations as transcendent relations is the best explanation we can give of them. 

I have argued that the early Russell (1903 - 1914) held the substratum view of 

particulars. I provided textual evidence to the effect that the substrata served several 

roles. ( l) They explained why it is logically possible that there may be t\VO qualitatively 

alike ordinary or momentary particulars. (2) They provided non-recurring particulars for 

his construction of space-time series, when his theories of space and time were relational 

(3) They served as logical subjects in which qualitative predicates could inhere, without 

making all subject-predicate form sentences analytic. The problem with this view was 

having to maintain that there is something which cannot be known, but which is merely 

supposed to exist to fit our purposes. A substratum, as Russell called it, was a peg from 

which the predicates hang. 

The bundle theory of particulars, in his later philosophy (as of 1940), helped him 

abandon the unknown bare particular. At first sight, it seems as if this theory wipes out all 

the advantages of the substratum theory we mentioned above. For instance, now that a 

particular is merely a complex of compresent qualities, the logical possibility that two 

things that share all their properties. and yet be different particulars. seems to be left 

unexplained. But I pointed out, by appeal to O'Leary-Hawthorne and Russell himself, the 

fact that two bundles of qualities may recur is merely a consequence of the bundle theory 

itself. Since the qualities forming a particular are such that they can occur at many places 

at different times, it logically follows that a bundle of them should have the same nature 

of multiple occurrence. If the qualities that make up a momentary particular do recur. 
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-.- then we have to admit that it is the same particular. This is true for all kinds of 

particulars, but I have noted that ordinary particulars and point-instants require further 

explanations as to how they are individuated. When it comes to ordinary particulars, 

which persist over time, Russell still admits the logical possibility of recurrence, but 

holds that it is highly unlikely that the same ordinary particular should recur given the 

postulates (assumptions) he makes about the nature of the world. The point-instants of 

space-time are defined as complexes of compresence which are complete; i.e. all the 

qualities in a group are compresent with each other, and there is no quality outside the 

group that is compresent with every member of the group. Such a complete complex of 

compresence results in a very high probability of non-recurrence, needed for the 

construction a linear space-time series. 

The logical subjects on the bundle theory are the bundles themselves as a whole. 

But this does not imply that all subject-predicate form sentences will become analytic 

because the later Russell does not employ the notion of definition or meaning as analysis 

in the later period. That is, the meaning of the name of a particular does not require the 

analysis of the particular. Therefore, the predicate term will not be one of the analysans 

and thereby make the sentence analytic. However, I have explained that the later 

Russell's own notion of meaning of proper names is not completely free of the analyticity 

charge either. According to his description theory of names, when we replace the name of 

a particular with a canonical definite description, if the predicate attributed to the 

particular happens to be in the description the sentence becomes analytic. Worse, it 

therefore becomes necessary. In order to avoid this consequence, I suggested that we 
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reject Russell's description theory of names, but adopt a Millian view instead, so that 

there would not be any meaning belonging to the name of a particular, and thereby a 

sentence about a particular would be free of the charge of analyticity. I claim that the 

description theory of names can be sacrificed to defend the bundle theory against the 

analyticity charge. For it is not only that some proposition about particulars will become 

analytic, but also that those propositions will be necessary. 

Another problem that the bundle theory seemed to face was that because it claims 

that it is necessarily true that a particular is composed of compresent qualities, the 

prope1ties of a paiticular must be essential to it. But I argued that this is not the case by 

first making the underlying assumptions that led to this objection evident and showing 

that these assumptions are not, or do not need to be, made on Russell's account of the 

bundle theory. Two of these assumptions were either of (1) the particular is a set of 

properties and (2) the paiticular is a mereological sum, where all its parts are essential to 

the whole. I explained that these assumptions about Russell's theory are false and that a 

bundle is a complex. As such a bundle is more than a totality of some qualities. 

However, I pointed out another way in which true propositions about a particular 

may be argued to express necessary truths, namely, when the identity relation betv,:een a 

particular and the bundle it is composed of is considered to be necessary. Such identity 

statements are not necessary according to Russell. But I pointed out that if there are good 

arguments for the conclusion that such identity is necessary. then the bundle theory has a 

problem. With the goal of evading this possibility, I suggested that \Ve adopt a notion of 

"stipulative designation', whereby the identity of a particular across possible worlds 
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would only be a matter of stipulation, so that no claims to the necessity of the identity 

relations can be made. For I noticed that the arguments for the necessity of all identity 

relations rely on taking these two propositions to be equivalent: (i) It is necessary that for 

all x, x is identical with itself' and (ii) 'For all x, x is necessarily identical \vith itself. (ii) 

entails (iii) a is necessarily identical with a. And (iii) in turn leads to the conclusion that 

all identity is necessary. So the motivation behind stipulative designation is to block the 

inference to (iii). When we hold names to stipulatively designate, we merely accept (i) 

and what follows from it, i.e., (iv) It is necessary that a is identical with a. But we reject 

(ii) as equivalent to (i) and therefore reject (iii). 

I have also explained some of Russell's epistemological views, because they play 

important roles in the bundle theory of paiticulars. I have argued, for instance, that the 

postulates of scientific inferences play a role in the individuation of ordinary particulars. I 

have also argued that particulars must be inferred, not constrncted, because a paiticular is 

a complex and a complex is of the same logical type as its constituents, whereas if it were 

a constrnction it would have to be of a different logical type. 

The most troubling question for Russell in epistemology was what, if anything, 

can one know with certainty about the world external to her mind? In The Problems of 

Philosophy, he has a view which is similar to his later views in Human Knowledge in the 

sense that in both works he maintains that we can know that there are material objects by 

inference. In his early work the argument is an inference to the best explanation of our 

experiences. In both \vorks he admits that such knowledge comes in degrees of 

probability. except that in his later work he discusses theories of probability in detail and 
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makes it central to his account of our knowledge of the external world. However, around 

1914 ( OKEW) he attempted to get at certain knowledge by means of logical construction 

of the objects of the external world. But later on he realized its limitations and went back 

to working out the kind of non-demonstrative inferences we need. Russell specified five 

assumptions that we need to make about the world that would ground our inferences that 

we do make in common sense and science. But these assumptions themselves are only 

probably true; Russell does not put them forth as necessary truths about the world. Some 

of them directly ground our inductive inferences. After discovering that in order to make 

an inductive inference which will give us probable truth, it is not enough that we collect 

and categorize data into classes and see if there are any correlations between two classes. 

We also need to have some reason, before we make the inductive inference, to believe 

that the claim that we want to reach as the conclusion of an inductive inference has a 

good chance of being tme. One such postulate allows us to assume that there probably is 

a similarity between the stmctures of what we can observe and what \Ve cannot, and this 

gives us grounds to justify our inferences from experiential data to what actually exists in 

the external world. 

Thus, the later Russell's bundle theory of particulars, combined with his emphasis 

on the role of non-demonstrative inference in acquiring knO\vledge about particulars, is a 

strong and consistent theory which should be given its due place in the contemporary 

literature on theories of particulars. I hope that my endeavour in this work to give a 

systematic account of his ontological and epistemological views has served this purpose. 

Furthermore. my work on the later Russell's views in these areas is not independent of 
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his more popular, earlier views. So I believe this work should also be of historical interest 

to the philosophers who know the ontological and epistemological problems Russell 

grappled with, and how he solved these problems with the bundle theory. 
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